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1 INTRODUCTION

This report contains the experimental, theoretical and numerical studies performed uuder D*
partment of Energy (DOE) Agreement Number DE-FG07-96ER14732 entitled “ Surface Nucleti
Magnetic Resonance for hnaging SubsurfaceWater.”

DOE and Department of Defense (DOD) complexes ad test ranges are situated in widely

-g c~atic conditio~ from the deser$southwestto the htid wt. The n$ssion of the Office
of EnvironmentalRestoration and Waste Management(EM) is to clean up the inventoryof inactive
DOE sites and facilities, and the goal of the EM Office of Technology Development (OTD) is to
deliver technologies to make environmentalrestorationmore efficient and cost effective. In the
western United States, where a number of DOE i%cilitiesare located, the water table can occur
several hundred feet below the surface. The zone between surface and water table is called the
vadose zone or unsaturated zone. A characteristicof that zone is that mobtity of water and
contamimnts is greatly reduced compared to rate of movement in the saturated zone. A thick
vadose zone lowers the risk and, at lesst, incresses the time before contaminantts enter drinking
‘water supplies. The assessment of risk is often performed by mode@g of ground water flow and
centruni.mmtmigration by analytical methods or unsaturatedflow models (e.g. Hendrickx et al.
1991).Necessary inputs for these models we the hydraulicproperties of the difFerentgeological
formations (e.g. Hendrickx 1990) and the water content distribution in the vadose zone (Freeze
and Cherry 1979). Accurate risk assessmentsfor groundwatercontamination cannot be conducted
without actual measurementsof the water”content distributionin the vadose zone. To date, very
few techniques have been developed to’provide such informationat an acceptable speed and cost.
Because soil water contents exhibit a largespatialand temporalvariability,the costs of conventional
mesmwement techniques, such as gravimetricsampling, gypsum blocks, and neutron probes, are
high. Orily non-intrusive tests with a cost ikctor much lower than that of an intrusive test will
offer acceptable alternatives. Therefore, a deiinite‘needexists for a non-intrusive water content
measurementmethod.

The stice nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniqueapplied to imaging of grouud wa-
ter was first developed by Russian scientists from the Institute of Chemical and Combustion in
Novosibimk, Russia. Over the lsst two decades they have published a series of papers and re
ports describing the theory of the method, along with experimentalmeasurementsfrom the surface
to a depth of about 100 m. Preliminary evaluationof the concepts and results merited further “
investigations, particularly because of the critical technical need for cost-effective water content
measurementsin environmentalrestoration.

The work under this contrhct proceeded along two paralleldirections:

●

●

Experimental NMR measurements at sites in Colorado and New Mexico with control on
geologic and hydrogeologic conditions. The equipmentused for the measurementswas the
NUMIS equipment mam.tkctked by IRIS Instrumentsof fiance. This equipmentfollows the
design of the original equipment of the Russianscientists.

Generalization of the NMR theory to correctly model the NMR respotie from conductive
ground, along with numericalimplementationof the corrected theory to assesssigniiiczmceof
the theoretical corrections aud to understandpropertiesof the inverseproblem.

Concurrent with our investigationsof surfaceNMR imagingof water content in the subsurface,
active development was ongoing in oil exploration and oil service companies on NMR logging “in
boreholes, and by laboratory measurementson samples to better understmd the NMR response
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of water in soils and rocks. NMR logging is rapidly becoming an important tool in reservoir
engineeringbecause in principle informationabout permeabtity can be derived.

The results horn the experimentalmeasurementsperformed under this contract show that the
abili~ to record reliable data and infer water content distributions from the data is site specMc.
Proper inference of water content r@es knowledge of the geolectric section, which must be
obtained from a separate measurementand is often known only with limited accuracy. Present
equipment Imitations sometimes preclude obtaining reliable measurements of water content in
several soiI and rock types, swih ~ soils and rocks with magnetite (ferromagnetic mineral) aud
fine grained soils. At sites where rewble measurementswere recorded, the tool shows the power
of the technology in that constraints on 6otlzwater content and permeability may be obtained.
The published literature describes case historiesat highly sekctive sites and does not adequately
address several of the technique’s limitations. Under this contract, experimental measurements
were made at sites with widely varyinghydrogeologicconditions, so that the range of applications
and limitations couId be. evaluated.

Under this DOE contract, major advanceswere made in devdopment of the theory and the
computational algorithms andoprogramsto derivewater content from surface NME?.measurements.
The theoretical work and numeqiqd simulationsare described in a preprint to be submitted to
Physical Review and is attached to this report as Appendix B.

5
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2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION

2.1 Motivation for Imaging Subsurface Water Content

Water is the transport vehicle for migration of hazardous substances and thus a critical factor
in restoration alternatives and costs. Information on the location, depth zmd subsurface distri-
bution of water and its dissolved waste materials is needed for proper and safe management of
environmentalrestoration projects and waste storage facilities. To date, very few techniqueshave
been developed to provide such informationat an acceptable speed and cost. Most of the present
techniques are intrusive. Geophysical techniquesare based on establishinga correlation between a ‘
physical property and water content (e.g. electricalresistivity)and requirecalibration by intrusive
tests. Because soil water contents exhibit a large spatial and temporal variabfity, the costs of
conventionalmeasurementtechniquessuchas gravimetric(weighingand drying) sampling,gypsum
blocks, and neutron probes are high. Therefore, a definite need exists for a non-intrusivewater
content measurementmethod.

As stated in the lhtroductio% necessaryinputs for the modeling of groundwater flow zue the
hydraulic properties of the diilerentgeologicalformations.&d the water content distributionin the
vadose zone. At present, a.consensusexistsamong vadose zone hydrologists that indirect methods
for determination of the hydraulic properties of geologic formations based on readily available
information often yield estimates with an accuracy that is quite acceptable for many applications
(Van Genuchten et al. 1992). However,accurate risk assessmentfor ground water contamination
cannot be conducted without actual messu.iementsof the water content distribution in the vadose
zone.

A simple case representative of many contaminated sites with deep vadose zones in dry and
humid areas of the U.S. can illustratethis. Water contents in d&p vadose zones in the Southwest
may vary between 1 and 10volumepercent. Measurementsin New Mexican desert soilsshowthat at
depths below 2 to 3 meters this watercontent often does not changewith time. Therefore, consider
a vadose zone with a thicknessof 30 m (100feet) and a volumetricwater content of 5Y0. This vadose
zone contains a total of 1.5 m3 waterper unit areaof 1 m2. A constant watercontent with time does
not preclude downwardflow as is sometimeserroneouslyassumed. The constant watercontent with
time is consistent with a steady downwardmovementof water and dissolved contaminants. Water
balance calculations using meteorologicaldata can be used to assessmean downward groundwater
percolation rate in New Mexico and is between 3 mm and 37 mm (of saturated water) per year
(Stephens 1995). The traveltimefor groundwatercentaminantshorn surface to ground water level
varies between 1.5/0.003 = 500 years and 1.5/0.03 = 50 years. If this vadose zone would have a
volumetric water content of 2.5 (instead of 5) volume percent, the travel times estimatesdecre&e
to approximately 250 and 50 years. This example shows the dramatic effect of a small change in
water content on centaminant traveltimes and riskfor grouudwatercontamination. Accurate non-
intrusive measurements of vadose zone water content combined with deep percolation estimates
allow risk assessmentwithout expensivedrilling,aud complicated modeling studies.

The assumption of steady state in the.above case study has been corroborated for arid and
semi-arid areas by Hendrickx et al. (1991). At sites in more humid areas or with gravel vadose
zones, water movement will show a more transientcharacter. Under these conditions, fate and
transport modeIs have to be used to evaluatethe travel times of contaminantts. Important input
parameters for these models are the hydraulicproperties of the vadose zone and its initial water
content. Modeling studies revealedthat theirresultsare sensitiveto the hydraulic parameters(see,

e.g.>Hendri* et al. 1991)>so that ~ modek need to be calibrated comparing measured and
simulated water contents. Suqhcalibrationscan only be accomplished when reliable water content

.
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measurementsare available over the entirevadosezone depth.
To measure water content non-intmsively by geophysicalmeasurementspresently requires a

correlationbetween a physical property such as electricalconductivity,density, compression.alwave
velocity, and water content. For example, the relation between electrical conductivity and water
content was used by She4ts and Hendrickx (1995) to monitor soil water content changesin desert
soils with the electromagnetic induction (EM) method. They showed that for shallow subsoils
to depths of approximately 20 feet, this method has a great potential to quickly determine aud
monitor water content over large areas. The We of applicationof the EM method aud its low cost
make it an appealing method for monitoring near surface (Oto 20 feet) water content over time
and space.

Although several physical propertiesrelateto watercontent,no method is sufficientlyuniqueto
allow water content measurementssolely by a geoph~ical method. For example, the EM work by
Sheetsand Hendrick (1995) and Kachanoskiet al. (1988) indicates that calibration is needed. At
the present time, there is no non-invasivemethod to makeaccuratemeasurementsof water content
distributions in deep vadose zones uniquelyrelatedto water.

2.2 Nuclear Ma~etic Resonance Imaging of Water Content

Theoretical work and laboratory experiments(Andreyev and Martens 196~ Prebble and Cumie
1970; Semenov 198fi Shirov et al. 1991) have proven that the parameters associated with the
gyromagnetic moment of protons in wateraredirectlyand uniquelyrelated to liquid water content.
These parameters are measured by nuclearmagnetic resonsnce. Paetzold et al. (1987) conclude
from their laboratory experiments that the NMR signal is a linear function of volumetric water
content and is not afkcted by clay mineralogy,soil orgauic matter, or texture within the ranges
studied. They concluded that the NMR signal is indeed uniquely related to liquid water in soils ~
and other rocks.

The application of NMR for detection of undergroundwater was first proposed by Varian
(1962). The successful realization of this techniquein field tests was not implemented until 1978
with prototype equipment developed in the Institute of Chemical Kinetics and Combustion at
Novosibirsk (Russia) by Semenov et al. (1989) and Trushkinet aL (1994). Development continued
and resultedin an instrumentcalled the ‘TIydroscope” claimedcapable of non-invasivegroundwater
detection and measurement of depth, thickness,and water content of aquifers. A recent field test
in Australia was reported by Shirov et al. (1991). They concluded that the Hydroscope with its
NMR technology $ applicable to Austr& conditions and can be used to reliably measure the
volume of underground water, but needs improvementto measure the depth and porosity of the
water containing strata. Another peitinent study has been undertaken Goldman et al. (1994)
and Gev et al. (1996) in Israel. These investigatoti combined two proven methods: (i) the NMR
method that is able to detect directly the presenceof fhsh water in the subsurface, and (ii) the
Time Domain Electromagnetic (TDEM) method that measuresthe geoelectric section from which
often soil types and concentration of dissolvedsolids cau be inferred. Their study showed that the
integrated application of these two methods is promisingfor non-intrusive delineation of ground
water bearing aquifers and the simultaneousevaluationof water quality. The importance of taking ,
into account the geoelectric section is also discussedby Shushakov(1996).

The studies in Israel and in Australiacon&n the good resultsobtained previously in Russia. A
demonstration of the Russian equipment,theHydroscope,imtheUnited States undersponsorshipof
USGS and EPA (Lieblich et al. 1994) confirmedagainthat: (i) the theoretical concepts of the NMR
techniqueare soun~ (ii) the equipmentexistsand is operatio~ and (iii) that likely the equipment
and analysis process can be improved with westerncomputational and electronic technology. The

1
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designof the Russian “Hydroscope” was basically adapted in the NUMIS equipment built by IRIS
Instruments of fiance. Limitations of the method have not received the same attention as the
successes. GoMman et aL ‘(1994)addressed the interferenceby power lines and the need to select
sitesat substantialdistzmcesfrom power lines. The influenceof the many pnameters of a soil-water
system, such as surfhce-to-volumeratio, presenceof ferromagneticmineralsand paramagnetic ions,
and the subsurface geoelectric section, on watercontentmeasurementsis not discussedmuch in the
existing literature. The published results leave the impressionthat surface Nl&t imaging of water
content is a technology ripe for exploitation in practice. Howewx, the experimental measurements
performed under this contract over a wide rauge of geologic settings reveal that the successful
application is highly site specific, and that a number improvementsfi the data analysis and the
instrumenttechnology must be made before it becomes a routine tool.
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3 PRINCIPLES OF SURFACE NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESO-
NANCE IMAGING

. .

3.1 General Principles

The principles and theory of surface NMR imaging are discussed in this report at two levels.
First, the physics of the process is conceptually explained with extensiveuse of graphics. Second,
the mathematical formulation of the theory (both forward and inverse) has been prepared for
publication (reproduced as Appendix B of thisreport). The objective of theconceptual explanation
is to alIowan understandingof the principlesof the surfaceNMR method, the range of application,
and the problems encountered with theory and experimentswithout having to resort to relatively
involved mathematical formulations. The mathematical formulations, however, are required for
developmentof the forwardand inversecomputationsof watercontent distributionin the subsurface
from surface mea9u.rements.

The theoretical aad computational aspects of surfaceNMR imaging developed under this con-
tract, and reproduced in Appendix B, contain severalfundamentallynew developments:

. The theoretical development of an imaging equation accounting properly for the geolectric
section on the NMR response. The diffusiontime of electric currents in the ground strongly
influencesthe measuredresponsein waysnever previouslyaccounted for properly. A particu-
lar special case where the resistivi~ is horizontallystratifiedwith depth is treated explicitly.
In most other electromagneticgeophysicalapplications, the electromagneticfield needs to be
computed on or above the surfaceof the ground and computation of the electromagneticfield
in the subsurface adds complexity. ~

. A computationally efficientalgorithm for computing the required subsurikcemagnetic fields
for input into the imaging equationl

● A computationally efficientapproach to inversionof the data in terms of water content using
the new imaging equation. The new inversionschemeexhibits significantshortcomingsin the
algorithm used by the NUMIS instrument. h ongoing work the new algorithm will be used
to reananalyze the field data described later in this report.

3.2 Fundamentals of Surface NMR Imaging of Water Content Distribution

The geophysical surfaceNMR method has similaritiesand differenceswith the NMR measurements
commonly made in controlled laboratory experimentsand in themedical field. In both experimental
set-ups, the ibct that a hydrogen nucleus (proton) Ms a spin is exploited. The angularmomentum
and the magnetic moment of the spin are coaxial (Figure 3-l). In both the geophysical field en-
vironment and in a controlled laboratory experimentuse is made of a static magnetic field, and a
dynamic ac magnetic field whose component perpendicularto the static field is used to manipulate
the spins. Figure 3-2 compares a typic@ controlled laboratory set-up and the geophysical field
se&up. One-of the differencesbetween the two techniquesis the low intensity of the Earth’s mag-
netic field compared to the fields that can be applied in laboratory experiments. In the laboratory
environment, samples can be placed in strong magnetic fields. Another difference is the control
over the geometry of the experiment. In laboratory measurementson small samples the geometry
can be controlled, and the spatial resolution of the signal can be focused precisely on the targets
of interest. In the geophysical experiment, the geometry “isrestricted to the Earth’s surface and

9
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control over geometry leavesmuch to be desired. Most of the data analysisthen focuses on decon-
volving the influencesof geometry horn the signal of interest. The crucial information is averaged
with a complicated weightingfunction whose input parametersmust be inferredfrom independent
measurementsof the geoelectric section.

When an external magnetic field is applied to material containingwater molecules, the mate-
rial will be magnetized, because more proton moments will preferentiallyalign with the external
magnetic field. The net nuclearmagnetizatio~ M, ia givenby,

M = MrEh),- (1)

whereB. is the externalmagneticfield (the earth’s fieldin geophysicalapplications), k is a constant
(the nuclear magnetic susceptibility) inverselyproportional to temperature, and N is the number
of protons per unit volume (equal to twice the number density of water molecules). Equation (1)
expresses the crucial proportionality between net magnetizationand water content. Thus, if the
nuclearmagnetization could be measureddirectly, it wouldbe found proportional to the number of
protons and water moleculesper unit volume. The generationof a net magnetizationof a substauce
in response to an externalmagneticfield is calledparamagnetism.Ip the presentcase, the smallness
of k malqs it a very small effect: in the earth’s field typicallyonly one in 1010protons will be aligned
with the external field in the temperaturerange of interestin geophysicalmeasurements.The net
magnetization is in fact far too small to be measureddirectly (i.e., by a magnetometer). ,

The strength and orientation o~the earth’s field changeswith latitude and is about 0.5Gauss
on average. The orientationof the Earth’s magnetic fieldis nearhorizontalat the equator and near
vertical at the poles (Figure 3-3). It is then the smallnet magnetizationof the proton nuclearspins
caused by this field that is the essentiallyunique signatureof subsurface water. This-aligm&nt
is a result of the interaction between the static field aud the magnetic moment of the protons.
The static field induces a torque on the nuck%rspins which causes them to precess about it at a
characteristicLarmor j%equency

WL = @o (2)

wherey is the gyromagnetic ratio, which has a characteristicvalue of abtmt 4260 Hz/G for protons
in liquid water. In the earth’s field, the Larmor frequencyhas a value between 2 and 2.5 kHz.

Although the net magnetization cam’ed by the static field is not meamhable by static means,
a dynamic measurement can be made. The w field Bl, ‘generatedby an ac current at the Larmor
frequency in a transmitterloop laid out on the grouud (seeFigure 3-2), causes the spins to steadily
tip away fkom the direction of the static field. The fired tip angle is

6 = 7B:TP = GOQ (3)

where rP is the duration of the pulse, B#- is the magnitude of the component of B1 that is per-
pendicular to Bo. The pulse moment is defined by Q = ITTP,where IT is the amplitude of the
transmitterloop currentduringthe pulse. SinceB1 is directlyproportional to IT, the tipping angle
6 actually then depends only on Q, with a proportionality constant Go determined by the geom-
etry of the loop and the geoelectic section of the subsurface. In what follows, it is only the pulse
moment of a particular measurementthat will then be quoted. After the ac field is terminated,
the tipped spins then continueto precessabout Bo. This precessionnow generatesan ac magnetic
field at frequency ULwhich in turn generatesa measurablevoltage in the receiver loop. The field
B+ scales linearly with the amplitude of the currentin the transmitter loop, but is nonuniform in
space. Its magnitude depends on the position of the spin relative to the transmitter loop. Figure
3-4 shows color contours of the intensity-ofB~ in a twcdrnensional plane through the center of the

10
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loop. The contours show that the field intensityfalls off rapidly outside the transmitterloop. The
intensity of the field is highest under the transmitterloop wires. The variationin field with depth
is mainly due to geometry of the loop. On these 100IRscales, attenuationof the field due to finite
ground conductivity generally becomes important at resistiviti&less than 10 $2-m.Attenuation”is
governed by the skin depth of the electromagneticradiation at the Larmor frequency. The skin

depth at 2 kHz is shown in Figure 3-5 for a rangeof groynd resiativities.Generally,at resistivities
greater than about 30 Q-m, the skin depth will exceed the effectiveexploration depth of the NMR
measurement. The mathematical protocols for correctingfor the influenceof the geoelectricsection
are discussed in detail in Appendix B.

To summartie, the effect of applying an alternatingmagnetic field (at the Larmor frequency)
is to cause the nuclear spins to tip atiy horn the static field Bo. The tip angle away from the

.

Earth’s magnetic field is controlled by the product of the magnitudeof the component of the local
ac magnetic field perpendicular to Bo, and the length of.time of the applied pulse [equation (3)].
Since the ac field varies with depth, the tip angle of the protons is also a function of depth. Mter
termination of the ac pulse, the spinaeventuallyreturnto equilibriumalon~Earth’s magnetic field
(Figure 3-l). In the geophysical measurement,the transmittercoil at the surfaceis also used as the
receivercoil which picks up the induced signalfrom theprocessingprotons. The induced signalfrom
any given location within the earth is maximized if the protons are tipped 90°. For a transmitting
coil at the surfhce, this 90 degree tip anglewill occur at differentdepths aud locations for different
pulse moments. Figure 3-6a and b show the tip angless a function of depth for two pulse moments,
1500amperes-milliseconds(A-ins) and 6000A-ins. The tip anglenear90° is shownin green. Figure
3-6 shows that close to the wire the tip angle can be very large and in generalhas values of several
multiples of 360°. This means that the spins rotate completely around one or more times during
the applied pulse: In these aress the signal will actually dbtructively interfere, and the overall
sensitivity to water there is actually smallertlumat greaterdepths. At largerpulse moments (6000
A-ins), the 90° tip angle is more uniformlydistributed at depths on the order of the radius of the
transmitter loop. It is the fact that the pulse moment changes the distribution of tip angles with
depth that gives rise to the rei@red depth resolution that allows one to derive the water content
distribution horn surfhce measurements.Msximum pulse moments for the NUl&E equipment for
a circular loop of 100 m diameter is about 9000A-ins. Due to the rapid drop-off in the transitted
field amplitude with depths greaterthan the size of the tramnnitterloop, the maximum effective
exploration depth is also about 100 m.

3.3 Signal to Noise characteristics ‘,

The reliabili~ and accuracy of measuringthe signal of the processing protons is determimkl by
signsl strength, ambient electromagneticnoise, and the processing softwareused to resolve signal
from noise. The amplitude of the voltage inducedin the receivercoil at the surfaceis small, varying
from-10 nV to a maximum of 600 nV. It is evident born the discussion in this section that signal
amplitude is proportional to the applied static (Earth’s field) and to the receiverloop geometry. It
is only through adjustments of the latter that sigrialenhancementmay be optimized.

The low signal amplitude is a major disadvantageof surface Nl$ll measurementssince the
signal must”often be measured in the presenceof large ambient noise sources. Power lines are a
major source of noise, and it is insh.ictive to compute the voltagesinduced by power line noise and
compare them to msximum sigml anplitude. Power lines commonly consist of either two wires
180° out of phase or three wires 120° degiees out of phase carrying currents whose sum is zero.
The magnetic field amplitude, Bp, due to power linesscales as

Bp N poId/2n-r2, (4)
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where p. is the permeability of free space, I is the ciurent amplitude: d is the separationbetween
the wires, and r is the distance iiom the wires to the center of the receiverloop. The flux, @P, of
BP through a circular receiver loop with diameter,1,will be,

..
@p - p&l=/8T=, (5)

and the comesponding voltage induced in the loop will be

Vp N pow#d12/8r2, (6)

whereUPis the power line fkequency(e.g., 60 Hz). For I = 100A, and r = Ilan, the induced voltage
in a circular loop is on the order of a millivolt, four or five orders of magnitude larger that the
expected groundwater signal. Noise can be signiikantly reduced by making measurementswith a
figure eight loop. For such a loop the flux will scale with the diference of the field across the size
of the loop. This yields a net flux

~s N poId13./r3, (7)

and a corresponding induced voltage, “ “

~ VgN powpId13/8r3. (8)

This shows that the noise induced in a figure eight loop is expected to be a factor of order l/r
smaller than the noise in a circukx loop. For 1 = 100 m and r = 1 km, noise reduction may be
by a factor of ten or more. The fact that the frequency of power line noise is 60 Hz, while the
signal fkom the processingnuclear spins is about 2 l+lz, shows also that si~cant noise reduction
is achievable by fltering. However this’is limited by the fact that the frequency window of the
receivergenerally needs to be on the order of 20 Hertz. In practice, it has proven not possible to
make measurements with the NUMIS instrumentwhen it is within 1 to 2 km from power lines, ”
even using a figure eight loop, except under optimal conditions where large amounts of detectable
water are present. Also, noise reduction is expected to be lesswhen severalpower lines are present,
not all of which can be oriented optimally relativeto the receiverloop.

3.4 Relaxation Times .

The NMR measurement is performed by perturbing the nuclearspins out of equilibrium. The in-
stantaneousresponse, immediately followingthe perturbation, determinesthe magnetization. The.
rate of decay of the signal, as the spins return to equilibrium,contains critical information about
the soil-water system and is influenced by water content, pore size distributio~ the ratio of the
water filled volume of the geologic material to its pore surfacearea, concentration of paramagnetic
ions, and ferromagnetic minerals. Extraction of the information about pore size distributio~ and
perqwability derived fkom pore size distributio~ is a dominantobjective of NMR borehole logging.
Understanding relaxation mechanisms is perhaps more important for using NMR in groundwa-
ter investigations than in hydrocarbon reservoirengineering,because groundwater investigations
are performed in a large range of geologic settings, while hydrocarbons are generally confined to
sedimentaryrocks.

The influence of the many factors influencingrelaxation time is presently diflicult to quanti&.
Much of the discussion-must, therefore, necessarilybe conceptual and qualitative. The receiver
signalis schematically shownin Figure3-7. The tippingof the protons occurs during the tramnnitter
pulse. The duration of this excitation pulse in the NUMIS instrumentcan be varied from 10 ms to
80 ms. The instantaneous response is by definitionthe response right at the end of the excitation
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pulse, and it is this response (only) that is used to determinethe water content distribution. After
termination of the excitation pulse, the signal decays with a characteristicdecay envelope. In the
instrument there is a delay time between the termination of the excitation pulse and the onset of
data acquisition. In the NUMIS instrument, that delay time is 30 ms, so that only part of the
decaying signal is recorded. It is then necessaxyto extrapolate the measuredsignal back to zero
time. The accuracy of that extrapolationis clearly dependent on the rate of decay (relaxationtime)
of water in soils and rocks. The relaxationtime is defied + the time over which the signal decays
to I/e (about 37%) of its inq$antaneousvalue. For relaxation times comparable to or faster than
30 ms, accurate extrapolation to zero time will be problematical.

The various mechanismsfor relaxation advanced by NMR researchersare described next. The
approach to equilibriuni of the component of the net magnetization along the static field B. is
described by the relation

Ml!(t)= Mo[1– e+=’ + e-t/T’ cos(~)] , (9)

where Mll(t) is the pm”allelcomponent of the magnetizationat time -t,hfo is the equilibriuminduced
magnetti,ation,19is the tip angle (3) [so that M. cos (0) is the insta&.ueous parallelmagnetizationat
the end of the pulse]. The relaxationtime T1 is known as the spin-latticeor longituW relaxation
time, and governs the relaxation of net magnetization along the static field. This time constant is
generally measured in controlled laboratory experiments (e.g. Hinedi et al. 1997) and in borehole
logging by switching the static applied magnetic field for various lengths of time. Tlis procedure
is not possible for the surfkce geophysicalmeasurementswhere the earth’s magnetic field is used.
Surface NMR imaging cannot thereforedirectly measureT1. ‘

The decaying receiver loop signal, on the other baud, is described by a difFerenttime constant
T2, known as the spin-spin or transverserelaxation time. This time constant governs the decay
of the Larmor processing components of the nuclear spins in the plane orthogonal to the static
field. The decay of the transversecomponent of the nuclear magnetization is governed generaUy
by different microscopic “dephasin# processes than those that governZ’l.

It is known (Kleinberg et al, 1994) that r+axation of water in bulk is very differentfkom that
of water contained in soils aud rocks. The mechanisms advanced for relaxation in bulk water
are interactions between different protons due to thermal motions of the water molecules, and
interactions with local varyingmagnetic fields due to magnetic impuritiesin the water,(e.g., ions).
The concentration of paramagnetic impurities then has a strong influence on rekmation times of
bulk water. Relaxation time of water in bulk can be described by a single time constant,

V(t) = Voe-t/T2 (lo)

where V., V(t) are the voltages measuredin a coil at time zero and time t after terminationof the
tippingpulse, and 572is the bulk transverserelaxationtime w$ich will decreaseas the concentration
of magnetic impurities increases.

For water in soils and rocks there is, in addition to the relaxation mechanismslisted above,
relaxation due to local magnetic fieldsat the pore interfaces,and due to the presenceof ferromag-
netic mixierals,such as magnetite,“on the pore suriaces. The effixts of ferromagneticminerals are
much stronger than those of paramagneticions. b fact, it is common practice in NMR logging in
the oil industry to dope the drillingmud with magnetite to shorten the relaxation time of water in
the drilling mud. Since water moleculesin soils and rock will occur in diilerentpore sizes, and will
be found at difFerentdistances from pore surfaces and ferromagnetic impurities, the relaxation of
water molecules in ground water cannot be described by a single time constant, but rather must

13



be degcribed by a distribution of time constants. The relaxation is best described by a sum of
exponential decays (see, e.g. Hinedi et al. 1993).

The impact of the variousparameterson thesignaldecay for water in soils and rocks is schemat-
icallys ummarized in Figure 3-8. Relaxation is expected to be short for water in clays and shales
because of the large surface-tovolume ratio, shori for water in soils and rocks containingferromag-
netic minerals (e.g. volcazdc, granitic, metamorphic rocks), and long for water in coarse grained
rocks (sands/gravels) and porous sedimentaryrocks (e.g. limestone and sandstone). In soils and
rocks with short rekucationtimes, most of the signal will have decayed before the onset of data
colkxtion in the NUMIS instrument. Water present in volcanic rocks or clays and shales will
not contribute to the signaI. Iu silts, onIy part of the water, that contained in large pores, will
contribute to the signal. These concepts are schematicallyillustrated in Figure 3-9.

The delay time of an instrument,i.e., the time between termination of pulse and onset of data
colkction, is probably the singlemost importantparameterdeterminingg the valueinferredfrom the
NMR measurementsfor water content. lh saturated, porous rock of volcanic origin (aquifers), the
water content inferred may be very low, because time constants are too short to record sign.iiicant
signal (due to ferromagnetic minerals). In soils with little or no ferromagnetic minerals aud of
moderate permeability, only the &actionof waterin large pores would contribute to the signal, aud
the water content inferred is lower than that measuredby more direct means.

14
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Figure 3-1
Schematic illustration of behavior of.magnetic moment and angular momentum
of protons in the presence of externally applied magnetic fields.

A) In the presence of an external applied static magnetic field there will be slight
net alignment of the magnetic moments of protons in the direction of the applied
field, BO.
B) Because the proton has both a magnetic moment and an angular momentum,
there also is a precession of the aligned protons about the static external field, BO.
The precession frequency is the Larmor frequency.
C) When a dynamic magnetic field, B,, is applied perpendicular to the static field,
the axis of precession will tip away from the static magnetic field, Bo. The tip angle
is a function of the intensity of B,, and the duration of the applied pulse.
D) After termination of the dynamic magnetic field pulse, B,, the protons will eventually
relax back to pointing along the static applied magnetic field, BO.
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A) The Total Intensity of the Earth’; magnetic Field
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Figure 3-3
The intensity and inclination of the Earth’s magnetic field

A) The total field intensity in thousand gammas (one gamma is f10-5gauss).
The intensity is about 55,000 gammas (0.55 gauss).

B) The inclination of the Earth magnetic field.
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Figure 3-8
Schematic illustration of envelope of signal at Larmor frequency.
The delay time of the NUMIS instruments (30ms) results in recording
only part of the signal. The delay time of water in clay, silts, and volcanic
rocks may be too fast to result in a measurable signal. To infer water
content in the coarse sands and gravel the signal must be extrapolated
to zero time.
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4 THE NUMIS

,,..

INSTRUMENT

Figure 41 shows a block diagram, and Figure 42 shows a photograph of the NUMIS NMR instrm
ment components. The design features are largely dictated by the fact that a nanovolt level sign”al
must be resolved. The equipmenthas a transmitterand a receiverfunction, and the same autenna
loop is used for transmitting and receiving.

The antenna configurations wed in the present work are circular loops, square loops, and
figure eight loops. The geometry and dimensions of the loops determine to a large the extent
effective exploration depths. The transmitter loop wire is insulated, straded copper wire with
a cross-section of 25 mm. The resistance of this wire is 0.2 f2 per 100 m and weight is 40 kg
per 100 m. The total weight of a 100 m diameter circular loop or a 50 m diameter figure eight
loop is then about 125 kg. The system waveforms are shown in Figure 3-7. Pulses of varying
current (from a few amperes to about 300 amperes), at the Larmor frequency (varying from 2
-2.5 kHz) are transmitted. An important parameter of the system waveform is the delay time
between termination of the excitation pulse and the time the receiver starts recording. For the
NUMIS instrument, this delay time is about 30 ms. This relatively large delay time has a major
influence on the messured water content, and appears to be required mainly for s&itching the
microprocessor from transmitterto receiverstatus, and not due to ringingin the coil (expected to
endure for perhaps 15 ins). “.,.,-z.. ...

The power supply for the function generator is two 12 volt car batteries’connected in series.
.

These batteries are tied to chargecapacitorswhichthendischargetlmougha fuuction generatorthat
converts the DC discharge current into alternatingcurrent pulses at a tunable Larmor frequency.
The PC microprocessor controls the function generator. The maximum output currentis typically
200-300 A, and the maximum output voltage is about 3,000 V. Pulse moments, the product of
pulse duration and current,can be variedikom300 to 9,000A-ins. The rationaIefor using batteries
ss a power source is that the groundwater signal is so small [in the nanovolt rage), that the
electromagnetic noise from gas’powered generatorscannot presentlybe accommodated.

The same loop is used for transmitting the excitation current and for measuring the voltage
induced by the processing spins. After the excitation current is switched off, a relay connects the
antenna loop to the receiving circuit. The received signal decays with a carrier frequency at the
Larmor frequency. The received signal is amplified and a number of recordings are stacked to
improve the signal to noise ratio.
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5 DATA’ ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

5.1 Determination of the Larmor Frequency .

The first critical step in data acquisition is to determine the Larmor frequency. The Larmor
frequency is determined by the strength of the earth’smagneticfield and is a fimction of location.
The Earth’s field wasmeasuredat eachstation by a Proton PrecessionMagnetometer. The Larmor
frequency in Hertz is given by

vL = wl/2~ = 0.0426B0, (11)

in which B. is in nanoTesla. For example, the Esrth’s magneticfield in the vicir@y of SOCORO,New
Mexico, is about 50,500 nT (0.505 gauss) yielding a Larmor frequency of about 2150 Hertz. The
inclination of the Earth’s magnetic field at Socorro, NewMexicoj is about 67° from the horizontal.
This inclination has no impact on the Larmor hquenc~ but does have an influenceon the water
content measurementsince it determinesthe component of the ac magnetic field perpendicularto
the Earth’s magnetic field. During data acquisition, the .diyrnal variation in the magnetic field
is also recorded. In case of substantial diurnal drift, au average value is entered for the Larmor
frequency.

5.2 Instrument Calibration

After entering an estimate for the Larmor frequencyinto the PC Microprocessor, the equipment
is further sdjusted to find the actual Larmor frequencyby ma&nizii the signal. It is one of
the troublesome aspects of the present measurementthat the Larmor frequency derived from au
accurate measurement of the Earth’s magnetic field may diHerby several Hertz from the Larmor
frequency selected by the instrument. This is due to the&t that the magnetic permeabili~ of the
ground is slightly diiIerentfrom that of the air.

5.3 Selection of Acquisition Parameters

Other parameters selected prior to acqukition are the number of stacks, the number of pulse
moments to be recorded, and the dimensionsand configurationsof the antennaloops. After these
parametershave been selected, the PC microprocessorcontrols the data acquisition. .

5.4 Acquisition Process, Signal Stacking, and Recording

In order to derive water content as a function of depth measurementsmust be made over a rangeof
pulse moments. The depth horn which maximumsignalcontribution is derived typically increases
with pulse moment (see, e.g., Figure 7-l). Typically, measurementsare made at 16 pulse moments
that may be varied horn 200 A-ins to 9,000A-ins. A cycle of measurementsfrom one stack consists
of the following steps: . .

●

●

●

●

●

Charging Capacitors

Noise Mesmrement Before Stack

Current Pulse Generation

Delay Time for Switching from ‘Ikuwnitter to Receiver

Signal Measurement
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● Data ‘lhnsmission

r“
These steps require approximately eight seconds per st+ so that measurement time for 32

stacks for 16 pulse moments requires75 minutes. During the acquisition process, diagnostic infor-
mation about data quaJityand progressof the acquisitionprocess is available.

5.5 Data Processing and Interpretation

The data used in inversion and interpretationis mainly the signal anplitide as a fimction of
pulse moment (see, e.g., Figure 7-l). This function contains all informatiori about water content
distribution versus depth. The mathematicalformulationof the inversionprocess to derive water
content versus depth is given in Appendix B.

Inversionof the data into water content versusdepth proceeds along the following steps:

●

●

Computing the component of the magneticfield perpen~cular to the local Earth’s magnetic
field caused by the transmitter loop as a function of depth This magnetic field can be
computed for ground stratifiedin resistivitywith depth.

Inverting the ima&g formula to infer the water distribution that would give rise to the
measured receiver voltage data.

,-.,
I
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6 DESCRIPTION OF MEASUREMENT SITES

Inthissection a brief tabulation of the geological and hydrological character, as well as the NMR
data quality, found at each of the measurementsites is given. More extensive details are contained
in Appendix A.

6.1 Colorado ‘

Experimental sites were selected in Colorado and New Mexico. The sites in Colorado were sll .
located around Denver, so that the equipmentcould be evaluated, tested and calibrated without
significant travel costs. The site locations are shown on Figure 6-1“and are listed in Table 6-1.

Table 6-1
Signal and Ambient Electromagnetic Noise

Observed at sites in COLORADO
(Data From Figure Eight Loop ~es)

Site No. Sounding Ave. Ave. Fhysio- GW Comments
& Name Peak Noise graphic Depth

(See Signal (nV) Area/ ‘ (m)
Fig. 6-1) (nV) Geology

I/Bear Bear 1 10 <200 DenverBssiu, =1 Good Sounding
Creek through Shalesand Low Noise

Bear 3 Clays No SignigkxmtNNtR
Water Signature

2/Clear Clear 1 50 >1000 DenverBasin, =1 Bad Sounding
Creek and Gravelsand High Noise

Clear 6 SaudsNear , Low NMR Signal
Surface

3/Prospect Prosp 1 20 >500 DenverBssin, 1 Fair Sounding
Park and Shalesand Relatively High Noise

Prosp 4 Clays No SignificantNMR
Water Signattie

4/Cherry Cherry 2 >100 <500 DenverBssin, 3t06 Good Soundings
Creek through Saudsaud Moderate Noise

Cherry 22 GravelsNear Good NMR Water
Surface Signature

The sites tie located in the Denver Bash which is a sedimeritarybasin consisting of shales
and saudstone sequences. Shallow (upper 100 m) aquifersare mainly found in paleo-channelsfWxl
with coarse grained sedimentseroded in the Denverformation. The surf%ceNMR measurementsat
Cherry Creek are made across such a paleo-channel. The sites are located in pa&s, and an efFort
was made to select locations away from power lines. Nevertheless,at one of the four sites, Clear
Creek, high ambient noise preve;ted recordingdata of acceptable quality. The data acquisition in
Colorado showed the importance of selecting sites at 1 to 2 km from power lines in cases where
the NMR water sign+ is low, aud this experience became a critical criterion for subsequent site
selection in New Mexico.



,,

6.2 New Mexico

Measurementsin Colorado showed that deriving water content from NMR signals is site specific
ad depends on a number of factors of a soil-watersystem. It was thereforedecided to select sites
in New Mexico over a wide range of hydrogeologicsettings. The NMR sites selected in New Mexico
are shown in Figure 6-2 and are listed in Table 6-2.

‘ l’%able&2

Signal ‘and Ambient Electromagnetic Noise .
Observed at Sites in NEW MEXICO

(Data F!romFigure Eight LOOPTypes)
Site No. Sounding Ave. Ave. Physio- GW Coinments
& Name Peak Noise graphic Depth

(See Signal (nV) Area/ (m) -’
Fig. 6-2) (nV) Geology

I/Rio SALAD1 <10 50 Rio Grande Estimated Good Sounding,
Salado Valley, 3 meters Very Low Noise,

Quarternary No NMR
Deposits Water Signal

2/Sevi.lleta- CH1 <5 <200 Rio Grande Messured Good Sounding,
Chi Site and Valley, 2 meters Low Noise,

CH2 Quarternary No NMR
Deposits Water Signal

3/Bosque SB5A 20 <200 Rio Grande Measured Good Sounding,
Del and Valley, 3 meters Low Noise,

Apache SB5B Quaternary No NMR
Deposits Water Signal

4/Elephant ELEP 20 <100 Rio Grande Estimated Good Sounding,
Butte Valley, Less Than Low Noise,

Reservoir Quatemary 5 meters No NMR
Deposits Water Signal

5/Contrera9 - C99 35 , <200 Rio Gr~de Estim&ed Fair Sounding,
Well 99, NM valle~ 10 meters Low Noise,

Quaternary No NMR.,
Deposits Water Signal

6/Los OJSP1 40 <100 Rio Grande Estimated Good Sounding,

Ojuelos VA1.ley, 5 meters Low Noise,
Springs Quatemary “ Small NMR

Deposits Water Signal
7/Islets ISLETA 30-50 200 Rio Grande EAimatgd Poor Sounding,
Lakes , Valley, 1 meter Moderate -Noise,

Quaternaxy Small NMR
‘ Deposits Water Signal
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.Wble 6-2 (cont.)
NEW MEXICO SITES

Site No. Sounding. Ave. Ave. Physio- GW Comments
& Name Peak Noise graphic Depth

(See Signal (nV) Area/ ‘ (m)
Fig. 6-2) (nV) Geology
8/Santa ROSA “ 30 <200 .Pecos River Estimated Good Sounding,

Rosa Valley 1 meter Low Noise,
Lake Quarternary Small NMR

Deposits Water Signal
9/Lea LEA1 >200 <200 Pecos l?jver Measured Excellent
Lake and VaJleyPermian 0.7 meters sounding,

LEA2 Limestone Low Noise,
and Gypsum High NMR

Water Signal
10/Artesia ARTW3 70 <150 Pecos River Estimated Poor Sounding,

Valley, 5 to 10 Low Noise,
Quaterrmy meters Moderate NMR
Alluvium Water Signal

n/Dexter DEXTER1 20 200 Pecos River Estimated Good Sounding,
Valley, 21 meters Moderate Noise,
Quaternary Low NMR ~
Alluvium Water Signal

12/Lake LAKEA1 30 <100 Pecos River Estimated Good Sounding,
Arthur

.
Valley 9 meters Low Noise,
Quaternary Moderate NMR
Alluvium Water Signal

13/White Ws-wl 120 500 Tu.larosa ~ Measured Poor Sounding,
szulds Basin, 0.6 meters HighNoise,
Well 1 Pleistocene High NMR

Gypsum Water Signal
14/White WS-W6 150 <150 T&rosa Measured Excellent,

sands Basin, 0.5 meters sounding,
We? 6 Pleistocene Low Noise,

Gypsum High NMR
Water Signal

15/White WSDUNE1 100 <100 T&rosa Estimated Excellent
sands Basin, 4 meters sounding,
Dune Pleistocene Low Noise,
Top Gypsum o High NMR

Water Signal
16/Eagle ALAMO .20 1000 Tukuosa Greater Excellent
Ranch and Basq, Than sounding,
Alama- ‘ ALAM02 Pleistocene 50 meters Low Noise,
gordo , Gypsum High NMR

Water Signal

—.
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Table 6-2 (cont.)
NEW MEXICO SITES

Site No.
& Name

(See
Fig. 6-2)

17/Farm-
ington,
Morton
Well 2

18/Farm-
ington,
Choke-
cherry
Canyon

19/Farm-
ington,

La Plata
River

20/Ruxn-
ington,
McGee
Park

Sounding

MORT2

CHOKET1

FARM1

FXRM2

.

Ave.
Peak

Signal
(nV)
<10

< 50??

100???

100???

Ave.
Noise
(nV)

100

>10,000

>1,000

>500

Physio-
graphic
Area/
Geology
San Juan
Bas~
Cretaceus
Saudstones,
Shales,and
Limestones
San Juan
B@
Cretaceus
Szmdstones,
Shales,and
Limestones
San Juan
Basin,
Cretaceus
%mdstones,
Shales,and
Limestones
San Juau
Bas@
Tertiary
Sandstones,
and Shales

GW
Depth

(m)

Estimated
Greater
Than 30
meters

Estimated
Greater
Than 15
meters

Estimated
Greater
Than 15
meters

Estimated
“ Less
Than 2
meters

Co&ments

Fair sounding,
Low Noise,
Low NIvl13
Water Signal

Poor Sounding,
Extremely High
Noise, Cannot
Determine
NMR Water “
Signal
Poor Sounding,
High Noise,
cannot
Determine
NMR Water
Signal ~
Poor Sounding,
High Noise,
cannot
Determine NMR
Water Simml

.

Historical geology dictates the type of source rock availablefor redistribution by the forces of
erosion and fluvial deposition. Knowledge of the depositionalenvironmentof an arek gives a good
indication of its mineralogy and the types of sedimentfound dowristream.The source rock of the
field sites surveyedin New Mtico range from Paleozoic carbonates to Tertiary volcanics. Most of
them are located in unconsolidated Cenozoic deposits and groundwaterwas close to the surfhce.
Four diEerent hydrogeolo~c settings were selected aroundNew Mtico:. the San Juan Basin, the
Rio Grande Valley, the Tularosa Basin, amdthe Pscos River VaUey(Figure 6-2).
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Figure 6-2
Sites in New Mexico where NMR data were acquired
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7 RESULTS A’ND DISCUSSION

Tables 6-1 and 6-2 summarize the NMR measurementstakenin Colorado and New Mexico during
the course of this investigation. Measurementsweremade at siteswith varyinggeolcigiccondition.
As a result, an understandingwas obtained of the parametersof a soil- water system that influence
the NMR signal. The major parameters influencingthe NMR signalwere found to be

. hrfac~to-vohune ratio, and grain and pore size distribution (clay content).

. Presence of paramagnetic ions and ferromagneticmineralsin the water and soil.

7.1 Colorado Sites

7.1.1 The Denver Basin

Measurementswere made at four sites (Table &1) in the DenverBasin, Bear Creek, Prospect Park,
Cherry Creek, and Clear Creek. At one site, Clear Creekambientelectromagneticnoise precluded
recording data. Figure 7-1 is a composite graph of the data acquiredat Bear Creek, Prospect Park,
and one typical station from Cherry Creek. The top part of the fi~e is the signal recorded at
difFerentpulse moments (Q’s), and the bottom half of the figureis the inversionof the data in teirns
of water content versus depth. The data shows low signalat Bear Creek aud Prospect Park, and
high signal at Cherry Creek. The dominantsoil type at Bear Creekand Prospect Park is clays, and
the water table at both sites is within 5 m from the surface. Volumetric water contents, as would
be determined by weighing and drying, can be expected to be between 20% to 35% at these two
sites. The reason for the low signal and correspondinglow apparentwater content is illustrated by

Figure 3-9. The relaxation time of protons of water in clays k expected to be considerably shorter
than the 30 milliseconds delay time between terminationof the pulse in the transmitter and the
onset of data acquisition h the receiver. Most of the signalat,Bear Creek and Prospect Park will I
have decayed before onset of data acquisition, and extrapolation of the signal to zero time is not
feasible.

At Well MH3 in Cherry Creek, a seriesof NMR measurementswere made over a three month
period. To calibrate equipment and to determinereproducibilityof NMR data, acquisition, and
inversion. The repeat measurements are shown in Figure 7-2. The conclusion from the data is
that the behavior of the NMR signal is repeatable over time, but the absolute magnitude of the
signal, particularly at large Q’s, varies significantly.The Cherry Creek site is located in a stream
channel eroded in the Denver Formation and shows a,good NMR signal and corresponding high
water content. It was, therefore, decided to make measurementsin Cheriy Creek in detail along
two cross-sections. The’ measurementsat Cherry Creek are the most detailed made under this
program.

Cherry Creek The sites at Cherry Creek traversechannelseroded in the Denver Formation
and Milled with coarse grained sediments. Nearby CherryCreekhas changed course over time and
measurementswere likely made over old stream channels.A location map of the measurementsis
shown on Figure 7-3. Measurementswere made along two cross-sections,A-A’ -d B-B’. Cross-
section B-B’ traversesthe presentlocation of CherryCr6ek,cross-sectionA-A’ traversesabandoned
and infilledstreamchamuels.The eroded channelshavebeeninfilledwith sandsand graveIs. Outside
the erosion channels, the sedimentsoverlayingbedrock ae silts and clays, and the sandstone and
shales of the Denver Formation occur near the surface. The data acquired at Cherry Creek was
the most complete data acquired under the DOE contract, and below the resultsare discussed in
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some detail. Along both cross-sectionsat Cherry Creek, NMR measurementsweremade with 50 m
diameter figure eight transmitter loops and time domain electromagnetic(TDEM) measurements
with 30 m by 30 m square transmitterloops. From TDEM measurements,the geoelectric section
(lateral and vertical variation in electrical) is derived. Although there were several nearby power
lines, the measuredNMR water signal was sufficientlystrong at this site that reasonabledata was
nonetheless obtained.

The resdts of the NMR measurementsalong the two cross-sectio~ are given in Figures 7-4
and 7-5, where water content cross-sectionsderived fkominversionof NMR recordings are showm
Superimposed on the color maps are the water content proilles as a function of depth at each
station. The water content profiles along B-B’ are also shown superimposed on the hydrogeologic .
information in Figure 7-6. The water content profles superimposed on the hydrogeologic data
in Figure 7-6 cah best be used to explain the NMR results. Outside the channel, eroded in the
Denver Formation (stations #20 and #14), low water contents are contents inferredfrom the low
amplitude of the NMR signal measured. The relaxation time of the protons of water in silts and
clays is expected ‘to be short, less than 30 milliseconds,so that the signalwill have largely decayed
by the onset of data collection in the NUMIS instrument. The actual volumetric water content,
that would be obtained by weighingand drying samples, likelyis as high as 25%. Only at stations
in the channel (e.g. stations #16 and #17), where coarse grained soils are found, do the NMR
measurementsshow high water content. In these coarse grainedsoils, large pore sizes are expected
to occur, and a fraction of the protons associated with water in the large pores will have longer
relaxation times, resulting in recording a higher amplitude NMR signal.

The color contours of electricalresistivityfor the geoelectricsectionsshownalong A-A’ and B-B~
are also given in Figures 7-4 and 7-5. These resistivity contours can best be interpreted with the
help of Figure 7-7, which showschsxacteristicrangesof resistivityfor differentsoil types. Sands and
gravels have high vaIuesof resistivity and clays display low resistivities. The geoelectric sections
derived from TDEM along A-A’ and B-B’ show the highestresistivitiesalong the same part of the
section as where high water contents are inferredfrom NMR data. The depth of occurrence of the
high resistivitiesis inte~reted somewhat deeper than the high water contents derived form NMR.
Outside the channelthe resistivitiesmeasuredwith the TDEM are about 10 to 15 ohm-m indicative
of tie grained soils.

Thus, the NMR and TDEM in this settingprovides confirminginformatio~ high water contents
are inferred from NMR measurementsin the sands and gravelsinfilbg the channe~the geoelectric
section derived from TDEM display high resistivities, characteristicof sands and gravels at the
same locations. The ground water at Cherry Creek has a low concentrationof dissolvedsolids, aud’
resistivities are mainly determined by soil ~es. In settings with high concentration of dissolved
solids, NMR and TDEM can provide complimentary data. The geoelectric section derived from
TDEM data ,svil.1be highly influenced by dissolved solids (ground water quali~) and NMR data
may indicate the presence of aquifers (saturated zones of coarse grainedsediments).

The water content profiles derived from the inversionof the NMR data show a sharp decrease
in water content below a depth of 10 m. This is unrealistic. It is more likely that the real water
content remains about 20%. The reason for the decreaseis likely the short relaxation times of the
protons in water in silts ~d clays below the sand and gravellayer. Table 7-1 lists the decay times
derived from the NUMIS inversionprogram, ~d these data support the decreasein relaxation time
with depth as the cause of the lower derived water contents with depth.
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7.2.1
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Table 7-1
Relaxation Times at Different Values of P&e-Moment (Q)

Computed fkom NW Data obtained at Cherrj Creek, Station #7
~ (Questionmarks indicate pulse moments for which the signal
quality was too poor to reliably determinethe relaxation time)

Q (A-ins) signal (nV) Relaxation Time (ins)
106 77 320
124 91 ?

192 128 ?

269 194 143
346 206 86
459 219 76
585 197 73
755 144 68

New Mexico Sites

The Rio Grande Valley

The NMR measurementsmade at four sites in the Rio Grande Valley are shown in the composite
graphs on Figure7-8. The top half of the figuredisplaystheNMR signalmeasuredat difFerentpulse
moments (Q’s). All mesmrements were made with 50 m diameterfigure eight transmitter loops.
The sites wereselectedat locations with dominantlycoarsegrainedsedimentsnearsurfaceand with
high water tables. Water contents on the order of 10% to 25% are expected at each site. The scale
of the signal strength has been expanded to show the differencesbetween the sites. The reason for
the low NMR signal is likely due to the presence of magnetite in soils. The presence of magnetite
was confirmed by the collection of particles on a magnet, howeverthe percentage of magnetite was
not determined. Magnetite ~ a ferromagneticmineral aud k a high induced magnetization and
will rapidly d+phase proton spins of water molecules in its vicinity. The presence of magnetite is
expected to greatly shorten relaxation time of protons of watermolecules. The source of magnetite
in the soils of the Rio GrandeValleylikely is the extensivevolcanicactivity on the Colorado Plateau
and the Basin and Range which are the origin of the sedimentsiu the Rio Grande Vidley.

The measurementsin the Rio Grade Valley appear to place a major Iirnitationon the appli-
cation of NMR mezxmrementsfor water content. The results illustratethat soil parameters other
than pore size distribution and water content influencethe NMR measurementwith the NUMIS
instrument. An important advantageforeseenfor NMR was the uniquerelation betweenliquid -
ter, pore size, and NMR signal, a relation that would requirelittle or no calibration. Water content
in the soils of the Rio Grande Vhlley can not be measured,because the presenceof magnetite has
shortened the relaxation time. By the onset of recording in the NUMIS instrument, most of the
sigmd will have decayed, and water content must be inferred by extrapolating the signal to zero
time. Extrapolation to zero time is not feasibleif most of the signalhas decayed.

Unfortunately, magnetite is a common mineral worldwide. The three most common minerals
present in the Earth’s crust are (in order) silica, alumina,and oxides of iron. Iron makesup about
5% of the E~h’s crust by weight and is responsible for most of the yellows, browns, reds, and
greens we see at the surface of the Earth (Desautels 1968). The most commonly found iron ores
are hematite (Fe203) and magnetite (Fe304). Magqetite is formed by metamorphosis of hematite
and is cormnonIyfound as an intrusioninto limestone (sk-n). Large deposits of magnetite occur in
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the eastern United States, Sweden,and Norway. ~ of the most frequently encounterediron ores,
however, are common accessory mineralsto igneous rock, especially granite aud quartz. Areas
downstream horn any magmatic source rock would likely contain transported eroded sediments
with a magnetic signature. Since igneousrocks, in small to kirge assemblages,occur in almost all
regions of the world, there is virtzdy no place where magnetite could not occur. In fact, it is so
common in near surface rocks and deposits that creating a map of magnetite presencewould be a
very kwge task.

~uvial se@nents with a magnetitepresence~ over sufficienttime, become cleansedof the
ore. Grains and nodules of magnetite will eventuallywash out through the action of a river, and
the magnetic signaturewill become depleted. Consequently,a good place to look for magnetitefiee
sediments is in a paleo river system (e.g. Cherry Creek). Also, any sedimentmy formation with a
small igneous source constituent will havelittle or no magnetic signature. An old, clew sadstone
formation from the Paleozoic era also can be expected to have low residualmagnetite. Conversely,
if sampling is performed in geologicallyyoung areasor those with a large igneoussourcecomponent,
a much higher magnetite presence can be expected.

Of the four physiographic areassurveyedin New Mexico in the present study, two are located
in basins with little to no igneous source rock. The Tularosa Basin and the Pecos River Valley
derive th&r sediments from carbonat~based evaporatesimd soils, thus, have little to no magnetite
presence. The San Juan Basin sedimentshave a mixture of igneous aud non-igneoussource rock.
The Rio Grande valley, however, derivesmuch of its sedimenthorn volcanic source roclq therefore,
a high magnetite presence is expected.

7.2.2 The Pecos River V&Uey

The NMR measurementsmade at four sites in the Pecos River Valley are shown in the composite
graph on Figure 7-9. The top half of the figureshows the NMR signal measured at differentpulse
moments (Q’s), and the bottom half displaysthe water content proiiles derived born inversionof
the NMR data. The site selection approach was similarto the approach used in the Rio Grande
Valley. Sites were selected in dominantlycoarse grained sediments with ~gh water tables. At all
sites in the Pecos River Valley, NMR signalswith significantamplitude were recorded, and the
inversion of the NMR data in terms of water content profiles show corresponding higher water
contents than measured in the Rio Grade River Valley.

.

The reason for the differencein NMR signalsmeas~ed between sites in the Rio Grande Wdley
and Pecos River Valley is expected to be due to the presenceof a signiikant percentageof magnetite
in the soils in the Rio Grande Valley aud much lower percentage of magnetite in the Pecos River
Valley. The sedimentsfillingthe Pecos RiverVkl.leyaremainly derived from sandstones,limestones,
and anhydrWs. Table 7-2 lists the relaxation times at the various Q’s for the NMR soundings at
Lea Lake. The relaxation times are longer than the delay time between trammnitterturn off and
onset of data collection. This is the reasonsignificantNMR signal is recorded.

The water content profilesinvertedfrom theNMR measurementsdeviatelrom the hydrogeologic
knowledge about the water content profiles. For example, consider the curves measuredat the Lea
Lake site. Both the NMR signal as a function of Q and the water content profile inverted ikom
the NMR show high values ikornabout the surface to a depth of 15 m. It is not realistic to expect
water contents 14ssthan 5% below 15 m. The reason for this behavior is preseqtlynot understood.
The most likely explanation is that relaxationtimes for the protons in ground water are shortened
with depth. Supporting evidence for this explanation is found in the geoelectric section derived
from a TDEM sounding at this site. The geoelectric section in Figure 7-10 shows a relatively low
value of resistivity to depth of 40 m, likely indicating ground water of high TIM. If paramagnetic
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ions are part of the impurities in the water,relaxationtimes could be signiikmtly shortened. This
explanation is also supported by the data on relaxationtimes shown in Table 7-2. The acouracy of
determiningg relaxation times decreaseswith decreasingsignal. The trend neverthelessis consistent
for several sites.

Table 7-2
Relaxation Times at DifFerentVhlues of Pulse-Moment (Q)

Computed born NMR Data Taken at Lea Lake, New Mexico

Q (A-ins) Signal (nV) Relaxation Time (ins)
122 381 343.2
149 410 352
168 426 296
209 463 268
251 468 239 .

~ 298 461 236
350- “449 244
413 431 253 . -
486 407 242, I

I 577 I 363 147
668 316 57
787 257 61
930 213 77\
1063 174 91
1245 142 103

1455 131 124

7.2.3 The Tularosa Basin

The NMR measurements at three sitesin the TularosaBasin are given on the composite graph of
Figure 7-11. The top half of the figure shows the NMR signal recorded at difFerentQ’s, -and the
bottom half shows the water content profilesinverted horn the NMR data. All three sites have in’
common a high NMR signal at low Q’s (near surface) and a rapid decreasein NMR signal at Q’s
above 1000 A-ins. The water content profilesobtained by inversionhorn the NMR signalsmirror
this behavior. The water contents arehigh in the upper 10 m and fall off rapidly to very low (less
than 3%) before increasing again. This behavior is not consistent with hydrogecdogicinformation.
The water table at this site is within 5 m horn the surfhce and is expected to remain at values
above 25% with depth.

Again the best explanation between”NMRdeiived water content profilesand reali~ likelymust
be found in shortening of relaxation times of protons of water with depth. The cause of the
shortened relaxation times agaiu is expected to be an increase in concentration of parar6agnetic
ions. Supporting evidence for this postulationare the decreasein relaxation times with increasing
Q determined horn the data and tabulated in Table 7-3 and the geoelectric section derived from
the TDEM sounding on Figure 7-12. The geoelectric section shows resistivityvaluesof less than 1
Cl-mfrom about 10 to 40 metersdepth, which in sands would be indicative of relativelyhigh TDS.
These low resistivity valuesalso imply that the inversionioutine included in the NUMISinstrument,
which does not account properly for subsurfaceconductivity (see Appendix B for details), will not
give trustworthy results.
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Table 7-3
Relaxation Times at DiHerent Values of Puls~Moment (Q)
Computed from NMR Data taken at White Sands, Well 6

(Question marks indicate pulse moments for which the signal
quality was too poor to reliably determinethe relaxation time)

Q (A-ins) Signal (nV) Relaxation Time (ins)
164 303 93
205 301 238
227 299 245
264 289 256
337 251 257
405 218 220
469 182 30
582 132 ?

1212 49 ?

7.2.4 The San Juan Basin

NMR measurements were made at four sites in the San Juan BasirInear Farmington. Ambient
electromagnetic noise precluded recording NMR data at two sites. The results at Morton Well #2
are shown on Figure 7-13. The figure is the NMR signal recorded at different values of Q. The
NMR signal recorded at all Q valuesis low, indicative of low water content. This site has a deep
vadose zone with a water table depth greater than 50 m.
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Figure 7-9
Composite graph of NMR signal recorded at four sites in the
Pecos River Valley (top), and water content derived from
inversion of the data (bottom).
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8 CONCLUSIONS

Surface nuclear magnetic resonance imaging was performed at approximately twenty locations in
Colorado and New Mexico at sites with difterenthydrogeologicsettings. The instrumentused for
the measurementswas the NUMIS instrument manufacturedby the IRIS Instruments Company
of France. The design of this instrumentis based on the “Hydroscope” equipment developed and
tested by Russian investigators at the Laboratory of Combustion and Chemical Engineeringin
Novosibirsk, Russia. Two important objectives can potentially be addressed with surface -
imaging. These are

Determiningg water content distribution. The NMR signaluniquelyrelatesto protons in water
molecules if the geolectric section is known ikomother measurements.

Estimating pore size distribution from which an estimate of hydraulic permeability can be
obtained.

The conclusions fro’m the measurementsat the varioussites can be summarizedas follows:

In surface NIvfRmeasurements,a low amplitude signal (tens to hundreds of nanovolts) must
be recorded. Recording reliabledata is, therefore,often not feasibleat sites with high ambient
electromagnetic noise. The main source of noise are power lines, and it has often not been
possible to record reliable data within 1 to 2 km from power lines. An effective procedure to
mitigate noise is to employ figure eight transmitterloops rather than circular loops. Use of
figure eight loops was found to decreasenoise by a factor of ten or greater. All measurements
reported wererecorded with figureeight loops. A disadvantageof figureeight loops compared .
to circular loops is that effectiveeqioration depths arereduced by about on~half. The NMR
signal is proportional to the static magnetic field that aligns a small iiaction of the magnetic
moment of the protons. Iu surface- that static field is the Earth’s magnetic field, which
can not be altered. Other procedures for improving signal to noise, such as stacking and
signal processing, are extensively employed in the NUIvlISinstrument. The extent to which
further improvements~ be made is subject-to furtherinvestigation.

Perhaps the greatest limitations of the”technology are the many factors of a soil-water sys-
tem influencing ielmcation times of protons of water molecules. The NMR signal meakures
the decaying signal of the perturbed proton spinsreturningto equilibrium along.the Earth’s
magnetic field. The time over which the signaldecaysto l/e (about 3WO) of its instantaneous
value is called the relaxationtime. This relaxationtime is influencedby pore sizedistribution,
surfaeto-volume ratio, pararnagneticions dissolvedin the ground water, and the presenceof
ferromagnetic minerals. In any NMR instrument,there is a delay time between the terminat-
ion of the pulse in the transmitterand the onset of recordimgduring transmitteroff time. In
the NUMIS instrument, that delay time is 30 ms. Water content is derived fkom the instan-
taneous signal; i.e., signal at zero time. To obtain the signal at zero time the measurements
recorded starting at 30 ms must be extrapolated back to zero time. Clearly, in situations
where the protons in water (or a fraction of the protons) have rel~ation times comparable to
or less than 30 ms, the extrapolation to zero time is highly inaccurate. At a number of sites
with magnetite minerals, the relaxation time of protons in water was shortened to the extent
that no NMR signal was recorded with the NUMIS instrument, although the water content
of the soils is expected to be 25% or greater.
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It is probable that the limitation causedby the large delay time in the NUMIS instrumentcan
be corrected and improved, so that more accurate water content distributions can be derived from
NMR measurements. However, the fact that several factors besides pore size distributio~ such
M ferromagnetic minerals and paramagnetic ions, influencethe NMR relaxation time may make
derivation of pore size distributions di.ilicult.

The resultsof measurementsat sitesthroughoutColorado and New Mexico indicatethat surface
NMR measurementsare not yet a viable technology for hydrologic investigations. The application
of the technology is highly site specific. For this technology to become practical, several advances
need

●

●

to be made. They are:

Shortening the instrument delay time, so that water in smallerpores and in soils with higher
concentrations of dissolved magnetic impuritiescan be detected. This will involve both im-
provements in the internalelectronicsof the NUMISinstrument,and reductionin the intrinsic
ringing time of the transmitter loop. Such advanceswill also aid the development of a full
understanding of the factors of a soil-watersystem that influencesthe rehation the dis-
tribution. ‘This understanding is gradudly being deyeloped via measurementsby several
investigators under controlled laboratory conditions.

Improving noise suppression,so that the instrumentcan be used in lessbenign electromagnetic
environments. The aim would also be to allow the use of gasoline generatorsin place of car
batteries and capacitors as the currentsource. The largerdriving voltages obtainable fkom a
generator would allow the use of less bulky transmitterloop cables, aud would speed up the
measurement process itself. The use of figureeight loops is one step in this directio~ but is
not sufficient.

In the oil and gas industry, the NMR log is becoming an increasinglyimportant tool to derive
reservoixpermeability. Perhaps at this time it is fruitfulto explore to what extent a NMR borehole
tool can be used to derive in-situ hydraulicpermeabilityand water content in the vadose zone and ~
dml.lowaquifers.
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A GEOLOGICAL DETAILS

A.1 The San Juan Basin (Sites 17, 18, 19, 20) ‘

The Colorado Plateau is a roughly circular area, which covers northwest New Mexico, northern
Arizona, and much of Utah aud western Colorado. During the Paleozoic era, it was repeatedly
inundatedby shallowseas accumulatinghundredsof metersof sand, shale, and limestone deposits.
These sediments covered thousands of square kilometers, including what is today the Sau Juzm
Bssin, the Rio Graude Bash and the Pecos River V.ey. During periods of Paleozoic uplift,
structural weak spots in the Earth’s crust developed into either actively rising or subsiding areas.
The San Juan Basin is one of several Colorado Plateau basins which actively subsided during
periods of Paleozoic uplifts and filled with eroded sedimentsfrom the actively rising areas. The
Permian period, however, was one d~g which the region was largely emergent. Hundreds and
up to thousands of meters of eroded igneoussedimentsweretransported from the ancestralRocky
Mountains to be deposited in the low-lying areas. ‘Much of the eroded sediments had a large
iron content and were deposited in a highly oxidiziig environment. The extensive “red rocks”
throughoutthe region are evidence of this sequence.DuringtheLarimideOrogeny,beginningin late
Cretaceus and continuing through mid-Tertiary,the samestructuralweaknesseswere reactivated.
Erosion fkom the rising San Juau Mountains produced more carbonat~based sediments, much of
which were transported south to the San Juan Basin. Continuederosion during the Cenozoic era
further dissected these deposits while depositing even more fluvial sediments (Baars 1983).

A.2 The Rio Grande Valley (Sites,l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7) .,

The Rio Grande is a north-south trendingriver,whichrunsfrom central Colorado, through central
New Mexico into Texas, where it forms the internationalboundary between the United States and
Mexico. It passes through the Southern Rocky Mouutain physiographicProvince, the Colorado
Plateauj and the Mexican Highlands section of the Bahi and Range Province (Fenneman 1931).
The river begins by draining the San Juan Mountains of Coloradoj then flows along the west
side of the Sangre de Gisto Mountains through the San Luis Valley, the Taos Valley, and the
Espanola Basin, along the west side of the Sandia, the Mauzano, and the Los Pines Mountains
through the Albuquerque Basin through the Socorro ltkouglq then along the west side of the
Organ Mountains through the SamMartial Bas~ the Engle Bssin, the Palornas Basin, aud the
Hueco Bssin of northern Mexico. The river valley is characterizedby the presence of a major
continental rift runniug from Leadville, Colorado, to El Paso, Texa+ The stratigraphic column
in the Rio Grande VaUeyis incomplete for the Paleozoic and Mesozoic eras. The earliest layered
sediments,a massivegray carbonate system, areMississippianin,ageand representdeposition from
a continentalshelf environment. The stratashowthat transgression/regressionsequencescontinued
throughout the remainder of the Paleozoic era. Maximum transgressionlikely was during late
Permian when the San Andrea carbonate system wss deposited (Cabezas 1991). The Mesozoic era
stratigraphic column is also incomplete. Late Triassic deposits portray an emergent period, but
middle Cretaceus deposits again depict typical transgression/regressionpatterns (Cabezas 1991).

The Laramide Orogeny (uplift of the Rocky Mountains)occurred from late Paleocene through
the early Eocene portions of the Cenozoic era. Volcanic activity was common from late Eocene
throughmid Pliocene affectingthe entireRocky MountainProvince. The Basin and Range tectonic
period begsn in the Miocene. Extension of the Rio GrandeRift took place during two periods of
the Cenozoic era, starting about 30 million years ago during middle Oligocene and again from
late Miocene through late Pliocene, contemporaneouslywith the volcanism and Basin and Range
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tectonic events. Since the Laramide OrogenyTthe region has been emergent and characterizedby
erosion and fluvial deposition. The Rio Grande River has continuously transported continental
sediments into the bwin r+khing over 900 meters in depth (Cabezas 1991). Since so much of this
region was covered by volcanic deposition the transported sedimentscommonly contain Tertiary
volcanic material as a source component.

A.2.1 Islets Lake Site (Site 7}

Islets Lake is part of a small recreational park on the Islets Pueblo Reservation south of Albu-
querque. The park is situated on the east side of the Rio Grande River on Quaternary alluvium.
The NMR study site is 30 meters from the lake’s west shore on highly disturbed, flat terrain with
a mixture ‘of Cottonwood trees and Salt Cedar. Ojuelos Springs Site on the Hubble Bench (Site
6). The Ojuelos Fault (Reiche 1949) (synon~ous with the Hubble SpringsFault as described in
Kelly 1977) is located along the west flankof the North Manzano Mountains and lies to the west of
the Manzano Fault. The Hubble Bench, situated betweenthese two faults, is approximately 88 km
long runningfiorn the Tijeras Fault on thenorth to the Joyita Hills near SOCOROto the south and
rangesfrom 3-10 km wide. The Ojuelos Fault Zone probably formed the easternborder of the Rio
Grande Rift valley during early rift formation (Kelly 1982). Although large sections of the bench
no longer exist, the fault escarpment in the vicinity of the NMR survey site has a relief of more
then 40 meters.

The site chosen for the survey lies on the Hubble Bench near the Ojuelos Fault escarpmentin
the southern portion of the North ManzanoMountains. Geologically, the Hubble Bench has a more
diversestratigraphy and structure than any other bench along the Rio Grande Rift throughout the
Albuquerque and Espanola Basins (Kelly 1982). Formationsrangingfrom Precambrianto Holocene
outcrop here. In the vicinity of the NMR survey site, the bench has good exposures of Permian
and Triassic beds and has several springs. The site chosen for th@ survey is adjacent to .a spring,
which drains into a stock pond. It lies on top of what appears to be a
elevated approximately five meters above the level of the spring. It is
sparse vegetation.

.

A.2.2 Sevilleta Site (Site 2) ‘

manmade Earthen bridge
highly disturbed and has

.
This NMR survey location is the site of Chia Chen’s 1992-1993pumping study (Chen 1993). The
site is about a quarter of a mile south of the Rio SaJadoon the west side of the SevilletaNational
Wildlife Refuge. Chen described the site as havingHolocene alluvial soil composed of interbedded
saud, gravel, and siIt. Approximately 16 meters below the current alluvial plain lay Pleistocene
axial stream deposits similar to the upper soil, but with the addition of more clay (Chen 1993).
Hand augering to 1.2 m on the day of the NMR survey did not reach groundwater.

A.2.3 Rio Salado Site (Site 1)

This site straddles the river chzmneland flood plain on the south side of the Rio Salado, again on
the west side of the Sevilleta National Wildlife Refuge. It has characteristicsvery similar to the
Chia Chen site, but because it is closer to the river, can be expected to have a slightly smaller
depth to water table. Haud augering to 2.1 m on the day of the NMR survey, however, did not
reach the water table.

)
I
I

I

I

1
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A.2.4 Bosquedel Apache Site (Site3)

Th.ia sufvey site is in the southern part of the Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge. It sits
in the southernmost firebreak, on level ground, adjacent to Monitoring Well No. 5. The location,
until 5 years ago, was covered by a very densegrowth of Salt Cedar, but has since been cleared. It
has a soil texture of very fine sand layeredwith clayeysand. Hand augeringto 3.9 m on the day of
the NMR survey did not reach the grouudwater.

A.3 The Tularosa Basin (Sites 13, 14, 15, 16)

The present-dayTularosaBasin is in the MexicanHighlandsection of the Basin and Range Province
in southeast New Mexico (Fenneman 1931, Thomburg, W. D. 1965). Until the Laramide’Uplift,
it shared a geologic history with the Pecos River Valley shallow seas had deposited hundreds of
metersof carbonate-rich sediments. During the Uplift, however,the TuIarosaBasin areadeveloped
into a north-south trending anticline. During the Basin and Rzmgetectonic period which followed,
block fhultingof the anticlineresultedin the elevationof the SanAndres Mountains to the west, the
Sacramento Mountains to the east, and the settling of the central blocks, thus creating horst and
graben featureswith a bolson drainagepattern. The faultingaud uplift of the horst blocks exposed
gypsum-richsedimentsof the PermianYeso and SanAndres Formationsalong the perimeter of the
basin. Alluvial and colluvial sedimentsflom the surroundinghorsts began to cover the floor of the
bolson. Precipitation drainage, too, carried tons of sedimentshorn those newly uplifted mountains
to the graben floor where the runoff collected to form temporary la$es. The largestof these playas,
Otero, covered 1800 krn2 (Allmendinger 1971).

At the end of the Pleistocene, Lake Otero beganto dry up, revealinga thick layerof an evaporite,
selenite, on the former lakebed. Once exposed to the surface, the selenite easily weathered to
gypsum, was picked up by the prevailingsouthwestwind and deposited 15 km away as a dud
system (Allmendinger 1971). Over the last 25,000 years, the duues grew to their present size,
now the largest dual gypsum deposit in the world. Today, a smaller lake, Lucero, remains in the
Tularosa Bas@ still yielding gypsum to the wind, while the dunesmakeup White Sands National
Monument. The groundwater level throughout the TularosaBasiu is generally less than 3 meters
below grouud surface.

A.4 White Sands National Monument

Gypsum comprises all dune material at White Sands National Monument. The present survey
sampled three locations in the dune system. Two. were on interdunalflats,
top and side of a dune. Both flat areas were wet at the time of sampling.

and one straddled the

A.5 The Pecos River Valley (Sites 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12)

The Pecos River Wdley forms the major part of the Pecos Section of the Great Plains Province
(Fenueman 1931). It is a north-south trendingvalley in southeast New Mexico, bordered on the
northwest by the Sangre de Cristo Mountains (the source of the Pecos River) and the Canadian
Mesa, on the west by the Pedemal Hills, the Gallinas,Jicarilla,Capitb and SacramentoMountains,
on the south by the Guadalupe Mountains, on the east by the Llauo Estacado, and opens via the
north to the High Plains. The southernpart of the Pecos River Valley in New Mexico is well known
for its artesiau water resources.

Southern New Mexico was the apparent northern limit to Pre-Carboniferous sea extensions
while Mississippian,Permsylvani~ and Cretaceus seas extended into northern New Mexico and
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beyond. Msssive granite in this region is unconformably overlaiuby Paleozoic deposits. Fkomthe
Cambrian period and onward through the Paleozoic era, repeated tramgressions and regressions
deposited many layers of sandstone, limestone, anhydrites,gypsum, and salt on top of the massive
Precambriangranite. Uplift and subsequenterosioncharacterizedmost of the Mesozoic era, but the
C:etaceous period once again saw transgressionand deposition of more sedimentsin southern New
Mexico (including the Chalk Blti Formation which characterizesthe Llano Estacado). Duriug the
generaluplift associated with the Laramide Orogeny (late Cretaceus through Eocene), the Sangre
de Cristo Mountains emerged by igneous intrusion,folding, and faulting.

The Sangrede Cristo and the Sacramentorangesconta@ the highestelevationsof all the moun-
tains bordering the Pecos River Valley. They contribute the largestvolumes of water and sediment
to the Pecos River. As part of the Rocky Mountains, much of the Sangrede Cristos are composed
of Precambrian granite. Paleozoic sedimentationhorn the Mississippianand Pennsylvanianperi-
ods, however, was abundant and these rocks remainas surfacedeposits over significantareasof the
Sangrede Cristos. The uplift and subsequenterosion duringthe LarlunideOrogeny and continued
erosion throughout the Cenozoic Era transported much Paleozoic sediment downstream covering
the floor of the Pecos River Valley.

‘ The Sacramento Mountains and their highest peak, SierraBlanca, are part of the Sacramento
section of the Mexican Highlandssection of the Basin and Range Province (Fermeman1931). Their
sediments (including the San Andres Formation) were deposited during the Permian period, then
uplifted by Tertiary faulting and volcanic activity during the Basin and Range tectonic period
(middle Tertiary). The upthrown blocks form the highlandsof the SacramentoMountains. These
mostly-carbonate systems crop out on the westflak of the SacramentoMountains and slope gently
to the eset toward the Pecos River.

Following the uplift of the Sacraments, erosion and stream sediments created a large debris
apron on their east slope. Farther east horn the debris apron lay the more or less smooth and
expansive Chalk Blufl Formation of the Permian Basin. At the onset of climatic change in the
Pleistocene, the ancestral Pecos River flowed southeast from the Sangre de Cristo Mountains.
HeadWard erosion of the Chalk Bluff Formatio~ east of the Sacramento Mountaius, enhanced
by slump depressions, solution, and subsidence of the carbonate strata, eventually captured the
ancestral Pecos River 6.udforced it southward on its present cotie. A quartzose conglomerate
was the first Quatemary deposit laid down in the newly flooded Chtiel, gradually filling in the
depressions. Tlds was followed by the much more extensiveBlackdom aud Orchard Park Terraces
(Pleistocene) and finally by the Lakewood Terrace (Holocene).

Some of the Paleozoic rocks can be seen in the Pecos River Valley today. Pennsylvanianmesas
still exist in the Sangrede Cristos,and Permiandeposits arestill exposed above the uppermost river
terraces in the southern Pecos River Valley. Along the gently sloping east face of the Sacramento
Mountains, eroded limestonefrom the San Andres Formation (late Permim) is exposed. Remnauts
of the younger Chalk Bluff Formation (Triassic) can be found fartherdownslope. Farthereastward
lies the Quatemary deposits and the Pecos River. East of the river, the terrti quickly rises again
through alluvium, until it reachesthe escarpmentof the Lkmo Estacado (Chalk Blti Formation)
of the Great Plains Province. Thus, the oldest rocks found in the Pecos River Valley are Permian
in age, but the Quatemary alluvium has much Mississippianand Pennsylvaniansediments from
the Sangre de Cristos as its origin. Most of the strata older than Pleistocene are so deeply buried
by the Cenozoic stream deposits that drilled water wellshave not penetrated them.

The SanAndres Limestoneand its bottom member, the GlorietaSandstone, conformably overlie
the Abo Formation (sandstone, late Permian). Together, these porous deposits form the artesian
water system of the Roswell Artesian Basin. .

Four layers of Quatemary deposits 611the floor of the Pecos River Vhey in the area east of the
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Sacramento Mountains, extending a short distance upstream along the western tributariesof the
Pecos River. The youngest of the four strata, the Lakewood Terrace, is composed of undisturbed
silt, sand, limestone gravel, and cobbles, and forms a narrow strip ~ong the Pecos River. These
deposits are generally from one to seven meters thick with a maximum of 14 meters thick. The
presenceof a substantial amount of alkaliin thesoil rendersthe Lakewood Terracesuitableonly for
stock grazing. Stratigraphicallybelow,”yet topographically above the Lakewood, Iies the Orchard
Park Terrace. It forms a broad grassyplain, more or lessunbroken,as far south as the Rio Pen.asco
and consists of well stratified clay, silt, sand, gravel, and conglomerate. The level of the Orchard
Park Terrace is one to three meters above the level of the Lakewood. Approximately 90% of the
irrigated agricultural activities in the Roswell Artesian Basin are located on the Orchard Park
Terrace. Ten to twentymetershigherthan the OrchardPark lies the Blackdom Terrace. It also is a
broad grassyplain though much divided by erosion. The extra costs to pump SanAndres Formation
water from below this uppermost terracepreclude agriculturalactivities on the Blackdom Terrace.
Therefore, it also is used only for stock grazing. These terrace deposits are believed to be derived
from limestone uplands of the SacramentoMountains,which implies a small magnetic signature.

The experimental sites chosen in the Pecos River Wdley include some areas with groundwater
very near the surface and up to 25 metersbelow thesurface. ~om north t.osouth, they include the
shore of %mta Rosa Lake, adjacent to Lea Lake in Bottomless Lakes State Park, two agricultural
field sites, and a location 0.4 km from the Pecos River. .

A.5.1 Santa Rosa Lake Site (Site 8)

The Army Corps of Engineersfinished constructionof the Santa Rosa dam on the Pecos River in
1981, creating Santa Rosa Lake, now part of Santa Rosa State Park. The NMR site chosen is on
the west side of the lake. It has a northeast fkcingaspect with a juniper-grasslandvegetation cover
on a five degree slope. Estimated depth to groundwateris one meter.

A.5.2 Lea Lake Site (Site 9)

Slump depressions and solution of the carbonate strata during the Pleistocene created sinkholes “
throughout the Permian limestone and gypsum formations of the Pecos Vklley region. Sand and
gravelof Paleozoic origin transported from the Sangrede Cristo Mountaimsby the Pecos River filled
most of the depressions,but some sinkholesstill exist today ss deep, natural lakes. Lea Lake is the
largest of the lakes in Bottomless Lakes State Park, a group of sinkhole lakes 20 km southeast of
Roswell, New Mexico. The lakeswere formed by dissolutionand collapse in the underlyingArtesia
(gypsum) and San Andres (limestone) formations. The survey site is near the northwestshoreline
on flat, bare, hard packed grouud. Estimated depth to groundwateris approximately 0.7 meter.

A.5.3 Dexter Agricultural Field Site (Site 11)

The chosen site is adjacent to the “east border” sitein the deep percolation study of Roark and Hea.ly
(1998). It sits on the Orchard Park River Terracein a flat, open, agriculturalfield, approximately
2 km southwest of the town of Dexter, New Mexico. The soil is of the Rea.korseries, deep and
well-drained, with a light brown loam surfacelayer, a heavierbrown loam - clay loam subsoil, aud
a pink clay loam substratum, high in calcium carbonate.
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A.5.4 Lake Arthur Agricultural Field Site (Site 12)

This site is also on the Orchard Park Terrace in a flat, ope% crop field, approximately 5 km
northwest of the town of Lake Arthur, New Mexico. Since most of the agricultural area on the
Orchard Park Terrace has a Reakor or Reeves (similarto Reakor) series soiI, the soil at the Lake
Arthur site is similar to that of the Dexter site.

A.5.5 New Mexico State University Experimental Station Site

The chosen site is on the Lakewood Terrace, on the property of the New Mexico State Experi-
oxirnately 9 km southesst of the town of li.rtesi~ New Mexico. The site ismental Station, appr

an absndoned oil well pad about 0.4 km west of the Pecos River, adjacent to NMSU’SMonitoring
Well No. 3. It has a fhirly heavy sil~ clay-loan soil aud a very dense growth of Salt Cedar. The
depth to groundwater at the time of NMR samplingwas approximately six meters.

i..
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Abstract

We considerthe generaltheoryof nuckarmagneticr~onance (NMR) imagingof largeelectromag-
neticallyactive systems. We emphasizeparticularlynonimmivegeophysicalapplicationssuch es the
imagingof subsurfacewatercontent.We derivea genq’alfimxmdafor the NMRresponsevoltage,valid
for arbitrarytransmitterandreceiverloop geometryandarbitraryconductivitystructureof the medium
in whkh the nuclearspinsreside.It is shownthat in caseswherethe conductivityis largeenoughsuch
that the elechomagneticskindepthat the Larmorfrequencyis of the sameorder or smallerthan the
measurementdepth, thereare arediffusiveretardationtimeefkts that signifkantlyaker the standard
fbrmulafor the lNMRresponseusedin “theliterature.These dif%rencesare quantifiedusing various
eil%dvelyone-dimensionalmodelinverseproblemswitha horizontallystratifiedwaterand conductiviw
distribution.We showalsothat the diEushelongtimetail of the signalmaybe usedto inferthe distri-
butionof time constantsTl, normally not measurable in geophysicalapplications.Althoughin present
applicationsthe signaldueto thistailis immeasurablysmall,thisrelationshipmaybecomeusefulin the
future.

Introduction

to

The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR.) techniqueallows one to obtain information about the nuclear spin
equilibriumthermodynamicsand non-equilibriumdynamicsin an atomicor condensedmattersystem.At
thesimplestlevelthe NMRtechniqueallowsoneto measurethebulknuclearmagnetizationof a system.By
makingsuchmeasurementsin suitablestaticapplied.fields,the nuclearspinsusceptibili~can be inikrred.
In geophysicalapplicationstherearea verylimitednumberof substanceswithfreenuclearspins.Hydrogen-
containingcompounds,suchas waterandhydrocarbonsin theliquidstate,arethe primaryexamples.Thus
a simplenuclearspin susceptibilitymeasurementmaybe usedto determinethe presenceof suchculturally
andeconomicallyimportautsubstances.

The NMR measurementis performedby perturbingthe nuclearspinsout of equilibrium.The instan-
taneousresponse,immediatelyfollowingthis perturbation,determinesthe magnetization.The decaying
signal,as the spinsreturnto equilibrium,containsinformationaboutthe dynamicsof the syatenxmolecu-
lar diflix40n,spin-latticerelaxation,spin-spininteractions,spin-surfaceinteractions,etc. Thesedynamical
processesare both a benefit and limitation. The benefitis that they containa great deal of important
infoWationaboutthe systemthat complementstheequilibriummagnetizationitself.The limitationis that
if thesignaldecaythat they causeis mtremelyrapid,themagnetizationmeasurement- whichoftenrequires
an extrapolationof the dynamicmeasurementbackto timezeroto inferthe inslxmtaueoueresponse- may
be strongly degraded. Generally, the more strongly the nuclear apins interact with each other (known as
T2-processes) and their environment (known as Z’1-processes),the more rapidly the signal will decay. In
geophysical applications, degradation inaeases as the pore sizes in which the fluids are entraineddecrease,
and as the concentration of dissolved paramagneticions, such as iron and manganese, increases. In M, the
pore size distribution in the subsurface is of critical interestto the oil industry, and information about this
distribution is contained in T2 (see below). But if the pore sizesare too small, measurementsneither of T2
nor of the magnetization will be possible.

1
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The successof such measurementsis critically liiited by geometry- uniformity of the applied magnetic
fields, etc. In laboratory measurementson small samples (e.g., humau scale in medical applications, and
centimeter scale and below in physics, chemistry or materialsscience applications), the geometry can be
carefullycontrolled, and the spatial resolutionof the signalmaybe focusedpreciselyon the targetsof interest.
Analysisof the acquireddata may then be concentratedon directunderstandingof the nuclearspin dynamics
and thermodynamics of the system of interest. Conversely,in geophysicalapplicationsthe spin dynamics is
often simple and more-or-less understood, but the geometry (restrictedto the earth’s surface, or a narrow
bore hole) leavesmuch to be desired. Most of the data aualysisthen focuses on deconvolving the influences
of geometry from the signal of interest. The crucial spatialinformation,for example, appears averagedover
with a complicated weightingfunction whose form, determinedby, for example, the conductivity structure
of the subsurface,may only be modeled crudely or must be inferredfrom other non-NMR measurements.

Efforts to implementthese classic NMR measurementsin geophysicalsituations, with their myriad en-
vironmental and geometric complications, is the main subject of this paper. The presentation, which is
intended to be self-contained, is sufficientlygeneral,however,that the resultsmaybe applied directly to any
other problem in which the geometry and/or environmentare important.

At the heart of our discussionis a generalform~ derivedin Sec. 2 using an electromagnetic reciprocity
relation, for the NMR responsevoltage. This formula,which relatesthe NMR voltage to the water distribu-
tion by integratingit against a certain imaging kernelwhose exact form is derived, generalizesthe standard
one used in the literature (see, e.g., [2, 8]) and reducesto it only in a certain “adiabatic” limit in which the
nuclear spin dynamics is slow compared to all environmentaldiflhdve relaxationtimes. This limit obtains,
for example, if the environment may be taken as efl’ectivelynonconducting. It transpires, however, that in
many geophysical applications the subsurfaceconductivity does play a significantrole, diflisive retardation
eilects occur, and the adiabatic Iiit is inappropriate. Aa a rule of thumb, these ellects become important
whenever the size measurement region becomes comparable to, or larger than, the electromagnetic skin
depth of the environmentat the Larmor frequency. Commonly,in geophysicidapplications, this skin depth
is 50-100m, but can be 10m or lower in some areas.

The formuIa expressesthe voltage as a convolution of the time derivativeof the nuclear magnetization
density with a certain kernelthat encodes the full geometry of the transmitterand receiver loops and of the
environment. The kernelthen requiresas input both the physicalmagneticfield generatedby the transmitter
loop, m well as a certain mathematicallyconstructedauxiliaryfieldthat encodes the response of the receiver
loop. Both of these fields must be computed in the presenceof the given conducting environment. The
simplest possible model of an oscillating dipole source embedded in an infinite homogeneous conducting
medium is used initially to illustratethe behavior of the kernel.The diflisive retardation effects are shown
to aflect both the amplitudeand the phase (relativeto the transmittersignal) of the NMR signal. In Sec. 3 we
discussmore complicated models, focusing on one-dimensionalgeometries,in which the subsurface consists
of a set of horizontal atratiiledlayers, within each of which the macroscopic electromagnetic properties are
uniform. General formulas are given for the electroma&etic fieldsin an arbitrary geometry of this type.

The dynamics of the nuclear magnetization density is discussedin Sec. 4. There we retiew the various
mechanism that are thought to dominate the’ nuclearspin ~equilibration of fluids in rock. Both the time
constants2’1and T2 are sensitiveto the pore geometry,becomingshortera the pores become smaller. Since
pore size is strongly correlated with the hydraulic perrneabtityof the fluid in the rock, the NMR signal not
only detects the presenceof the fluid, but also the easewith whichthe fluid may be transported through the
rock. Both pieces of “h.formationare important in environmentaland commercial applications.

In geophysical applications the static field which polarizesthe nuclear spine ia the earth’s field. The
net nuclear magnetic moment is then extremely small, and the NMR responsetypically involves a very low
level measurement(tens to a few hundred nanovolts). As such, any sotice of environmentalnoise will have
a strong degrading eflect on the measurement. Power lines, for example, produce 60Hz noise that have a
measurableeffect on the measurementat distancesin excessof 10km. In Sec. 5 we discussissuesassociated
with noisy data and various ways to minimizethe eEectsof noise.

The ultimate goal of :he theory is to invert the imagingformula derived in Sec. 2 in order to infer the
water content distribution from a series of recorded NMR signals. The experimental degrees of freedom
are basically the transmitter loop horizontal position and the length of the transmitted pulse. In Sec. 6 we
carefully set up the inverseproblem, showing how these three degreesof iieedom are in principle sufficient
to determine a general three-dimensionalwater distribution if the conductivity structure of the ground is
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known. For a horizontally stratified conductivity structure,performinga Fouriertransform in the horizontal
directions reduces the calculation to a sequence of one-dimensionalproblems. We show in this section also
that, in addition to the usual Nh4R signal at the Larmor frequency,a conducting environment gives rise to
a dc background signal that decays ss a power law in time. It is shown that the amplitude of this signal
is determined by the distribution of 2’1 decay times. Unfortunately,in presentapplications the level of this
signal is immeasurablylow. Future experimentsmay, however,be capable of making use of this relationship.

The matrix inversionrequired for solution of the inverseproblemis, however,ill posed, and techniquesfor
regularizingthe problem must be employed. In Sec. 7 we describethis procedure and apply it numerically
to various model problems in order to quagtify the deviationsfrom the adiabatic limit. We begin with a
numerical investigation of the imaging kernel its~ showing that has a tremendously intricate structure.
The inversiontechnique is then applied to various effectivelyone-dimensionalproblems in which the water
distribution is assumed to be horizontally stratified. Unexpectedly large deviations from the a&batic .
(iiulating) knit are observed in physical parameter ranges commonly &ract#lc of geophysical field
measurements.

Vsrious technical derivationa, which would otherwiseinterruptthe flow of the article, are relegated to
the appendices. In App. A the detailed solution of the linearalgebraproblem associated with the derivation
of the electromagnetic fields for horizontally stratiiledgeometriesis given. In App. B the real space form
for the fields due to an oscillating dipole sitting on a homogeneousconducting half-space are given, with
emplwis on the effects of the boundary. In App. C the standardquadraturedetection scheme used in NMR
data acquisition is described and related to the imaging kernelderived in Sees. 2 and 6.

2 Fundamental equation governing NMR response

2.1 Background

The basic NMR geometry [1] (see Fig. 1) involves a known magneticfield, -consistingof a static field, Bo,
which for the geophysical applications on which we focus is given by the earth’s ambknt field, and an
ac magnetic field, B~ (t), generated by a transmitter coil, with frequency tuned to the Larmor ilequency
WL= ~Bo associated with Bo. Here ~ = p~/liJ is the gyromagneticratio, with J = ~, 1, ~, 2,... the nuclear
spin and PN = gh@J/2mNc (= 1.41062x 10-merg/G for the proton) is the nuclearmagnetic moment. The g
fhctor for’the Hydrogen nucleus, i.e. the proton, is 2.793, qAIis the nuclearcharge, and rnIVthe nuclear mass.
In the earth’s field the proton Larmor ilequency is about 2kHz. In noninvasivegeophysical applications [2]
(ss opposed to invasiveapplications in which, for example,the NMR apparatusis sent down a bore hole [3])
the applied field is generated by a current loop of some geometryIayedout on the earth’s surface. As a rule
of thumb, the depth to which the NMR signal is sensitivescaleslinearlywith the size of this loop. In typical
applications, 100m diameter circular or figur~eight loops are used. Currentsin the range 200-300 amps are
generated, which then yield fields in the 10-2G range.

In the absence of the applied x field, the static field B. simply pola@ws the nuclear spins, and it is
precisely the resulting equilibrium magnetization, MN(BO) = kfN(Bo)Bo (WSamnne here = isotropic
response in which the magnetization lies alongthe staticfield),that one wouldliketo measure.Siice the
earth’sfieldis weak,simplydividingthis magnetizationby BO produces the desired nuclear susceptibfity,
XN = hBO+O MN(Bo)/Bo. At geodvskdy relevant temperatures, XN takes the local Curie form [1],

#fi2s(s + 1)
x~(r) = n~(r) ~kBT ‘

(1)

where nN(r) is the number density of nuclear magneticmoments(equalto twice the number densi~ of HzO
molecules in the case of water) at point r, and S = ~ for protons. This exhibits the crucial proportiomdity
between the distribution of water and the local nuclear susceptibtity. Using proton parameters one has
~ = 26, 752G-%-l and therefore in convenient units,

MN(B) = 1.70x 10-lOM’at~~+,
N Be ‘2nH.@

(2)

where Be = 0.5G is the earth’s field, lkffit = 2nIi20PN= 0.94erg/Gcm3 is the saturated magnetization that
would be obsemed in bulk water if all the nuclearmomentswerealigned,n&O = 3.35x 1022cm-3 is the bulk
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Figure 1: Standard picture of the dynamics of a free nuclearspin under the influence of a static field Bo,
which definesthe baeic precessionaxis and the Larmorfhquency UL= ~lBo[, and the ccxotating component
B$(t) of the projection of the x field BT in the plane orthogonal to BO which controls the tipping angle
of the processingspin. (a) A tipped spin precessesclockwiseabout BO at the Larmor frequency. (b) In the
frame of referencerotating with the processingspin, the co-rotating field B$ causes the tipping angle&to
increaseat a hear rate w!r = ~lB~l.

molecular number densi@ of water, and T~OO~= 300K. The ratio ~ is just the porosity of the medium.
This formula indicates that bmely one in ten-bfion of the nuclearmoments, corresponding to roughly six
moments in each cubic micron of volume, align with the earth’s field. However, in a volume 100m on a side
about 10 moles of spins (equivalentto 90cm3 of saturatedwater) are aligned, and therein lies the feasibtity
of the technique.

Unfortunately,the smallnessof PN therefore imp~e9a proportionatelytiny magnetization-induced mag-
netic field that is immeasurably small in comparisonto l?o. The ingenioustrick behind the NMR technique
is the conversionof the static measunimentof MN into a dynamicone. This is done usingthe applied ac field
BT. Because the oscillation frequency of BT is chosento be preciselyWL, the component B+ of B~ that is
perpendicular to B. causes the magnetization, in a ikune of referenceco-rotating with B$(t) at frequency
w& to tip away from BO at a constant angularrate, @= O@j with UT = ~lB~l [4]. For ]B~] N 10-2G one
th~ h WT/WL -0.02 ~d hence WT/27r N 40Hz.

Suppose that BT is applied for a pulse time rP, and then turned off. Under ideal circumstances, in
which B. and BT are perfectly uniform, and in which, as in a perfectly isotropic Heisenbergferromagnet,
for cccample,the component of% along BO is dynamicallyconserved,the resultingtipped magnetization,
with the same magnitude i14nas existed before the application of BT, would precess at wL, inclined at a
constant -gle 8P = WPTP away from Bo. This processingmoment now gives rise to a h-meuaqiing magnetic
field which can be measured, using an inductive pick-up loop, say, to far greater accuracy than the original
static field. The observed signal is proportional to sin(dP)[seeequation (40) below] and is therefore maximal
if 6P= ir/2 (this application of BT is then calkd a 7r/2j or 90°, pulse).

In realistic mei@ T1 and T2 processes cause the premssingmoment to decay, dephahg it as well as
m+equilibratingit back along Bo. Note that inhomogeneitiesin BO cause a decay of the net magnetization
in the plane orthogonal to B. (known as T; processes), but do not by themselveslead to rekation of the
component MN along Bo. There is clearly very interestinginformationin these decay processes, which will
be discussedbelow, but the measurementof MN then requiresa carefulextrapolation of the decaying signal
back to the end of the pulse, rP. Since most measurementtechniquesrequire a delay time rd between 7P
and the onset of data collection (typically a few tens of milliseconds)to allow decay of the transmitter coil
eignal, it will be impossible to measureMN in systemswith T1’s or T2’s of the same order as rd or shorter.
Such is the case for fluids in very fine pores (roughly 100pm or less) [5], or with a high density of strongly
magnetic impurities.
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2.2 Formula for measured response

The measured observable is the induced voltage, V.(t), in a receivercoil dueto the time evolutionof the
subsurfacenuclearmagnetizationin responseto the appliedfield

(3)

where @R(f) is the timevaryingmagneticfluxthroughthereceiverloop:

@R(t) =
1

B(r, t) . MA
sR

=
/

A(r, t).d (4)
CR

where B = V x A is the total magneticfield from all sources,and SR denotesa surfacespanningthe
receiverloop CR (the&t that V” B = Omeansthat thissurfaceis arbitrary).In manyapplicationsthe
transmittercoil, whichgeneratesthe appliedfield,is the sameasthereceivercoil. This actuallysimplifies
certaincalculations(seebelow),but wewillnot specializeto thiscaseuntilthe end.

It isconvenientto express(4) asa volumeintegralusingappropriate&iimctionsto limitthe contributions
,, to the curveCR. Thus,let the closedcurveCR be parametrizedby
‘. i

CR: %(S), 0< s < ZR, ?(0) = ~(zR). (5)

;t The unit vector ~(s) = ~~~(s)/lt?8~(s)l is the tangent ve~or to the cu.meats. If CR is parametrized by path
~j length, then l&~R(s)l = 1 and JRbecomes the length of the curve. In any case, define the vector field

;: $R(r) = ~lRd98sYR(L?)6[r - ?R(8)].II (6)
~!-J

Clearly 7R vanishesunlessr lies on the curve CR. It is easyto checkthat this integral is independent of the
.> parametrization of the curve CR. Also, if flR~r) is integratedover a small surface element cutting the curve

at r = ~(so), the result is the tangent vector t (s0). It follows then that (4) maybe rewritten in the form

@R(t) =
/

&rA(r,t) . flR(r). (7)

Physically,~R(r) is thecurrentdemityassociatedwithanide$ unitcuru+ntflowingalongthe curveCR.

2.2.1 Computation of physical applied fieId

It is useful to deiine two magnetic field distributions in the absenceof any nuclear magnetic efRcts. The
fit is the physical field resulting horn currents in the transmittercoil. The second is a mathematically
constructed adjoint fiel~ related to the fictitious receiver coil current $& that enters the i%rmda for the
NMR response.

We deiine the physical field Iirst. Let BT(r, w)e‘tit be the magnetic field distribution generated by an
oscillatbg Curred, ~’(t) = I$!e-wt in the transmitter coil (the frequency here will, of course, ultimately
become the Larmor frequency of the nuclear spins). For an ideal wire, the corresponding current density
will take the form ~7T(r), in which ~T(r) is defined by the analogue of (6) for the transmitter loop.
The computation of this field requires that the subsurfiwepermeabfity, p(r), and permittivity, e(r) =
d(r) + 4nic#(r)/w, distributions be given. Here d is the bound cbge dielectric constant and cf is the bee
charge conductivity. At the low frequencies of interest in this work p, d and cf are real and take their
dc values. These quantities are generally second rank tensors, but we ignore this possibti~ and assume
an isotropic medium here. Of primary interest will be the values of these fields in the subsurface. The
corresponding vector potential &(r, w) is defined in the usual way via BT(r, w) = V X &(r, w).

The equafion obeyed by Bz’(I?~w) follows from the Maxwell equations [6], which
dependence reduce to

VXE = ikB, V.B=O “

VXB = -ikD + (47r/c)(jF +js), V” D = 47r(pF+ ps),

5
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inwhich k = wI/cand p~(r, U) and j~(r, u) referto the free chargeand currentdensitiesin the medium, and
ps(r, U) ad .is(r, U) = the source bge and mat densities, taken to be given a priori, and restricted
to the transmitter loop. Using then the constitutive relations (appropriateto linearmedi~ which we will
always a.w.une),

H = (1/p)B, D = e’E, j~ = a’E, PF = (1/iw)V. j~, (9)

one obtains, in addition to the first line of (8), the relations

4Tid
V o(EE) = 47rps, V x (B/p)= -ik.sE + $js, e = e’+ —. (lo)

u

The fist relation is actually redundant, since it is immediatelyreproducedby takingthe divergence of both
sides of the second relation and using the source current conservationlaw wps = V. js. In terms of the
vector and scalar potentialaA and #, in general one has E = ikA - V#. In this simple case of sinusoidally
oscillating fields, however, one may clearly absorb ~ into A via the gauge change A’ = A - (1/ik)V#,
yielding E = ikA’, along with B = V x A’. Substitutingthese relationsinto the second relation in (10) and
dropping the prime, one then obtains the basic equation

Vx ();VXA
41r.

- ek2A = ~Js. (11)

It is convenient to define the operator

L(p, d,u’; w) = v x
()

:V x - ek21, (12)

which then allows us to express (11) in the compact form .CA = (4r/c)js. Here, I is the 3 x 3 identity
matrix. The solution AT is then to be obtained from this equation by substitutingan appropriate form for
j.s – typically the given current IT flowing in an ideal transmittercoil wire.

Ifp and e are takento be piecewiseuniform, one obtains withineachuniformregionthe vector Hehnholtz
equation

(V2+tc2)A =0, with V.A=O, (13)

in which ~2 = pek’ is in general a piecewiseconstant complex number. Appropriate electromagnetic bound-
ary conditions must be applied at the boundaries of the uniform regions [thesefollow directly from (11) by
careful treatment of the &continuities in p and e at the boundaries]and at the transmitter coil to obtain
the full solution. In Appendix A we derive these solutions for an ideal circularhorizontal current loop lying
above a horizontally stratifiedsemi-iniinitehalf space. These solutionswill be used below in our analysis of
the NMR problem in such a geometry.

Equation (11) may be converted to time domain with the simple correspondence–iw -+& yielding

Vx
()

41r
~V x A + $(c’8? + 4d&)A(r,t) = ;js(r,t), (14)

which is then a wave equation with &/d = V2being the local speed of light in the subsurface, and an added
linear time derivative dissipativeterm which leads to a basic free decay time, rd = 47rcf/d, of the fields in
the absence of j~.

2.2.2 Computation of adjoint fields

The usual Hilbert space inner product between two vector fieldsAl (r) and A2(r) is defined by

(A11A2) = ~&rA~(r) . A,(r), (15)

where * denotescomplex conjugation. Given a (matrix) linearoperator 0, such as .C,its adjoint, or hermitean
conjugate, Ot is defined by the identity

(A1]OA.) = @A1lA,). (16)
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A self-adjoint operator has the property that Ot = 0. Substitutingthe operator L(P, 2, d; w) into these
definitions, it is essy to show, after some integrations by parts (assumingsufficient decay of the fields at

,’ iniinity so that surhce terms do not contribute), that

,,, ()h’ xq!w’,ff’;w) = v x ~ - ~*k21

= Jqp, f+,u’; -u) = L(p, e’,-(7’; k)). (17)

‘The last line shows that it is the presence of d&ipation through a nonzero conductivity that leads to
hon-self-adjointness.

If A(r, W) is the solution to (11), we define now the adjoint field ~(r,u) m the solution to

4X.
~t(P, e’, a’; w)~ = ~Js. (18)

Formally this solution is obtained by analytically continuing the solutionA to negative values of d. Below
we will require an adjoint field that is a solution to (18) in whichjs replacedby a form involving ~R.

In the time domain we recover (14), but again with the substitutiond + -a’. Solutions to (14) are
causal [A(r, t) is sensitive-only to earlier time currents, j~(r, t’) with t’ < t], but solutions to the adjoint

,1 equation are anti-causal[A(r, t) is sensitiveonly to later time currents,js(r, i?) with # > t].,.;

2.2.3 Field generated by the nuclear spins
.,

The field BT(r) generated b; the transmitter coil is the physical applied field that perturbs the nuclear
spins. In response to the combination of this field and the earth’s static field, the spins generate a nuclear
magnetization density Mjv(r, t), and an associated microscopic nuclesrmagnetic current densi~ j~ = CV x
MN [6]. This currentdensityis completely separatehorn j~ (whicharisesfrom electronicor ionic conduction)
and js (which arisesfrom the NMR apparatus) and gives rise to an additivecontribution, AN, to the total
vector potential satisfying (11), but with jN replacingjs on the right. Thus it is assumedthat the subsurfiice
responds linearlyto the nuclearmagnetic dynamics, just as it does to the dynamicsof the transmittercurrent.

The dynamics of MN, though complicated, is assumed simply given a priori at this stage. Let B$ =
BT -(B.. BT)BO is the component of BT orthogonal to the earth’s field, Bo. Let B+= B$ + B; be the
decomposition of this orthogonal field into circularly polarized c-rotating and counter-rotating components
(see Sec. 6.1.1 for the mathematical procedure for accomplishing this decomposition). The c-rotating
component B+ is then tuned to rotate around BO at the Larmor frequency,and a typical form for MN is

hffN(r,t) = (19)M$) (r) cos[O~(r,t)] + ~$) (r) X B~(r, t)] si@T(r, t)],

where M:) = XNBIJis the eqfllbrium nuclear magnetization density due to the earth’s field, B~(r, $ is a
unit vector pointing along B: (r, t), and the tipp~g ~gle iS@v~ by dT(%t) = @(r)t, ~ whi~ t iS b~g
measuredfrom the onset of the transmitterfield, and the tipping rate Q&(r) s ~lB~ ](r) is time independent
if the magnitude of B* is time independent. This expressioncorrespondsto the picture shown in Fig. 1 in
which both B> and MN precess clockwiseabout Bo, with MN laggingthe co-rotating component B+ of the
transmitter field by 90°, and the angle of the processingspin increasesat constant rate ~2’.

If at time TPthe transmitterfield is shut off, the magnetizationwill continueto precessfor some time at
the &ced angle @T(r,~P). However, variousdecay processes (see Sec. 5) eventuallybegin to act and lead to an
acponential decay of the magnetization back to its equilibriumform. This involves both an increase in the
component along the earth’s field and a decrease in the components orthogonal to it. The decay processes
in general act differently on these two components, and a phenomenologicalform for MN is

MN(r, ~) = _ ~-Tp)/TI,@) + .@-%)/n@) COS[8T(r?7P)]]. .) M$)(r) ~-e (

+ e-(~-~A/T’(4 ~!?(r) x ‘~(r,t)] ‘i[8T(rYTP)]” (20)

Theories for the physical origin and magnitudes of the two tiine constantsT1 and Tq will be summarized in
Sec. 5. Clearly, these same decay processes are acting during the time interval O < t < rP as well, so the
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validity of (19) in this time interval depends implicitly on an assumptionthat rP< Tl, % is short compared
to the decay times.

As a &ml comment, the transmittercurrent does not turn on and off instantaneously,and there will be
some additional delay time 7d between the switching of the current and the switching of the transmitted
magnetic field as it propagates into the ground. One might then worry about the effects this might have on
the validity of (19) and (20). Luckily the ?JMR technique is remarkablyrobust against such eEects. Thus,
duringthe switchingof the transmittedfield pulse at a point r in the groundthe magnetizationmay undergo
some complicated dynamics. However, so long as the duration T*Wof the switching is small compared to
the pulse length TP,and so long as w <<UL (i.e., the transmittedfield is much smallerthan the static field
Be), this dynamics will tip the nuclear spins by only a very small angle, at most of order wtrTw << WZWP,
and will therefore COITSCtthe final precession agle 6(7P), m A ss the ~imut~ p~e of the prece~~g
spin, at most by amounts of order 7i/rp. Thus so long as one has the triple separation of time scales
~W N rd <<~. <<T2, tie magn~tition dynamics d be governedaccurately by (19) and (20).

2.2.4 NMR response for given applied field end nuclear magnetization

The contributionto the receiverfluxfrommagneticsources“mthegroundmaynowbe computedasfollows.
From (7) one has

@~(t) =
Ee-v3”3R@’

J

O!@= %e‘ti’(JIRIA(W)),

. A(r, w)

(21)

where it should be recalled that 7R is real.
Now,let ~R(’, u) be the adjoint fieldassociatedwiththefictitiouscurrentflR:

Lt(W)~@) = ;~R. (22)

Although $R is independent of w, & will acquirewdependence horn L(w). In the time domain (22) becomes

Vx
[ 1
& x dR(r, ~) + ~(C’@ - k7’8t)~R(’, ~) = $%(05(4, (23)

so that & is the adjoint response of the vector potential to a &functicm current pulse at t = O. By
adjoint-causality,&(r, t) must vauishfort> O. ?&om(16) and (11) one may then write

(7RIA(u)) = (c/4n)(f.~(w)~R(w) lA(w))

= (C/4n)(XR(U)lZ(U)A(W))

= (&(~) ~(w)), (24)

yielding then

//

m
@R[t) = d3~ dt’&(r, -t’)” j(r, t - t’), (25)

o

in which-j = j~ -1-jR + jN is the physical current densityarisinghornboth the N’MR.apparatusand the
nuclearspins. The contributionfromj~, representingthe mutualinductancebetweenthe transmitterand
receivercoils (ii thepresenceof theground),willbe extremelylargewhilethetransmittercoil is turnedon,
andwillin generalswampallothercontributions~]. It is forthisreasonthattypicalexperimentalprotocols
callfortakingdataonly aftera suitablelagtimefollowingturn-offof thetransmittercoil. The contribution
fromjR representstheself-inductanceof thereceivercoilinthepresenceof theground,andis subjectto the
designof the experimentalapparatus.Both thesecontributionsmaythenbe thoughtof as additivenoise
termsthat degradethem measurement.Fiiy, U9ingjN = CVx MN, thecontributionof interestfrom
the nuclearspindynamicsmaybe writtenin the form

/.l

co
~z~(t) s d3r d?~R(r, –t’) oMN(r, t - t’), (26)

o
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in wh@ an integratio~by parts has been performed (again assumingno contributionfrom the surfaceterm),
and ~R(r, t) = V x d~(r, t) is the corresponding adjoint magnetic field. The meswred voltage due to the
nuclear spine is then

//

w.
v;(t) = - d% dt’&(r, -~). t?tMN(r,t - t’) 1 (27)

o
This relation is the bssic result of this section. In comparison with real dat% it might be more convenient
to Fourier analyze the voltage signal to obtain .

I

V’(w) = h d%’&(r, -u)” M~(r,u). (28)

Results for ~Rj to be describedbelow,aremostsimplycomputedinFourierspace.The frequencyspectrum
of MN willgenerallyconsistSfa strongpeak,broadenedby dephasingandequilibrationeffects,centeredon
theLarmorfrequency.ThusBR actually need only be computedina neighborhoodof theLarmorfrequency.

Equation(27) shows that the receiversignal at time thas contnbut~onafrom the nuclear magnetization
over a range of tQnes d < t determinedby the %nemory tictionn B~. As shown above, this function
representsthe time reverse of a spreading magnetic signal due to a currentpulse in the receiver loop. The
contribution to the flux at time t is then determined by the interaction of this signal with the various
nuclear spins that it encounters as it moves backward in time. Physically,of course, exactly the opposite is:1.8 happening each nuclear spin is sending out a spreading signal forward in time that eventually crosses the
r~ceiverloop at a later time. The interactionof this signalwith the receiverloop geometry is then encoded in
BR. These two equivalentviews basically constitute the reciprocityrelationthatisexhibited mathematically

~. in (24).
In nonconducting medi~ the memory time rd - L/c is set by;he light crossingtime of the measurement

region with linear dimension L. This time is typically a iiw tenthsof a microsecond and therefore is ordera
of magnitude smallerthan the Larmor period. The dynamics of MN is therefore very slow on the scale of
T, and the adiabatic limit discussedbelow is relevant.

On the other hand, in conducting media TdN L2/D will be set by the difhuion constant D = &/47r@
[essentiallythe inverse of the coefficient of the linear time derivativein (14)]: the M.mction current pulse
will lead to a difisive penetration of the fitiltious magnetic field BR into the medium. As @ be seen below,
after the initial arrival of the signal there is also a slow power-lawfall-off which then also sets the temporal
width of the memory function. In MKS units one may write, using scales appropriate to the problem at
hand,

()

# (100m)2
D=; ~ (29)

m’

where we have taken p/po = 1, and p’ = l/u’ is the resisthitymeasuredin Ohm-meters.This leadsto

rd = L2/D = x
(k)2(?)m.

(30)

If the dimensionlessproduct

wL7d= 2~2
(a) (&)’(y) ~

(31)
y

is of order unity, the memory time will have a si@cant effect. For ~L= UL/2~ = 2kHz and L = 50m, this
will occur for resistivitieslower than of order 10Qrn. Noting that the skin depth at frequency u is given by

.

&= /ww [6], one may write ULrd = 2L2/&. An equivalentstatement is then that the memory time
will be significant if the electromagnetic sldn depth at the Larmor ikquency is comparable to the length
scale of the measurement.

The estimatesabove will be confirmedexplicitly for variousmodel problems. In Sec. 2.4 complete analytic
solutions for the simplestpossible case, that of a point dipole in an infhite homogeneous conducting medium,
are given. In App. B the next simplestcsse of a vertical dipole lying-onthe boundary behveen nonconducting
and conducting homogeneous half spaces“istreated. The contributionsfrom the boundary due to reflected
waves are quite complicated, but the underlying diiYukvenature of the electromagnetic propagation in the
conducting medium is exhibited explicitly.
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As a final note, in principle one must consider the diffusionof BT into the subsurface after the tipping
pulse is turned on. We ignore this in all of our cakulatione because we assumethat the time taken to tip
the spin is much larger than the Larmor period, WT/(dL<<1. Under most conditions, then, one should also
have WTTd<1 so that the tipping dynamics is tiected very little by delay dects.

2.3 The adiabatic limit

In physical, chemical and medical applications, the NMR measurementprobes a relatively small region of
space at frequencieswhere the EM skin depth is much largerthan the samplebeing probed. In this case the
memory time rd is much shorter than the Larmor period. one then has Mjv(r, t - #) a M~(r, t) over the
relevantrange of d, and the time integral in (26) may efkctively be carriedout only over 13R.One obtaina
then

;@:(t) =
/

d3@(r) “MN(r, t) (32)

where

/

o
B](r) = dt~(r, t), (33)

-w

which, horn (23), then satisfiesthe static equation

(34)

the solution to this equation is precisely the Biot-Savart law for the static magnetic field generated by the
static current source YR. The measured voltage in this limit is then given by

Now, the tipping dynamics of MN(r, t) is determined by the transmitterloop field BT(r, t), through
(19). In the adiabatic limit in which the transmittercurrentvariesslowly compared to any delay time, the
transmittercurrent ~T(t) and the actual transmittedfield will be in phase

BT(r,t) = lT(t)&(r), (36)

where B$(r) is the field due to a static unit current in the transmittercd. In many applications, the
‘0) = 13~). For NMR applications one choosesreceiver and transmitter coils are coincident. h this case ~rf

~T(t) = l$”cos(u~t + p), where ff is an arbitrary phase. one obtains then for the c-rotating part of the
transmitterfield,

where B$l(r) = Z3$(r)- PO” l.?$(r)]& is the component of BOorthogonal to the earth’s field. To simplify
the notation, deihe the (static) unit vector ~$(r) s 13$1(r)/]B$l(r)l in the plane perpendicular to Bo.
Wing (19) for the nuclear spin dynamics, one obtains then

MN(r,t) = IM$)(r)l {~0@T(8(rj t)]Bo i-sin[d(r,t)] PO x b$(r) cos(qt + p) + ~](r) sin(wLt+q)] }.

(38)

with 8T(rj ?5)= 71B$l(r)t = $~~l~$)~(r)lt. One obtains then finally from (32)

~@R(~) = ~ d3rlM(0)(r)l{ cos[d~(r, .t)]Bo” 13~(r)

+ sin[O(r,t)]l13$(r)l [Bo” by(r) x b%(r) cos(@ + p) + b%(r) - b%(r) sin(uLt + q)] }, (39)

where the static unit vector 6$) (r) s Z3&(r)/lZ3&(r)] defined by a unit steady –-–--L ‘L- ----’--- ‘---
and also lying in the plane orthogonal to Bo, is defined analogouslyto ~$(r).
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Siice the tipping rate is generally much smaller than the Larmor frequency, UT < WL,the dominaut
contribution to the voltage comes horn the last two terms term and yields V#(t) - V#l (t) cos(u~t + ~) +
~flz (t) sk(@ + p) with slowlyvaryingin phaseand“outof phase(quadrature)envelopefunctions. It is
mathematicallyconvenientto combinetheseinto the singlecompl= number~’(t) = t7~~l(t) + i~{z(t),
whichis thengivenby

x {h%(r).t%(r) +iBo. ~~(r) x b%(r)] }. (40)

If the transmitter and receiver loops coincide, then the cross product terms vanishesin (39) and (40), and
only the in-phase component survives. We will see in Sec. 6 below that one of the ei%ectaof non-adiabatic
corrections is to produce a quadrature component to the signaleven when the two loops coincide.

If the tipping field is applied for a time 7P,then the complex voltage envelopejust after the turn-off time
ia

(41)
.

where (1) has been used. The pulse moment is definedas g = I$~P,and (41) demonstratesexplicitlythat
it ia only this combinationthat enters.More generally,if the amplitudeof the transmittercurrentvaries
slowly(on the scaleof the Larmorperiodt~ = 27r/u~audthedelaytime~~),then (41) is still valid,but
nowwith

q =
r

pI$(t)dt. (42)
o

In the casewherethe transmitterandreceivercoiIscoincide,(41)simplifiesto,

v(q)= - ~#?i2s(s +l)Bo
3kBT~ / [ 1d3rlB~o(r)ln~(r) sin ~77PlB&(r)l ,

,:

(43)

where, in an obviousnotation,we ~ve introducedthe physicaltotal fieldamplitudeB~o(r) = ~*~$(r),
whoseperpendicularcomponentappearsin the equation.

If R is the radiusof the loop, the characteristicfieldstrengthis lB~lN 2/c.R The expectedvoltage(ii
Volts)’predictedby (43)maybe crudelyestimatedas V x 10-8CULlM$)1113~lRs, where 10-8Cs 300V/statV “
is the voltage conversion factor horn Gaussianto MKS units [6]. Using R = 50m, U&= 1.33 x 104s-1 and
(2), one finds V z lpV at room temperature for bulk water. The porosity of the rock reduces typical
experimental signals to the observed 100nV range.

The relation (43) h& been applied by a number of authorsto the surfaceNMR problem [8]. We see now
that (35) and (40) are correct only if dynamic eEects, such dissipationand retardation, are unimportant.
Thus if the conductivity structure of the subsurface significantlyalters the applied field, es quantified by
(30), then (6) ia inappropriate and (27) must be used in its place. A full discussion of the problem in this
case will be deferred until Sec. 6 below.

,, 2.4 A simple analytical example: localized moment in a uniform conducting
medium

To gain some insight into the fundamental result (27) we considerhere the case of a localized current pulse.’..> j(r)d(t) embedded in a uniform conducting medium. This medium is taken to have p = 1, and uniform
conductivity d = CTo.We assumethat the frequency is low enough that .4 has negligible effect, and so take
simply d = O. From the adjoint of (14) we obtain then the bssic equation

(~~+DV2)i(r,t) = ~j(r)d(t), (44)
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with difl&ion coefficient D = c’/47ru0. We define the adjoint diffusionoperator Green function @r, t) via

(tl~+DV2)G = d(r)d(t). (45)

The Fourier transform of this equation in simply (iu + D#)~(q, u) = 1, where q is the wavevector, with
solution G(q, u) = (iw + D#)-l. bm-ting the Fourier transform one obtains the frequency domain and
time domain forms

~–[l+isgn(w)]r/~. (w) &/4Dltl

G’(r,u) = d(q, t) = e-D9%~(_;),
4rDr ‘

&(r, t) =
(4@t@(-t)’ (46)

where 6(s) is the unit step function, vanishingfor s <0, and “mthe & relation we have introduced the
electromagnetic skin depth d.(w) = <m which decreasesas frequency and/or conductivi~ increase.
We see explicitly the anti-causal nature of ~ in the time domain. The functional coefficient of 8(t) is the
standard &fFusionkernel. The standard dif&ion equation, obtained by reversingthe sign on D, @ a causal
Green function with the simple replacementt+ -tin (46).The general solution to (44) is now,

X(r, t) =
/

~ d%JG(r - r’,t - #)j(r)d(#)

0(-t)

‘1/=w /
d3r’j(r’)e-lr-r’12@ l~l. (47)

This demonstrates the diilusive spreading of the t = O impulse as one moves backwards in time [9]. The
magnetic field is obtained as the curl of (47).

Aa a more specific application of (47), suppose that j(r) arisesfkom au ideal magnetic moment M(r) =
rqd(r) at the origin. Ikom the relationj = CV x M one obtains then

A(r, t) = 0(–t)
&

q x v (e–r’/’Wl
) =-W)J- ‘-~’4D’”

@l (4@t])3/2~ x r,
(46)

which then points in the azimuthal direction relativeto the axis defined by q. The magnetic field then
takes the form

Fl(r, t)
= ‘(-t)&m .‘m

2- VV) (e-+/mltl)

s O( ~, 1 e-’2/4Dl~l p-—
{ }

—[Ino-(rrllJ.2)q-w .
pi (47rDltDW 4Dltl

(49)

This form showathe diffusivespreadingwith time of a distorteddipole,field, oriented essentiallyopposite to
mo in order that it be precisely canceled by them pulse at t = O. The diffusingfront arrivesat position r
at Itl IU#/Q. At large negative times B(r, t) points opposite to ~ and decays with a ltl-5/2power law.
Aa alluded to above equation (29), this power law sets the temporal width of the memory function 13R.For
completeness, the corresponding frequency domain formaof (48) and (49) maybe evaluated as

[ 1
1 -[l+i9~(w)]r/6.(~) s _ii(r, w) = mox V ;e

[ 1

e-[l+*m(w)]r/J.(w) 1 + [1 + @n(u)] & *
a

B(r, w) = W.(W2
[

– Vv) ~e-(L+~W(w)]r/Uw)
1

{

- (Xlo . S)i= e-[l+*fp(w)]r/& (~) c2im
&(w)2r [

- 1+ [1+ {sgn(w)]&
1 }

3(W . y -- (50)
a

The adiabatic limit may be computed eitheras the zero frequency limit of (50), or by solving the Poisson
equation, V2AO(r) = (4r/c)j(r), that resultswhen (44) is integratedover time. Here AO(r) = J:= dtA(r, t)
is the time integral of the vector potential. The Green function is now just the usual Coulomb potential,
and one then obtains

AO(r) = –~
I

~r, j(r’)
~. (51)
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For the special case of a point dipole q one obtains the standarddipole field [6],

Be(r) = -
3(rno “F)f -I&

.+ . ‘“
(52)

whichalsoresultsas the zero frequency(ds~ m) limitof (50). Theoverallminussignagainindicatesthat
the adjointdipolepointsoppositeto q.

8incetheNMRmeasurementtakesplaceat a welldefinedfrequencyUL,equation(50) providesthe most
directquantitativemeasureof difkshw effects. k diqmssedon generalgroundsbelow equation(31), one
seesqlicitly the role of the skindepth 68(ti~) in alteringthe formof the fieldfiorn its adiabaticform, .
leading,for example,to the exponentialdecayof the dipolefieldfor distancesr > ~.(u~).

3 Calculation of BR in one-dimensional geometries

Jn App. Awe rederive some standard resultsfor the magnetic field distribution due to an ‘ideal horizontal
circular loop above a horizontally stratified subsurface. These are in the form of solutions to (11) for
sinusoidalapplied currents at an arbitrary fhed frequencyw. Sincetheseresultsalready assumea unit tied,
frequency independent current, to obtain the adjoint field one simply reversesthe sign on the conductivi~
and inverseFourier transformsthe results. The form of the field is quite complicated, and except for various

{,
-ptotics [one must, for ~ple, recover (49) at &aces hge compared to the radius of the current
loop], is not amenable to analytic treatment. We have instead numericallyevaluated the field for various
physically relevantsituations.

3.1 Horizontal loop sitting on a homogeneous half-space

In App. A the generhl form for the field in an arbitraryhorizontallystratifiedspace is derived, with explicitII
resultsgiven for a three layer model. For simplicity,in this paper we will restrict attention to a two layer
model in which the transmitter loop sits at the boundary betweena conducting (lower) aud nonconducting
(upper) half space. The results in this case qmy obtained from the th.iee layer model by setting the loop
height & = O and t~e middle layer‘half-width d = Oin any of (124), (128) o~ (129). Only the coefficients
B1=& = l/(A + A) are then relevant, where A = 11= ~~ and A = lS = ~~ (with
Di = &/47raJ parametrize the upper and lower space conductivities,respectively. For a circular loop of
radius To carrying a current with amplitude 10 one obtainsthen from (135) E = E@@with,

4xikpIOr0
E@(r,Z, W) = ikA~(r, k, W)= ~

/
OmfiJl(qr)Jl(gro) [e-x’O(z) + eXz8(-z)] . (53)

Defining the loop magnetic moment nzo = jLm@o/c, and specializingto the case where the upper half space
ia nonconducting, so that A = g, (53) becomes

,,

E@(r,Z,W)
4ikml-J

= ikA$(r, k, w) = —
/
~~ -#&(Ar)J1 (Me) [e-&(l(z) + e%l(–z)] .

ro
(54)

The radial and azimuthal components of the magnetic field are then given by (136):

(55)

In App. B the time domain behavior of this model in the point dipole limit (To-+ Oat iixed nM) is discussed.
Forthe purposes‘of computing the NMR response,only the Larmorfrequency component of the time domain
field is required. Thus we may simply set w = UL in (55). Notice that a figure-eight loop may be modeled
by two oppositely oriented loops displaced from each other by one loop radius, and the associated fields are
therefore simple vector superpositions of the two displacedfields.
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F~rcompleteness,the adiabatic limit ia obtained simplyby takingthe zero frequency limit of (55) so that
A = A The fields reduce to their static forms, and sincewehave takenp to be uniform througout space, the
boundary has no efkct whatsoever. For a vertical dipole source, To+ O,one then obtains the static dipole
forms

Ad(r,z, O) = ‘o (T2 +;2)3/2

Br(r,z, o) 3.ZI’
= ‘0 (r2 + ~2)5/2

BZ(T,Z, o)
2Z2 - T2

= ‘0 (r2 + 22)5/2 “ (56)

Thwe maybe veriiied directly horn (55) by converting (54) to the form (140), performing the q-integral
usingthe identity (147), and finally taking the appropriatederivatives(136). For a circular loop, these forms
must be convoluted with the indicator function on the loop area. The resultingexpression may be reduced
to elIipticintegrals [10]:

A@(r,Z, O) =
%W:[H”2)K(U)-E4
2m0

E.(T, z, o) = —
z

~~; r (r + rl))z +22 [“
‘+&+d E(u)]

–K(u) + (r - T())2+ 22

2mo 1

[

?+~-T;
B.(r, z, o) = —

1% <(r+ 77))2+ # ‘(u) - (~_ ~o)2 + 22-W-J) ,

(57)

in which K(u) and E(u) are the complete elliptic integrals[11]with argumentu = /4rl)r/[(7’ + TO)2+ 22].
In Sec. 7 below, this uniformly conducting ha&pace model will be used to ‘huwstigatenumericallythe

surfaceNMR water imaging problem.

4 Equilibration times T1 and T2, pore size distributions, and hy-
draulic permeability

It ia believed [5] that the decay of the NMR signalfrom fluidstrapped in porous rock arisesfrom magnetic
hyperfineinteractionsbetween the fluid nucleiand paramagneticimpurities,such as Mn2+ and Fe3+,situated
on the pore surfb.ces.Experiments (see referencescited in [5]) indicatethat fluid within pores [12] of a given
size has a well defined mon~exponential decay time T1 (the Zongitudinulrelaxation time that governa the
rehtion of MZ, the component of the nuclearmagnetizationalongthe static field, back to its equilibrium
value), and that TI decreases as the pore size decreases. This indicates that the spectrum of qonential
decays associatedwith measurementson heterogeneousrock samplesarisesfrom the distribution of diiferent
pore sizes in the samples and not from some intrinshlly non-exponentialdecay process [13]. k addition,
it is found that the relaxation rates are nearly temperatureindependent. since diffwion constants of fluids
are strongly temperature dependent, this indicates that the decay ia surface rather than di&usionlimited,
i.e., that over the relevant temperature range the basic difh.Aon processes are rapid enough on the time
scale of the NMR measurementthat the decay of the signalis limitedby the ability of the surface impurity
site to flip a nearby nuclear spin, and not by the abfi~ of the fluid to transport uuflipped spins to an
irupuri~ site. Typically, then, molecules thoughout a given pore [12] have a mor~or-less equal probabti@
of reachingan impurity site on the time scale to. This meansalsothat the nuclear magnetizationdensity will
be essentiallyuniform throughout the pore as it decays, as opposed to a diifu+on tilted situation in which
the magnetization density will incresse significantlyas one moves more than a diEusion length ZD= ~
awayfrom the pore surface.

Under the assumption, then, that the NMR relaxationia dominated by interaction with paramagnetic
suri%ceimpurities, one obtains the following ~ression for the singlepore TI [5]:

,1
J

[“

1 Sh n~ s
~=_FTMf+TjU ‘PIV’

(58)
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in which S and V are the su.rikcearea and volume of the pore, h is the thicknessof the surface layer within
which relaxation can take place, nju is the fraction of the surfiwesitesoccupied by paramagnetic impurities,
T1~ ia the relaxation time of the nuclear spin when the fluid moleculeis attached to an impurity site, and
TM ia the average residence time at such a site. The kmgitwiinalsu~ace relm”vib PI contains aU of the
materialdependence of T1. In clean sandstones one finds PI s 30pm/s, while in silica glasses one finds the
much smallervalue pl s 5nm/s.

The tmmerse relaxation time Z’z (which governs the decay of the Larmor processing components of
the nuclear magnetization in the plane orthogonal to the static field) is sensitiveto inhomogeneities in the
static field and to interactions between diEerent nuckar spins. Magnetic field inhomogeneities arise both
from the spatial variation of the magnetic permeabtity p (reflectingthe difference in the static magnetic
susceptibility of the rock and of the fluid) and fkom the local surhe magnetic fields generated by the
paramagneticimpurities [14]. In rocks, for Larmor frequenciesbelow 5MHz, it is found that the latter sEect
strongly dominates. This means that Tz is determined by basicallythe same properties of the rock as T1,
andthat their spectra should be closely related, as is indeed observedin many samples. In this regime one
finds [51,

(59)

,, in which AWM is the change in the nuclear spin precessionfhquency, and T2~ is the transverse relaxation
:, time, which occur when the molecule occupies a paramagnetic impurity site. The residence time ~~ is.!

~ected to have a very strong temperature dependence, and the lackof strong temperature dependence in
the experimentallyobserved T’l and Tz is a strong indication that one is in a regime in which the residence
time is much shorter than the surface relaxation and the dephasingtimes: r~ << TIM, T2M, Awfil, and a

.,
given moleculemustthentypicallyvisitmanyimpuritysitesbeforeit is relaxed.In thiscase(59) reducesto

1 Sh nM S—=
T2

——~fiv,
V T2~

(60)

in which ~ is the transverse surface relativity. Thus the ratio T1/T2 = ~/pl = TIM/T2M .slirectly reflects
the corresponding ratio of longitudinal and treasversesinglesite relaxationtimes. Experimentally this ratio
is found vary between 1 and 2.6 with a median of 1.59. This can be usedto infer bounds on the parameters
enteringthe singlesite hyperflne interaction Hamiltonian,in particularthat the scalar and dipolar couplings
are comparable due to reductions of the latter by fluctuationsin the molecular orientation [5].

Since the detected NMR signal arises purely from the precessionof the transverse part of the nuclear
magnetization,observation of the freeinduction decay after a single (say 7r/2) pulse provides a measurement
only of T2. Measurementof T1 rqquiresthe use of multiplepulse sequences[1] in which the static polarizing
field is switched on for varying lengths of time, ti,after each of which a 7r/2 tipping pulse is applied in
order to determineM.(ti) =MZ(co)(l - e-fii~’) and hence T1. Unfortunately,in geophyeiczdsurface NMR
measurementswhere the polarizing field is the eqth’s field, in additionto the intrimdcnonuniformity of the
tipping field, which precludes the application of a uniform tipping pulseto the entire system, one also does
not have the abtity to pulse the polarizing field. Therefore T1 cannot be messured by this method, and it
seemsdifhdt to imagine any other workable method to do so.

Measurementsto date are then only of Tz. Happily,however,accordingto the above discussionthey both
reflectthe samecombination of physics and chemistryof the rock-fluidcombntion, and one apparentlyIoaes
little relevant information from the lack of a direct T1 measurement.Accepting the above combmtion of
theoretical and experimental inferencesthat lead to (60), the spectrumof T2 decay times extracted from an
NMR measurementreflects a spectrum of pzS/V pore physicsand chemistrycombiitions. The surface-to-
volume ratio is geophyaically important because it enterathe hydraulicpermeabtity k of the rock, i.e., the
ease with which the fluid can diifuse through the rock under a given pressuregradient. This is crucial, for
example, in oil recovery, and in toxic centaminant containment. The relation between k and S/V depends
upon the precise geometry of the pore structure. For the simplestmodel of a random packing of spheres,.!
the Kozeny equation for the hydraulic permeabfity is

k * A#3(S/V)-2 = f@/& (61)

where # iathe porosity and A is a proportionality constant. Measurementof T2then yields the combmtion
kp?j.Although@ tends to fall within a reasonably narrowband of valuesfor a broad sampling of sedimentary
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rocks, it is important to keep in mind that it can vary widely, and that a rigorous extraction of S/V and
k from NIvIRdata must rely on a independent determinationof PZ, which could itself have a nontrivial
spatial distribution that may or may not be correlated with the pore size distribution. One thing that is,
however, unambiguous is the basic trend T2 will become shorteras the pore sizea decrease, and below a
certain size (which seemsto be in the range of 100pm) Tz becomes too short to measure with the present
apparatus, and the presence of the fluid becomes undetectable.

5 Issues of noise and noise reduction

5.1 The basic signal

Ghwn a iixed measurementapparatus and environment(loop size, resistance,inductance and current; ambi-
ent earth’s magnetic field ambient temperature ground waterdistributio~ subsur%ce EM properties; etc.)
the main experimentaldegrees of freedom remainingat one’s disposalare the pulse moment (the product of
the loop current and the application time of the tipping field) and the loop layout geometry. Variation of
the former is preciselywhat is used to obtain depth resolution.

Mom the basic results (27) and (35) for the measuredvoltage, one sees that the “responseis governed
by the size of the volume over which the product Z30(r).MN(r) ia signiilcant,and the overall magnitude of
Be(r) in this region. The region over which Z30(r)itself ia significantscalesas 13,the cube of the loop size.
Siice B. is the responseto a unit current in the loop, its overallmagnitudewill scale inverselywith the loop
size as 1/1 in this same region. The main contribution to the voltage will come from the region over which
MN(r) has been tipped somewhere close to n/2. The surikceon which the tip angle takes any particular
value clearly scalesas i2. However, the i%milyof surfacesover whichthe tip angle lies in“somefixed interval
(say of width e) about 7r/2 scales inverselywith the gradient of Be(r) (the more uniform is Z30(r),the larger
the tient of the region over which the tip angle will be withinthe tolerancee of 7r/2). The local uniformity
of l?. (r) scales as 1/1, and the volume over which the dot product Be(r) . MN(r) is signiiixmt will therefore
scale as e13. One concludes then that the voltage responsewill scale aa C12,increasing as the square of the
loop size. Therefore not only does one’s depth sensitivityincreasewith 1, but one’s sensitivity at a given
depth generally increasesas well.

If one fixesthe overall length 1of the wire, but laysit out in a smallerloop with multiple(say n) windings,
the magnitude of B. (r) will scale with n while the loop size scalesas l/n. The above estimatethen shows
that the messuredvoltage will decreaseas l/n2: there is thereforeno directgain from multiplewindings. On
the other hand, one may ask a slightly difkrent question: although overall voltage response incresses with
loop size, spatial resolution near a given depth (say, 20m below the surface) scales linearly with the local
magnetic field gradient. Siice the gradient decreasesas 1increases,there will be a trade-off curve between
overall signal-to-noise and resoltig power at a given depth. Any given criterion for choosing where on this
trade-off curve one would like to sit will then determinean opt!rmunloop size. If, for a given depth, this
optimum size is signiikantly smaller than the length of wire available,multiple windingq will now provide

tion of this trad~ff curve is not a simpleissueand lies at the heart of the inversean advantage. Determina
problem that will be discussed in Sec. 6.

5.2 Intrinsic thermal noise

At frequencies low enough that the EM wavelengthis much larger than the NMR app&atua an absolute
lower bound on the noise level ia thermal voltage noise in the receiverloop. This is given by the formula [15]

(62)

in which TR is the receiverloop temperature, Af iathe receiver loop bandwidth (determinedby its “reductive
and capacitive properties) and R is its resistance. At high frequenciesused in more typical NMR measure
ments one is in a regime in which the skin effect causesmost of the current to be carried near the surface
of the wire. In the present measurements,however, the frequenciesare sufficiently low that the current is
distributed more-or-lessuniformly through the wire cross-section(at 2500Hzthe skin depth of a good metal
is a &w millimeters). For a .?==100m diameter loop made of a = lcm diameter copper wire the resistance
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R = @l/az, where p N few times 10‘aQm is the resisiivity,will be about 60mQ. The self-inductance of a
circular loop (ii Henrys) is giiwn by L = (p/2) 1~(81/a) - (7/4)]s 6 x 10-4H, yieIding then a bandwidth

Af=&=
2p

~Pa2[h(81/a) - 1/4] - 16W$
(63)’

corresponding to a 10MSfree decay time. At an ambienttemperatureof 300K one obtains then an intrimic
voltage noise level of about

\ VT Z ().13nV. (64)

The inductance of a figure eight loop is smallerby some geometricalkctor than that of a circular loop (for
fixed length of wire). This will increase the band width and hence the voltage noise. The inductance of a
multiply-wound circular 100Pof the same overall length is essentirdlythe same as that of the single loop (the
differences lie only the choice of the eflective value of a). Obsemed noise levels in the fidd tend to be far
larger than this - 40nV and higher in the quietest environments(comingfrom what? Instruments? Natural
sources?). One is therefore presently far from reachingthe intrinsicnoise level of the loop.

5.3 Cultural noise
!; High tension wires, automobile engines, etc., are sources of electromagneticnoise. The commonly used;,,

figure-eightloop reducesthis by an order of magnitude or more due to cancellationof waves, as horn distant
sources, that are spatially correlated over distances larger than the loop size. Thus, far horn a source the,,
magnetic field will be nearly uniform over the loop at any giventime, and the net ffux through a figur~eight

. .. loop with equal area lobes will vanish. Corrections to this due to gradients in the field may be further
reduced if the figure-eightis oriented symmetricallywith respectto the source (e.g., parallel to a line source,
such as a high tension wire). E. Fukushimasuggests constructingthe figure eight from two separate loops.
Their NMR responseis then measured independentlyand the optimallinearcombmtion of the two signalsis
sought which leads to greatest noise reduction. This eflectkly allowsall possible figure eights with diHerent
ratios of loop sizes and would allow flux cancellation if one is closer to the noise source. This couId also
provide cancellation from multiple sources if they were temporallywmelat~ i.e., at the same frequency and
fxed relative phzwe.

The magnitude of the 60Hz noise coming from power lines may be estimated as follows. Siice the
wavelengthis thousands of kilometers,near-fieldestimatesare appropriatehere. Since the source will always
consist of a set of parallelwires whose currentssum to zero (commonlytwo wiresthat are 180° out of phase,
or three wires that are 120° out of phase) the majgneticfield will decay inversely with the square of the

,. distance from the source. Specifically, if i. is the amplitude of the current, and & is the typical distance
between wires, then for distances r>> c&fkom the wiresthe magneticfield will have a magnitude (ii MKS -
units) B - ~oio~/27r#. The flux through a circular loop will then have magnitude @o N poioa3J2/8# and
generatea voltage V. N p@o&12/8#. For a figureeight loop the flux willscale with the gradient of the field
across the size of the loop, @la- ~io&13/8$, and generatea voltage VI N Mwiod#/8r3. For i. = 100a,
&=lm, l = 100m, and r = 10km one obtains V. - 600nV and V. N 6nV, a factor J/r = 10-2 smaller.
The strong (1/r)3 dependence of VS probably provides the severestlimitation on the permitted distance
to the nearest power line. Aa stated above, if only a single power line is involved, choosing the correct
orientation of the loop could vastly reduce the noise from this figure. If there are two or more power lines
(with uncorrelated phases), loop orientation would probably provide only a relatively small improvement.

. . 5.4 Instrumental improvements

Ideas for improving the present IRIS apparatus in other ways. How to locate the Larmor frequency more,,
efficiently? Ways other than heavy batteries to power the apparatus? If 60Hz noise is the main source, can
one %igh-pasd’ ii.lterit out without strongly aikcting the 2500Hzsignal?
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6 The inverse problem and computation of water content distri-
bution

6.1 The forward problem

The present surface NMR technique consists of measuringthe voltage response, V#(t), of the subsurface
over some time intervalaft= application of variouspuke momentsq = PT7~,where PT is the amplitude of
the transmittercurrent, IT= l$!cos(tiLt+~) and 7Pis the lengthof the pulse. This response is extrapolated
back to infer the voltage V#(@) right afterthe ad of thepulse(withthe timedelayeffectsdiscussedin
Sec.2.2.4, one should actually extrapolate back to a time severaldelay times ra after the end of the pulse).
We begin this section by generalizingthe adiabatic formula (42) to include delay effects.

6.1.1 Computation of the co-rotating field

F~st note that although the transmitted field oscillatesthe Larmor frequency throughout the subsurikce
(following a build-up time of order the delay time Td), (36) must now be generalizedto allow for a depth-
dependent phase change:

BT(r,$ = ~ [&,l(r,LJL) COS(WL~+ 9) + &,2(r#L) s~(@ + ~)]

= ~~ [B*(r,UL)f3-i(uLt+v) + &(r, ‘WL)d(uLt+9)] (65)

hl Which &’(r, *L) = BT,l (r, UL) &~BT,z(r,WL)= B~(r, WL) is the complex field amplitude due to a unit

cornpk ~ed IT(t) = e -j(~ LW-9). The cornbiiation pT~T (r, u) .h precisely the lkeqUenCydomain field
that is computed in Sec. 3. In the adiabatic limit @r(r, *L) + L?}(r) is real and (36) results. Now, in a
dissipativemedium &,l and BT,2 will in generalbe non-collinear,corresponding to an elliptically polariied
transmitted field. This can be easily checked for the example treated in Sec. 2.3: from (38), components
of the magnetic field along ~ - (rrM. f)f and along m - 3(m0 . ?)f in general have diilerent compl=
weightsand hence lead to non=collinearreal and imaginarypartsof the magnetic field. More generally, (11)
yields very different equations for the real and imaginaryparts of A whenever e is complex, i.e., whenever
a # O. The co-rotating and counter-rotating parts of the field then have diflerent amplitudes. To compute
the co-rotating part we decompose the components”of &(r, ~L) orthogonalto the static field B. in the form,

(66)

in which the phase &’ ia chosen in such a way that 0!2.and A are red. The.(static) unit VSCtOr &(r, UL),

lying in the plane orthogonal to BO, generalizesthe adiabatic unit vector b}(r) deiined above (38) (and
reduces to it in the bit WL+ O). Since B~(r, ‘~L) = ~~ (r, u~) it follows that ~~(WL)= ‘$i”(-&JL) and
fi(ML) = -,&(-uL) are odd functions of frequency while aT(wL) = aT(-uL) and ~(uL) = @(–uL) are
even functions of frequency. By rotating ~!$ by a multipleof 7r/2, and making a corresponding multiple
of 7r/2 adjustment in the phaSe CT, we may ChOOSeaT ~ ]~1 ~ Oto be positive and –m/2 < @. ~ 7r/2.
Consider then the combinations,

One obtaina then

(68)

in which the sign of the square root is determineduniquelyby the above restrictioncmthe range of CT. The
last equation determinesthe sign of&, and together with the second and the magnitude of the first one
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then obtains

The unitvector~T is now&udly determinedsimplyss -

iiT= $Re (e-iC’B+).

(69)

(70)

With this decompositionwe nowseethatthe total fieldmaybe writtenin theform,

B+ s :P~ T(aT ~ %) [cos(U~ + q - <T)~T 7 *(@Lt + 9- (T)~o x fiT
1

(n)

,. These co- and counter-rotating components may also be &pressed in the form. .

i(fJLt+f#)-i(~Lt+9) + fjT* (r, u~)e
B?%7 ~) = ~G [@(r7de 1 Y (72)

in which

B$(r,W) = B~(r, -u) = &W(%@L) 7 fh(r,uL)]e ‘Cr(r’wL)&(r,@L) ~~~o x 6T(r,(dL)]. (73)

The phase & now has the physical interpretationof the change in phase of the rotating field relativeto that
of the transmitter current. The relativephase of the preceswingnuclearspins will therefore change, through
(19), with depth as well.

As an illustration of these formal results, consider the analytic example discussed in Sec. 2.4. Suppose
that q = nzo2 and B. = BOZboth point vertically. Fkom (50), the field orthogonal to B. is given by .,

(74)

I

where ~ is the radial unit vector in the zy-plane,and 6 is the usualpolar angle. The realand imaginary
partsarecollinearin this case,andthe perpendicularfieldiathereibrelinearlypolarizedeverywhere(other
choicesfor the relativeorientationsof ~ andBO would change this). We immediately identi&then [17],

/

37nosin(M) ~+ 4A
~(r,WL) = -r/&(w=)

27’3 f&(fJL)4 e

@,UL) =
[1

29
—+arctan — .‘s=(@L) 68(;L)

&(wL)2
(75)

Thereis therefore,nevertheless,a nontrivialphasechangebetweenthe oscillatingdipoleandthe oscillating
fieldthat increaseslinearlywithdistancer hornthe source.

,, 6.1.2 Voltage response

Equation (19) and (20) describe the build-up, defined to start at time t = O, and subsequerkdecay of the
precession angle. The unit vector
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is determinedby (72) evenfor t > rP: the continuedprecessionof the magnetization
directionfor B~(r, t) evenafterthetransmittercurrentis shutoff. Onehasthen,

where terms of relatiw O(l/UL?’l, l/uLTQ) have been neglected. Substitutingthis form
(72) one obtains for t > ~P:

in ef%xtdefines a

(77)

nto (27) and using

/

&n.
+e@L~+sU-~~) (6T + Zio X 6T) “

}
dt’et’lT’@)ER(r, –t’)e-ALt’ , (78)

o

in which the introduction of the maximum time t~=, which lies somewherein the pulse interval t - Tp <
k < G recognizes the i%ct that the form (77) for the rate of change of the magnetization is valid only
after the transmitter field is turned off. The reason one must be carefulhere is that the memory function
BR(rj -d) decays for large ~ as a slow power law [see, e.g., (49), where a ?-5/2 decay is exhibited for a
point dipole receiver], whereas the e$’iT? factor growa aonentially. The latter will then overwhelm the
former at late times. Physically this means that the late time decay of the signal will actually be governed
not by the late time T2 decay of the magnetization, but by the late arrivalof the taiZof the diffusiig signal
coming from the early time magnetization dynamics. This efTect,which will be quantifiedin more detail in
the next subsection, is extremely important to the measurementof T2. If, however,one is interestedonly in
the voltage signal in the regime Td<<t -7P <<TQ,one may safely drop all of the T2 exponential% It is then
safe to take the limit%=+ co aud one obtains,

1
v-y(t) = -2WL

I

d%-lM$)(r)l SiU[fJT(r)Tp)]

{
xe ‘i(WLt+~-~z’)~R(r, -q) . @T(I?, q) -230 x &@, d]

+ ei(w.t+&~T)~~(r,UL)o ~(r,w~) + ii30 x b(r,fm)]}. (79)

The last line is simply the complex conjugate of the previous line. Now, the output of a typical NMR
experiment is not V:(t), but has the rapid oscillationsat frequency QJLremoved. This is accomplished with
a quadmtum detection scheme [1] whose output ia the (real and imaginaryparts of the) compl= envelope
voltage,

J

which is time independent in this short time regime. For completeness,we describe @ App. C how this is
accomplished. It is the quantity ~RN(t) that is extrapolated back to t = &, and one then obtains the formal
reIation .

in which n~ (r) ia the number density of (detectable) nuclear spins [= 2n(r) for water, where n(r) is the
molecular number densi@] , X0 = (zO,go) labels the horizontalposition of the receiver loop, and, using (l),
the integration kernel is given by
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This again codlrms that it is indeed only the pulse moment q = L$rPthatenterathe response.
Now, horn (17), ~R(r, -uL) = ~R(r,tiL) is simply the ma~etic field generated by a unit current

e-@Lt+~l in the receiver coil oscillating at the Larmor frequency UL. The orthogonal components of
this”field may also be written in a form analogous to (66) [due to the dot product in (82), it is only these
components that enter]:

The the generalizationof (41) is then

K(q, xo; r) = -
CdL#h2S(S + l)Bo

3kBT { }
Sill ~q[~T(r, (dL) - &(r, WL)] eil~~(r*WL]+~R(r~wz)l

“2

X [~R(r, UL)+ BR(rj fJL)] ~R(% fJL) - hk ~L) + @O . 6R(r,wL) X &(r,wL)] . (84)
-.

Note that it is the co-rotatingpart of the transmittedfield and (due to the timcmwersed nature of the adjoint
field) the counter-rotatingpart of the receiverfield that entersthe voltage response. The former determines
the tipping angle while the latter determinesthe responseamplitude. In the adiabatic limit, ~T,R, pT,R + O,

,{ aT,R + lB~Rlj ik,R + 6$,Rj and (41) is recovered. When the transmitterand receiver loops coincide (84)
t! reduces to tke form,..!

K(q, xo; r) =
_ tiL~2fi2S(S + l)BOe2wT(’#IL) Sk

3kBT { }
~7daT(r,~L) - hk ~L)] [aT(r,~L) + ~T(r, fJL)]

. .
fdL72h2S(S + l)Bo e2%(r,@lB;](r) Sin(VTplB:(r)DY=_

3kBT$
(85)

in which, in the second line we have introduced the physical c-rotating and counter-rotating parts of the
transmitted field. In the adiabatic limit both a have the same amplitude, equal to half the total field
amplitude, and (43) is recovered.

Notice that if the transmitter and receiver coils are not coincident, the kernel K, through its real and
imaginaryparts, is indepenc@tly sensitiveto the componentsof the magnetizationparalleland perpendicular
to the polarization vector ~. This is true in both the adiabatic and non-adiabatic cases, and may provide
some motiwition for considering non-coincident loop geometries. For coincident geometries the adiabatic
response voltage (43) is real. Adiabatic corrections lead to phase changes in the subsurfacetransmitter and
receiver fields, and, even for coincident loops, this produces a complex phase factor e2i~Tin the. response
voltage (85). The relative size of the “quadrature component,” “I.e., of the imaginary part of the response
voltage, is then a direct experimentedmeasureof the breakdown of the adiabatic limit. Siice & varies with
depth, the overall phase of the voltage signal will be nontrivial function of the pulse moment q. The fiwt
that the phase comes in doubled is significant: from the analytic model discussed in Sec. 2.4 and at the
end of Sec. 6.1.1, one expects this phase to increaselinemly with distance from the transmitter loop. Thus,
for example, if ~/&(wL) = 7r/4 one expects the contribution to the voltage to be approximately 90° out of
phase, i.e., purely quadrature. Measurable interferenceeffects between difFerentsubsurface regions should
then be observable at depths much less thau the skin depth. In Sec. 7 numerical results using the kernel
(85) will be presented that support this conjecture.

It should be emphasized that the abfity to measurewell defined real and imaginary parts of the voltage
envelope function requires a time resolutionmuch better than the Larmor period. Thus ~’(t) is obtained
hornV;(t) by removingthephasefactore-;(wL~+w)det-ed bythetransmittercurrentwhichthenplaysl.,-

‘ the role of a clock againstwhichthe oscillatingreceivervoltagemustbe timed. This clock continueto be
maintainedinternallyat timest > rPafterthetransmittercurrentis turnedoff [18].

.’.
6.1.3 Voltage. response at long times

Equation (79) was derived horn (78) by assumingthat t < T2. Imagine for a moment that T2 <O. Then
convergence ss t + m is ensured, and one obtains (79) and (80) for all times t >> -ra+ rp, but with the
replacement ~R(r, *L) + e-(t-?p)lT2(r)~R[r, *WL + i/T2 (r)], where ~R[r, ~WL+ i/T2(r)J is the analytic
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continuation of ~R(r, &wL) to complex frequencies. Now, although the integralno longer converges when
T2 >0, the analytic continuation remainsperfectly welldefined. It can then be shownthat if one is interested
only in the part of the signal that oscillatesat the Larmor frequency,both (79) and (80) remain valid, with
this same replacement. Unfortunately,this portion of the signal, which continuesto decay exponentially on
the time scale T2, becomes sub-domkqmt at larget to an essentiallydc si@al that decaysas a slow power law.
It is the purpose of this subsection to underataudthe origin of this signaland the information it contains.

In analyzingthe long-time decay of the voltageresponse,one musttakecareto considerthe contributions
from all possible sources. Thus, in addition to the contributions horn the nuclearspins, there will also be’
contributions horn currents induced in the ground ditvctZyby the transmitterloop. It is the late time arrival
of the diEusivetail of all such signalsthat gives rise to the slowly decaying dc power law.

Mom (25), following the same steps used to derive (27), one may write the total voltage response in the
form

//

m
v~(t) = –at d=r BR(r, –t’) . &l(r,t – t’) - MO(r)], (86)

o
where M = MN+ MT -t-MR is the total magnetizationdensity,with j = CV x M. The total equiUbrium
background magnetization, which clearlymakesno contributionto the voltage r=ponse, has been subtracted
for convergence purposes. For a horizontal loop, the magnetization is vertical, uniform across the area of
the loop, with magnitude ~(t) /c, where I(t) is the current in the loop. Now, the transmitterloop current
runs only during the pulse time interval O~ t < 7P,and the nuclearmagnetizationresponse builds up over
this same time interval, then decays exponentiallyback to its equilibriumvalue on the time scale T2. The
receiver loop current, since it provides the measuredresponseto the all fieldsgeneratedin the in the ground
by the NMR apparatus, will decay with the sameslow power law that the fieldsdo. Howeverthe magnitude
of the receiver current is presumedto be tiny, and this se~-inductanceefkct should be negligiblecompared
to the effects of jT and jN in all regimesof interest.The time integrationin (86) is then essentiallyrestricted
to a finite time interval. At large times, comparedto the -Ion time ‘Tdacrossthe measurementregion [a
fkction of a millisecond in typical situations- see (30)], one will have the asymptotic form

(87)

with p = 5/2 [see, e.g., equation (49)]. The l/Td prefactor is chosen so that ~~ has the same units as
@R in (35), i.e., magnetic field per unit current. Thus BE should be of the same order as B}. Let tm=

be the time beyond which all contributions to M – MO effectively vanish (thus tm~z= Tp for M=, Wme

k - Tp >> T1,T2 for MN). one obtains then fort> t~= + T&

(88)

8iice rd is so small in typical situations, this form obtains almost immediately after the magnetization
returnsto its equilibriumvalue. Suppose now that t/tin=>>1. One may then drop the denominator in the
time integral to obtain the pure power law form,

v-(t) =
$(?)*’/

d3rBfi(r)” M(r), (89)

in which

/

m

M(r) G ds~(r, s) - u(r)], (90)
-m

is the totzd integrated magnetization pulse. Note that in this limit all contributionsfrom the sub-dominant
exponentially decaying Larmor frequency terms disappear.

Let us considervarious experimentally motivatedmodel formafor M. The transmitterloop magnetization
takes the form MT(r, t) = fi[~T(t)/c]d(z)x~ (r), where fi = His the loop normal (for a figur~eight loop the
normal is 2 on one lobe and –2 on the other), and the indicator function x2’(r) is unity inside the area of
the loop and vanishesoutside. For the currentwe take the model form ~~(t) = I$&(t) cos(w~t + p), where
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~(t) is an envelope fimction given rou@y by %(t) s @(t)8(TP- t). The contribution to (88) from the
transmitter loop then takes the form

I

m

Miw,~(r) = +@J(z)xd4 da+(s) COS((L)L9+ q)
-m

(91)

where the second line followsfrom the squarepulsechoicefor the envelopefunction. The combiition
l$B~ is of orderthe amplitudeof the tippingfield, i.e. about 10-2G. Usinga loop radiusof R = 50m’
and, horn (30), rd - O.lW, one maythereforeestimatethe correspondingcontributionto the voltageu
V~ N (10-8 c)p~lB~l~~2/&U~c(~d/t)@l - @V(@)til. This estimateshouldbe valida few Larmor
periodsafterthe endof the tippingpulse,andthereforebecomesimmeasurablysmallon the timescaleT2
of the Larmorfrequencysignal. Notealsothe extremesensitiviwof this resultto rp. In particular,it can
be madeto vanishidenticallyif WL7~is chosen,for anyiptegern to be eitherof the form 2nr or of the’form
(2n + 1)7 -29. A similarresult will hold for any choice of envelope function. Siice the precise nature of the
envelope function (as well as the precise value of the phsse q) is experimentallyuncontrollable on the time
scale tL = 2~/wL (a fraction of a millisecond)of the Larmor period, the re&lt (90) will basicallybe random
from measurementto measurement,and willaverageto zero overa seriesof measurements.This average

t will then leaveonly contributionsfromthe correctionsto (88) that decaywiththe sub-leadingpowerlaw
l/t*2.

Similarconsiderationsapply to the subsurfacenuclearmagnetization(20). The magnetizationin the
:i planeorthogonalto B. hasan envelopethatrampsup fromzeroon the interval Os t < Tp, then decays toL.:

zero exponentially on the time scale Tz. However,this envelope is multipliedby a vector in the plane that
I* rotates rapidly at the Larmor frequency. The result is then again a small, essentiallyrandom, integrated

moment that averages to zero over a seriesof measurements. On the other hand, the magnetization along
1; B. does not omillate, and hence does yield a net systematicpulse. The contribution to (89) ia given by “

/

co

Miu,N(r) = M$)(r) dsEN(s)
-m

= -M$) (r)
( )

&{@~(r)7p - .d@T(r)7”]} + {~ – cos[(dT(r)7p]}T.(r) , (92)

in which, motivated by the form (20), the second line followahorn the choice of envelope function

{

o, ‘ t<o
EN(t) = cos[wf(r)t] -1, O<t<rp

{cos[w~(r)rp] - l}e-@-rJ/~’@), t> rP
(93)

This is a very interesting result. It sayathat afterthe Larmorfrequency oscillationsdie out, with appropriate
signal averaging, a slow dc power law decay is Ieft over whi~ dependa only on the decay of the parallel
component of the nuclear magnetization. If T1 is sigdcantly larger than rP [ss ia really required fir the
validity of (20)], the last term in (91) dominates. Thus, if the nuclear magnetization ia extracted from the
usual NMR signal at short times via (81) and then used as an ~mputinto (92) and”(89), an independent
measureof the distribution of time constants2’1(r) is obtained. Standardtechniquesfor mesm.ring2’1involve
pulsiig the static fieldB. for varyingIengtbsof time,andthenusingthe NMIt”techniqueto measurethe
resultingbuild-upof the nuclearmagnetization.This methodclearlycannotbe implementedif the earth’s
fieldis beingused.

Fhally, let us considerexpectedorderaof magnitude.Considerfirstthelevelof thedc partof the signal
duringthe magnetizationpulse,t < t~~. Siice themagnetizationalongBOvariesslowlyon thescaleof Td,
the adiabaticlimitof (86) obtaina,andfrom(33) onehassimply

v#(t) = -
/

d%~o.~](r)&. d@fN(r,$ (94) -

The order of magnitude of this signal maybe estimated simply by noting that it will be roughly a fiwtor
OLT1smaller than the amplitude of the L-or signal [seethe discussionbelow (43)]. For T1 N 100maone

.
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then finds V# N lnV, an immeasurablysmallvalue. The magnitudeof this signal fort> t.= willthen be
reduced from this by a factor [Td/(t - tm=)]PGR,wherep < p~ff<p+ 1 is some efFectivepower mimickingthe
behavior of (88) at intermediatetimes before (89) becomesvalid,and willthereforealso be unobsemable. For
completeness,and in the hope that some form of future aperiment may accessthis regime, it is nevertheless
worthwhileperforming the estimate in the regimein which (89) is valid. The prei%tor is of order (Tl/~d)2

‘c The diilusiontime is estimatedin (30). With L = 50m and p = 10Qm,times the above estimate for VE .
One &L& Td = Ohs. Thus (T~/7d)2 - 108 and we obtain VR N lmV(7d/t)fil. Note that the prefactor
here is three orders of magnitude larger than the correspondingprefactor computed above for the direct
contribution due to the transmitter loop. However,since this form is valid only for t>> T1, one still finds
VR in the immeasurablysmall femtovolt range.

Extraction of the nuclearmagnetic contributionto the coefficientof l/tfil from the experimentsconsid-
ered in this work is impossible. Nevertheless,applicationof (89) to future laboratory experimentsperformed
under more favorable conditions may be possible, and the in principle information content of such a mea-
surement is intriguing. Note that measuringthe response of the ground to an electromagnetic pulse is a
common field technique for determiningg its conductivity structure. In equation (91) the pulse is coming horn.
the nuclearspinathemselves, but the unknoti distributionof T1(r) precludesan independent extraction of
the conductivity structure.

6.2 The inverse problem

Gben a model of the electromagnetic characteristics-ofthe subsurface,(81) with (84) or (85) representsan
equation for the voltage response (actually, two equations for the real and imaginary parts of the voltage
response) due to a given subsuri%e water distribution. One is actuallyinterestedin the inverseproblem, i.e.,
inferringthe nuclear spin distribution from a seriesof voltage measurements.This distribution is in general
fully threAimenaional, and solving this inverseproblem, evenin principle,would then requiremeasurements
at many different loop positions W, as well pulse momentsq. Typically, however, ~ is held iixed and only
q is varied. In this case only certain spatial averagesof the water distribution can be inferred. Only if
a horizontally stratified subsurface structure is ssmrued can one in principle recover full information. As
computation of the magnetic fields entering (70) is tractable only in this latter case, we shaUmake this
assumption in all that follows.

With a horizontally stratifiedconductivity structure,the kernelIf(q, ~; r) is actually translationinvari-
ant in the horizontal position ~. Writing r = (x, z) with x = (z, y), this means that K = K(g, ~ – r, z).

Let

R(q, @ z) =
/

&cOe*”@-xlK(g, ~ – T z) (95)

be the horizontal Fourier transform of the kernel,and let

fi~(k, z) =
/

~zn~(x, z)eik”x

be the corresponding horizontal Fourier transformsof the nuclearspin densi~ and of the response voltage.
Equation (81) then becomes

[
~(~ k) = dz~(q,lq z)fi~(k, Z). (97)

The full three-dimensional problem therefore separatesinto a separate one dimensional problem for each
individual value of k. For the inverse problem, V($ k) must be computed approximately from a series
of measurementsof V(q XJ for a sequence of q’s at difIerentpoints xo. If nN = nN(z) is horizontally
translation invariant, i.e., independent of x, then iijv(k, z) = nN(z)(2r)2d(k), and only the k = Oequation
survives.

Typically one simply measuresV(q; ~) at a fixed point w and assumesthat nN ~ fi~(~; z) is indepen-
dent of x. One therefore inverts the relation

V(%xo) =
[

(@q, o;Z)iipf(xlj; z), (98)
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for the function fi~(z). However, as the notation indicates, if the water distribution is not horizontally
translation invariant, the water density inferred in this way will change if the loop position XIIis changed.
The relation between the exact n~(x, z) and iiIv(xo; z) may be obtained by writing (81) in the-form

v(q;xlJ =
1.

dzx(q, 0;2)
I

~2#(q,xl -~ z)

k(q, o;z)
7ZN(X,z).

Thusweidenti@, -:

(99)

(loo)

which is then a convolution of the true density with the normalizedkernel: Thus ii~(~; z) is a nontrivial
horizontally weighted average of ?ZN(r,z). In the context of the inverseproblem, the relation (100) demon-
atratcsthat there are strong hidden correlationsbetween behveenfiN and the kernelK that are not evident
in (98). These correlations become evident only if one attemptsto invert (100) for the actual npf(X, z) based
on a sequence of fiN(m; z) at diilkrent%. one may iind instabfities in this second inversionthat could be
avoided by performing a careful simultaneousinversionin q and XIIbased on the Fourierrepresentation (98).
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Figure A h east-west (y = O) oriented vertical (z -z) slice of the magnitude of the applied co-rotating
(lB~l, M%column) and counter-rotating (lB~l, right column) fieldsfor a conductor (a= O.OSS/m,top tow)
and an effective insulator (a = 10-3S/m, taken slightly nonzero for numerical convenience, bottom row).
The orientation of the static field is described in the text. For an insulator,the co- and counter-rotating fields
are both equal to exactly half the amplitude of the applied tipping field at each point and are symmetric
around z = O. Appreciable conductivity breaks the symmetry slightlycausing the ccPand counter-rotating
fields to d.iEerfrom one another, although each isjust the mirrorreflectionof the other through the yz-plane.
The fields are normalized by the maximum value indicated in the bottom left corner of each sub-plot, units
are Gauss, and the grey scale is logarithmic.

For the purposes of the presentpaper, we shall deal with strictlyone-di&ensionalmodel inverseproblems
based on the ondinwnsional kernel (98). In Sec. 7.2 the structure of this kernel will be investigated
numerically,and in Sec. 7.3 the associated inverseproblem will be investigatedfor various model data sets
with special attention to the effects of finite ground conductivity.
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7 Nu.ruericalSimulations

Equations (81) and (84) completely specify the solutionto the forwardproblemfor the NMR responsevoltage
for atypical NMR experiment. Kernelssimiiarto equation(85), for coincidentreceiverand transmitterloops,
have alreadyappearedin the geophysical literature(see, e.g., [2, 8]), but theseearlierworksaccounted wither
incorrectly or not at all for the effect of a finite conductivity structure. In this section the nature of the
more general forward theory described in this work is characterizedby presentingcomputations performed
in geophysicallyrelevantsettings. We especiallycontrastthe resultswith predictionsmade for the adiabatic
limit in which the medium of propagation is an effective insulator. In addition, synthetic inversions are
presented that demonstrate the importance of utilizing the more general theory in inferring information
about the density and spatial distribution of water.

To simp~ the simulations,we have imposedthe followingconditionsand am.unptions: the earth’s static
field is assumedto have a magnitude of 0.587G (consistentwith a Larmor frequency of 2500Hz) pointing
north at an angle of 25° from the vertical (declinationOOEand incliition of 65”N), the circular receiver and
transmitterloops are coincident with a diameterof 100m, and the solid earth is a homogeneous conducting
half space. Varying the inclination of the static field changesthe resultsin detail (varying the inclination
servesonly to rotate the coordinate system), but the generalconclusionsdrawnhorn the simulationswill be
unafkcted. Genuinely realisticsimulations,however,would requireconductivity to be a variable function of
depth, particularlybecause it is a strong function of watercontent. It should be emphasizedthat (81), (84),
and (85) are formally Wld for conductivity structuresthat can varyarbitrarilyin threewdimensions,but since
the generalei%t of conductivity on the NMR responseof a conductivemedium can be demonstrated with a
homogeneous half-space, for the purposes of the presentwork we have confined our numerical discussionto
this simple case. More detailed invemions, in particular,need to be performed in the presence of stratified
conductivi~ structuresand for variable loop geometries.
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Figure 3: Same as Fig. 2, but here horizontal (z -y) slices of the magnitude of the field are presented
at different speciiied depthz, z. Only the co-rotating field (Ill+ 1)due to the mirror symmetry apparent in
Fig. 2. The grey scale is not logarithmic.
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7.1 The forward problem in three dimensions

The purposeof the forwardsimulationspresentedinthissubsectionis to illuminatethe generaltheoryin a
geophysicallyrealisticsettingby demonstratingthecharacterandimportanceof the effectsof a conducting
submrface. For coincidenttransmitterand receiverloops, the complexNMR thre~dirnensionalintegral
kernelis givenby equation(85). Figures2-10 presentslicesof the wu-iousfieldsthat enterthis kernel
as wellas the kernelitself. Throughoutthesefigures,wecontrastthevaluesfor an eEectiwinsulatorwith
conductivityu = 0.00IS/m (chosenslightlynonzerofornumericalconvenience)withthat of an intermediate
conductorwitha = 0.05S/m. This valueis fairlytypicalof dry,near-surfacesoilsandsedimentswhichhave
conductivitiesrangingfrom about u = 10-1 – 10-2 S/m. Highlyporouswatersaturatedsedimentswith
alkalineentrainedwateracanhavemuchhigherconductivitiesrangingfromihctionid to severalS/m. Thus,
the deck of conductivi~shownin Figs. 2-10 areof intermediatemagnituderelativeto thoseqected in
nearsurfaceexploratoryNMR surveys.
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F@re 4 An east-west (g = O)oriented vertical (z-z) sliceof the tipping angle, ~~PIB~(r)l, for a conductor
(top) and an eEective insulator (bottom). The pulse moment chosen is q = l$rP = 104a-ms. The b
asymmetry in the co-rotating applied field for the conductor, x shown in Fig. 2, manikts itself here as
well. E&m.reionsthough 360 degrees (jumps from blackto white) indicatethat the nuclear spins have been
tipped full circle and returned to their initial orientations.Unitsare degrees,modulo 360.

The Cartesian coordinate coordinate system t~t we use in the simulationshas the positive z, y, and
z axes in the east, north, and up directions, respectively. The circular coincident transmitter and receiver
coils, both with a radius of 50m, lie on the earth’s surface,z = O,and are centered at ~ = (z, y) = (O,O).
The typical amplitude of the applied current in presentinstrumentsis 1$= 300a and tipping pulse lengths,
3me <7P < 30ms, are chosen to produce pulse moments,q = l$rP, rangingfrom 103a-msto 1.5 x 104a-ms.
In F@e.4-10,avalueq= 104a-ms has been used. This is a relativelylarge value that eubatantiallytips
the spine at 100m depths. The tipping field magnitudesshown in Figs. 2 and 3 are proportional to the
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current amplitude 1$ but are independent of the pulse length 7P. The phese angles shown in Figs. 6 and 7
are independent of both P~ and rP.

FQure 5: Same es Fig. 4, but here horizontal (z – y) slices of the tipping angle are presented at different
specified depths, z. Input parametersare described in the text.

Figures 2 and 3 display various slices of the the magnitudeoi%heco- (lB~ 1)and counter- (]B~ 1)rotating
components of the applied magnetic tipping field. Th~e two fields difler horn one rmotheronly in a con-
ducting mediuq for an insulator they are equal to half of the total applied field. The differences,however,
are subtle, even for a conductor. Aa shown in Fig. 2, the conducting medium, of course, attenuates the
applied field fkster than does the effective insulator. More interestingly,the conducting medium exhibits a
small +Z asymmetry not apparent in the effectiveinsulator. The magnitudesof the co- and counter-rotating
i%lds are mirror images of one another through the verticalplane containingthe static field (the gz-pkme in
the figures). Mirror symmetry ia restored only if the ground is insulating. Full axial symmetry tiats if the
earth’s field is precisely vertical.

The co-rotating appliedtipping field controls the spatialdistributionof the tipping angle, ~~PIB~1,which
is the argument of the sine in equation (85). Figures 4 and 5 show various slices of the the tipping angle.
F&ures 2 and 3 are very similar to Figs. 4 and 5 because surfaces of ilxed lB~l obviously coincide with
surfhces of ilxed tipping angle. The main difference between these two sets of figures is that the tipping
angles are defined only modulo 360°, which imparts a striping to F@. 4 and 5. Instantaneousjumps from
black to white representthe locations at which the spin direction has undergone one complete 360° orbit.
Because the tipping angle ia the argument of a sine, the magnitude of the imaging kernel maximiz~ for
tipping angles of +90°. The di.fkences between the tipping anglesfor the conductor and efEectiveinsulator
are, again, subtle. Plots of tipping angles for M&rent values of the pulse moment, q, are similar to Figs. 4
and 5 with one key exception. The magnitude of the tipping angle increaseswith q so that plots of tipping
angles for q <104 will be less oscillatory than those shown in Figs. 4 and 5 and significanttipping will be
confined to shallowerdepths.

A much more significanteffect of iinite conductivity involvesthe variable (T, half the phase lag between
the received and transmitted sigds from a particularpoint in space. As equation (85) shows, a non-zero CT
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makesthe NMR integral kernel complex. For a perfect insulator,~~ a Oand the kernel is purely real. The
compltity of the kernel de-phases the transmitted and receivedvoltages horn diilerent points in space. If
2(T is largerthan about 20°, the NMR response of a conductive mediumwould si~cantly diiler fkom the
response of an insulator. As obsemed earlier, <T is independentof both PT and7P,unlikethe transmitted
field or the tipping angle. It is then primarily a function of subsurfaceconductivity. As Figures 6 “imd7
demonstrate, 2(T ~ 20° below about 20m depth aud reachesvaluesas large as +180° within the top 100m,
even for a relativelyweak conductor (a = ().()5S/m). Unlikethe tipping angle, CTis effectively the same for
both the co- and counter-rotating fields and hence does not exhibit *Z asymmetries. It’s asymmetry in +y
is due to the inclination of the earth’s field. .

Conductor(o= 0.05S/m)
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Figure 6: An esst-west (y= O) oriented vertical (z -z) slice of 2@, the phsse lag between the transmitted
and received signals from a particular point in space (the overallvoltage is their linear superposition). The
black lines, adjacent to the surface, mark the 0° contour, with positive values below it and negative values
above it. The white line marks a +180° contour with positive values above and negative values below it.
The plot is mirror symmetric because & is effectivelythe samefor both co- and counter-rotating parts of
the applied field. The phase & is independent of both the transmittercurrent amplitude q and the pulse
length ~p, and grows apprmdrnatelylinearly with distancehorn the coil. For an insulating medium the plot
would be a i%aturelesswhite: & s O. Units are in degrees,and input parametersare described in the text.

The co- and counter-rotating applied tipping fields (lB# and lB~]) aud the phase lag between the trans-
mitted and received voltages (2&) form the primary componentsof the complw integral kernel,K(q, W; r),
in equation (85), and the geometrical distributionaof thesefieldswill control the nature of the NMR forward
solution. F@ms 8-10 display various slicesof the realaud imaginarypartsof the three-dimensionalintegral
kernels. The kernelsexhi~t &z and *y asymmetriesderivedfrom the applied fields and the tipping angle.
The kernels for the conductor and the effective insulator are highly oscillatory, a characteristic inherited
ffom the tipping angle, and are very”simiiar near the sm%wewhere & ia small and the conductive kernel
is nearly real. The kernelsbecome increasingly oscillatory as q increases. At greater depths, however, the
kemela become much less oscillatory and the conductive kerneldiiYersstrongly, from the insulating kernel,
and develops a significant imaginary part. The real parts of the kernelsmay even have opposite sign. As
discussed in Sec. 7.2 below, the oscillatory nature of the kernelsnear the surface greatly diminishes the
amplitude of this region’s contribution to the NMR.voltage becauseof massivecancellation upon integration
against a smooth water distribution. Thus, it will be seenthat even though the amplitudes of K(q, ~; r) at
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depth are much smallerthan those near the surface, the contribution of water content at depth maybe as,
or even more important than in the shallow, near surface layers. This is clearly crucial if significantdepth
resolution is to be obtained from the solution to the inverseproblem.
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F@re ‘h Same as F@re 6, but here horizontal (z -y) slices of 2(T are presented
deptha, z.

7.2 The forward problem for horizontally stratified water

at different spedied

It is clear from Figs. 8- 10 that the imaging kernel has a tremendously complicated three-dimensional
structure. In order to simpl& the analysis, in a mannerthat still maintainssome physical relevance,we will
now consider problems in which this thre-dimensional structure is effectiwAyreduced to ondnwnsional.
As discussed in Sec. 6.2, if water density is translation irwariantin the horizontal direction, that is if it
is horizontally atratified, the forward problem for the NMR voltage response simplifiesto a single depth
integral. Under these circumstances, for coincident circular transmitterand receiver loops, equation (85)
can be rewritten as

v(g) = / dzx(q, o; Z)fhv(z), (101)

where i(q, IGz) was defined in (95), and wherenN is the position depmdent number de~ity of (dete~able)
nuclear magnetic moments, which is twice the molecular number density,n, for water. It is convenient to
define the normalized density n“(z) = n(Z)/2nI.i@ = nN(z)/2nHz0 using bulk number density of water
nHZO = 3.35 x 1022cm-3. Clearly O < n.(z) < 1, but in typical geophysical geophysical applications
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nV(z) ~ 0.25.Equation(101) is thenrewrittenin the form

v(q)= / (izI?.(q2)%(2), (102)

1,
with ~~(% z) = 2nH@R(g, O;z). Liie the 3-D kernelon which it is based, the 1-D kernel, ~., is complex.
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I 0.2461s0 I
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-100
-100 ;0 so I&

x fm)

-1.OU -0.40-0.20-0.10-0.05 -0.02-0.01 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.20 0.40 1.00

normalized kernelvalue

Figure 8: An east-west (~-= O) oriented vertical (z - z) slice of the three-dimensional integral kernel,
K(q, W; r), of equation (85). The magnitude of the kernel is governed by the counter-rotating applied
tipping field (1.B~l), the pattern of oscillationby the sineof the tipping angle [sin(V~P]B~l)],and the ratio or
real to imaginary parts governed by the phase lag (2(T) betweenthe transmittedand ~ceived voltages. The

‘, kernelis largest and most oscillator-ynear the surface,purely realfor an insulator (and neiuly purely real for
the eEective insulatoq top, u = 10-3 S/m), and, increasinglywith depth, develops a strong non-oscillatory
imaginary part for the conductor (middle - real and bottom - imaginary,u = 0.05 S/m). The prominent
nearly horizontal sign change in the imaginary conductive kernelbetween”depths of 10-20 m comes from
the zero-crossing of@’ (see Fig. 6). The kernelsare normalized by the maximum value indicated in the
bottom left hand comer of each plot. Units are nV/m3 [the deii.uitionin (81), which yields units of nV for
the kernel, has been altered slightly by multiplying K by the bulk density of water]. Input parametersare
described in the ted...

Figure 11 displays examples of the real and imaginary-partsof ~o(q, z) for a variety of pulse moments,
.’ q, and conductivity structures (a = 0.1-0.001 S/m). The horizontal integral in equation (95) has been
. . performed numerically at each depth over an area extendingto four times the loop radius from the center of

the loop in all directions (-200m ~ z, y ~ 200 m). Severalobservationsare worth noting. (1) Independent of
q or u, the real kernelsare oscillatory near the surface, peak, and then decay at depth. The oscillationszue
not, in general, about zero. The peak amplitudesof the realkernelsdecreaseas q and conductivi~ increase.
(2) The extent of the oscillatory part and the depth of the peak in the real kernels deperid on q. The real
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Figure 9: Sii to Fig. 8, but here horizontal (z – y) slicesof the real part of the kernel, K(q, M; r), are
presented at different speciiied deptha, z, for the effective insulatorand the conductor. At depth, the real “
parts of the insulativeand conductive kernelsdifFerstrongly, even in sign, and like the tipping angle, they
become less oscillatory. Input parametersare described in the text. 1

kernelpenetratesdeeper for large g. (3) Conductivity affectsthe deepparts of the realkernelsmore than the
shallowparts. The nature of the oscillatorypart of the realkernelsialessstronglydependent on conductivi~.
In contrast, the depth and shape of the peak in the realkernelsdependstronglyon the conductivity structure
of the subsurface, particularly at high q. (4) Like the real kernels,the imaginary kernelspenetrate more
deeply with q, but are not oscillatory near the surface. They strengthenwith increasedconductivity.

Several implications of the above observationaare apparent. (1) Although the real kernelsare oscillatory
near the surface, they’ possess substantial sensitivity to near surfhce water because they do not oscillate
about zero even at high q. (2) Sensitivityto waterbelow the shallowsubsurfaceis only contained in the high
q real kernelsand the imaginary kernels. (3) Subsurfaceconductivity structurefiects the deep parts of the
kernelsmore than the shallow parts. The net effect ia that resolutionnear the surface, say in the top 20m,
is substantially better than at greater depths, in particular below about 50m. Resolution at intermediate
and greater depths is dependent on using high q real data and imaginarydata. Discrepanciesbetween the
insulative and conductive kernelsindicate that inferencesusing insulativekernelsabout water content and
distribution below some conductivity-dependent cut-off depth, 20-30mfor a x 0.05 S/m, would be suspect.

,1
. .

,

,;

:,
i

L1
7.3 The inverse problem for horbontally stratified water

Equation (102) is the basis for a linearinverseproblem to estimatethe distributionof horizontally stratified
water in the subsu.rfixe. The noise characteristicsof the data and a priori expectations about subsurface
conductivity and water distribution should both inform the choice of inversion methodology and model
parametrization. It is beyond the scope of this paper to characterizethe inverseproblem My by performing
a systematic study for a wide range of noise settings, conductivities, and water distributions with a set of
different inversionmethodologies. Rather, we will investigatehere the characteristicsof the inverseproblem
in the sirnpl~t of settingsto higM1ghtthe nature of the inferentialerrorsintroducedby inaccuratelymodeling
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the effects of conductivity aud to assessthe utility of includingthe imaginary conductive kernelsand data
in the inversion.

At short times, directly after the transmitted signal, the attenuation of the received voltage response,
V(t), of au NMR experiment can be neglected and it may be writtenin the form,

V(t) = Re (viieiwLt+W) = v~cos(u~t+ q) - fisin(u~t+~), (103)

where p is the initial phase of the transmitted signal and VIZand V1 are the real and imaginary parts of the
initial amplitude of the complex voltage VO. With a quadraturedetection scheme (see App. C), the rapid
oscillations of the detected signal at the Larmor frequency are removed and what is measured are the real
and imaginary parts of the complex envelope fimction. For very short times, the envelope function is nearly
constant and given by V(q) in (81), which is then preciselyV. = VR + WI. We call VR and VI the real and
imaginary data. Together they define the phase of the envelopeof the received signak @ = - arctau(V1/VR)
relative to the transmitted signal.

Conductor (G= 0.05S/m)

z=-10m z=-%rn

50

.50

-lm

lm

50

.50

.lm

-lW -Ea o 50 100 -Im -m o 50 100

z = -50 m z=-75m I

43 .& & lk -l& -b & lrn

x tm) x lm)

-1.m -0.40 -020 -alo -0.05 -0.02 -o.oI 0.01 ao2 ao5 o.Io 0.20 0.40 l.m
normaliid imaginary kernel yalue

Figure 10: Same as Fig. 9, but only the imaginaryparts of the the kernel,K(q, x0; r), are shown at difkent
depths for the conductor. LAe the real part, the imaginary part of the conductive kernel becomes less
oscillatory with depth. The imaginary part of the insulatingkernelis identicallyzero.

I

For simplicity,the problem is discretizedby de&ing the watervolume fraction, n. (z), as constant in each
I

of L layers, (~, zl), (21,22 ),..., (zL_I, ZL), with zo = Obeing the surface. The discrete model parametersn;
are, therefore, deEned via no(z) = n;, for zj-l ~ z < zj (j = 1,..., L). A discrete set of pulse parameters,
q, are employed in any real NMR survey: qi, (i = 1,..., N). The forward problem, equation (102), may then
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Figure 11: Examples of the real (top row) and imaginary (bottom row) parts of the onedimensional kernels,
~v(q, z), for a variety of conductivity structuresranging horn an effective insulator (a = 10-3 S/m) to a
fhir conductor (a= 10-1 S/m) and a varie~ of pulse moments, q, ranging from 103 to 15 x103. Dfierent q
valuesare arrayed column-wise and conductivitiesare specifiedby the variouslinetypes shown in the legend
at the bottom of the figure. Kernels are in units of 102nV/m.

be written in the discrete form,
L

dj S Vo(qi) = ~&jn~, (104)
j=l

in which

J

%

Kdj G Ckkfl(qj).

Zj-1

In matrix notation, (104) is r~expressed simply as,

(105)

d=~, (106)

where, to recapitulate, the data vector d has N complex elements,the model vector w has L real elements,
and the complex inversionmatrix k is N x L. Siice the model vector nv is real, for computational purposes
one may separate the real and imaginary parts of d and K so that the data vector is considered to have
2fV red elements and the inversion matrix is also real and of size 21Vx L. Thus, althoughthe data and
kernelsare complexin a conductivemedium,the separationof the realand imaginarypartsallowsone to
manipulatethe data vectorad the inversionmatrixin sucha wayss to treatthemasrealvariables.
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Figure 12 displays noisefiee synthetic dataforthreemodels,eachconsistingof a singlelayerof waterat
diEerentdepths: 10-20m,30-45m,and 60-80m. WW.n eachlayer,watersaturationtakento be constant
andcomplete,nV=1. Becausethe problemis linear,watervolumefm.ctionslessthanunitywouldsimply
linearlyrescaleall resultsshownhere. Both realand imaginarydata, VR and V., are shown for q values
ranging horn 100 to 1.5 x 104a-msfor a conductor (C = 0.05 S/m) and for an eEective insulator (a= 0.001
S/m). The nineteen q values shown in Fig. 12 and used in the inversionsbelow are 100,250,500,750, and
1000 to 15,000 in increments of 1000. In every case, the data curves are very simple: they approach zero
at low q, peak at some intermediate valueof q dependenton the depthof the waterlayer,andthendecay
to zero. The simplicityof the curvestructuresmeansthat a finesamplingis not necessaryto capturethe
informationin the data (a ibct exploitedin [2]),but alsomeansthatthe informationcontentof the datais
not particularlyhigh. Forshallowwaterlayers,the imaginarydataarenearlyzeroand the conductiveand
insulativerealdataarenearlyidentical.Forwaterat greaterdepths,however,theconductiveandinsulative
realdatadivergefromoneanotherandthemagnitudeof theimaginaryconductivedatagrowsto eventually
overtakethat of conductiverealdata. Forwaterat greatdepth,the realdata computedfor an insulating
subsurfacemayactuallydifferin signhorntherealdatacomputedfor a conductingsubsurfiue.

Equation(106) is invertedby usingthesingularvaluedecomposition(SVD) [19]of the inversionmatrix

K = UAVT, (107)
t’,’f,,.8 whereU and V are the left and right eigenvectormatricesof the non-squarematrix K, and A is the diagonal

IIXlt* Of SiIlgUlarValUe9Ai, (’i,j = 1,..., L). There are certainly better inversion methods for NblR data
in which a wide variety of regularizationschemescould be applied, but we choose the SVD for simplicityof,’

‘i presentation here. Other inversionschemesand model psrameterizationswill be explored in future work.
The model is defied on eight discrete layers bounded by the following depths: ZI = 5m, 22 = 10m,

Z3 = 20m, z.4= 30m, Z5 = 45m, Z6 = 60m, 27 = 80m, 28 =“ 100m. Layer thicknessesincrease with depth
due to reduced intrinsic resolution with depth (a formal maximal inner product procedure was used in [2]
to obtain a similar sequence of depths). With this parameterization,there are eight model parametersand
nineteen real data and nineteen imaginary data (ii they latter are used). Thus, there are eight singular
valuesof the (19 x 8 or 38 x 8) inversionmatrix K.

The stabili~ of a matrix can be quantifiedby the range of sin@az values. A useful condition number
is the ratio of the minimum to maximum singular values: cond(K) = ~ti/Ama. F@ure 13 displays
normalized singular values (A/Am) for three different inversion matrices (1) real data (VR) with reaJ
insulativekernels in K, (2) real data (VR) with real conductive kernels (a = 0.05 S/m) in K, and (3) real
and imaginary data (VR,VI) for the real and imaginaryconductive kernelsin K. Larger condition numbers
(closer to unity) indicate more stable matrices. As Figure 13 shows,the use of imaginary ‘&ta improvesthe
stability of K appreciably. More stable matrices yield relatively small noise magnification upon inversion
because, for example, if the noise level is normally distributedand uncorrelatedwith constant rms noise level
~,then the model covariance matrix is Cm = #VA-2~. Thus, very smallsingt.darvaluesmagni& the @ect
of noise on the estimated model through large fluctuations in amplitude of the corresponding eigenvectors.
This motivates the ranking and winnowing or weighting of the singular values to damp or regularizethe
inversion. If W is a diagonal weightingmatrix, then, the estimatedmodel will be given by

nv = V(WA-l)U~d. (108)

The choice of W depends on the signal-tmnoise(SIR.) characteristicsof the data set. For NMR surveyswith
SNR ranging from 10 to 100, singular values below about Am/10 should be down-weighted or discarded
altogether. b the synthetic resultsshown herewe apply a cosine-shapedweightto the inversesingularvalues
with a value of 1.0 for A ~ Amsx/10 and 0.0 for A < Amm/lOO. This damping is appropriate for fairly high
SNR.NMR surveys. To simulatenoisier surveya,more severedamping would be necessary.

Figure 14 presents the results of synthetic inversionsfor three different models of water distribution.
In each of the three models, there is complete saturation (nv = 1) in a single horizontal layer (10-20m,
30-45m, or 60-80m) and the remaining layers are dry (nU= O). For each of the input models, noisefiee
synthetic real (VR) and imaginary (V{) data are computed with the conductive kernels (a = 0.05S/m) and
then inverted in three difYerentways: real data with real insulativekernels, real data with real conductive
kernels, and real and imaginary data with real and imaginary conductive kernels. The conclusions fkom
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this analyeiaare aa follows. (1) Near surface water (e.g., 10-20m) can be fairly accurately inferred using
real data alone. Imaginary data provide little improvementand the degradingeffect of the uee of insulative
kernelsis relativelyd. (2) For water at intermediatedepthe(e.g., 30-45 m), the estimatedmodel begins
to diverge signiikantly from the input model if insulativekernelaare used. The uee of real data alone with
conductive kernels,however, remains faithful to the input model. (3) For deep water (60 -80 m), the use
of insulativekernelsia disastrous. The anti-correlationat depth betweenthe real insulativeand conductive
kernelsin Figure 11, imparts an unphysical negative value to the estimatedwater density if the insulative
kernelsare used in the inversion. Positivity constraintson the water proiile could be applied to overcome
die problem, but in any event the inferredwater distributionwouldbe erroneous. The nature of the induced
errorsis a function of ad hoc choices of model parameterization,damping,etc. Fdy, there k a significsat
impromment in resolution if imaginary data are used, relativeto inversionsthat employ only real data, with-..
the conductive kernels.

~ 1500
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F&ure 12 Noiee-&e synthetic data (VR, VI), for three modelsconsistingof a single water layer at different
indicated depths, plotted versuspulee moment, q, rangingiiom 100a-msto 15,000a-ms. The legend describes
the meaningof the curveswhere a = 0.05 S/m for the conductoranda = 0.001 S/m for the e&ectiveti~tor.
Units are nV, and it shouId be recalled that VI s O for an insulator.

The synthetic inveraioneshown here ignore many of the
confronted in an inversion of data horn real NMR surveys.
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practical and theoretical issues that must be
The implications for NMR surveys are clear,
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.. Figure 13: Normalizedsingularvalues (A/Amm) of the NMR inversionmatrix, K, for inversionsusing three
di&erenttypes of data with integral kernels constructed for diifersntconductivity structures: (thin dotted
line) real voltage response with insulative kernels,(thick dashedline) real voltage response with conductive
kernels(a= 0.05 S/m), and (solid line) real and imaginaryvoltageresponsefor the same conductive kernels.
It is evident that the use of both real and imaginary voltage responsedata greatly improves the stability of
the inversion matrix.

however. The ability to estimate the saturation and distributionof water in the deep subsurface depends
critically on the use of the generalized theory to accurately model the effects of iinite conductivity in the
propagating medium. The use of imaginary data stabilizesthe inversion and provides useful additional
information which improvesresolution, particularlyfbr deep water. These implicationswould be particularly
true for stronger conductors, commonly encounteredwith alkalineentrainedwaters,than we have considered
here.

,, In future work, improved inversion methodologies will be investigatedin a variety of SNR regimes for
models that include the effects of vertical variationsin conductivity. For a multilayeredconductivity struc-

,.
ture, the inverseproblem becomes effectively nonlinearbecausethe conductivity of the propagating medium
is a fimction of the unknown water volume fraction (as well as of the chemical composition of the water
and the porosity of the subsurface). Improved methodologieswill include differentmodel parameterizations
and regularization schemes, such as the application of a pn-ori constraints (such as hard bounds on water
volume fraction), more careful characterizationof covariancesin the model coefficients, and the we of dif%r-
snt transmitter and receiver geometries. Variations in loop geometries,in particular, away fkom coincident
circlescan be usedto improve SNR and to provide more and differentkindsof data that may further stabtize
the inversion.

. ..

A Applied EM field in a stratified half-space

We require computation of the subsuri%e electromagnetic fields for evaluation of nuclear spin dynamics.
We will consider only onedinmnsional models of the earth consistingof horizontally stratified layers with
uniform conductivity within each layer. Solutions for the EM fields for layered geometries tist in the
literature [20, 21]. In this appendix we give a self-containedre-derivationof these results. The permeabfity
p is assumed to be uniform throughout the medium. Only e is permittedto change from layer to layer, and
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Figure 1A Results fir three synthetic inversionsin which noisMree synthetic data computed for a conduc-
tive (a = 0.05S/m) subeurfisceare inverted for three diEerentsinglelayer models: constant and complete
saturation at 10-20m, 30-45m, aud 60-80 m. Each model is inverted in three wa~ (1) real data (V~) are
inverted with real insulative kernels, (2) rerd data are invertedwith real conductive (a= 0.05 S/m) kernels,
and (3) real and imaginary (V’) data are inverted with real and imaginary conductive kernels. The legend
relatesthe line types with the type of inversion. Inversionsare subjected to inversesingularvalue weighting
described in the text.

it is assumed that the source currents are strictly horizontal. We will in the end specialize to the axially
metric case of a horizontal circuku transmitterloop.

A.1 General formulation

Consider first the scalar Green function which satisfiesthe M4mholtz equation

(V2 + /G2)g(x,x’) = -(5(X - x’). (109)

The EM fields will, under the conditions stated above, be expressedin terms of g at the end. For layered
geometries, g(x, ~) will be translation invariant in the W-plane, and we may therefore represent it as a
Fourierintegral in these directions:

/

@q
g(x, +) = —j(z, z’; q)e%”(’–=”~-)’).

(27r)’
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where isotropy in the zy-plane implies that ~ depends only on “themagnitude q = Iql of the wavevector.
Performing the angular integral one then obtains

g(x, x’) =
I

‘!74.
—9(~j z’;fNO(q[r - r’1),o 2X (111)

where]r -d! = ~ (z - &)2+ (y – y’)2, and Jo is the zeroth order Bessel function. The effective one
dimensionalGreen function then obeys

t ..
(112)(-a: + f - K;)j(z,z’;q) = 6(Z - z’).

The solution in the ith piecetie constant conductivi~ region is then

jj(z, z’; q) = Ai(z’, q)e-Z +Bi(zl,q)~-~z, (113)

in which the coefficients are determinedby continuityof @ andt3z~on the boundariesbetweendiihrent
layers,by the continui~ of ~ andthe unitdiscontinuityof i3z~at z = z’ induced by the delta-function, and
by the demand that@ vanish (or, at worst remain constant in magnitudein the case of an insulating region)
asz++m.

‘,.;1 Coneiderthe general n + 1 layer system [with the first and (n + l)st layPrs being semi-infinite]and deiine

‘i= m~’=’,z,...,
n + 1, with the sign of the square root chosen so that Rdi ~ O. Let the

boundary between layer i and layer (i+ 1) occur at z = & with dl > & >... > &. The pth boundary
is defined to be at position dP= z’, and& mayor may not be equalto Afil depending upon whether the.,
source point .# sits on a conductivi~ boundary or not. For i # p the boundary conditions at boundary i
yield

&eAi~+ Bie-~idi = ~.+lehi-Idi + Bi+le-k+ldi

& [&e’idi -Bie-’i~] = ~+le~i+,~ -B+le-~i+ldii . (114)
i 9

while for i = p one has

The boundary conditions at iniini~ imply immediately that Al = B.+l = O. D&ni.ng ~ = ~/BP, the
ratio of equations (114) may be put in the form

[ 1
~ .b(Ri) + Ai& =

Ai
coth — coth

&+~ [ 1
~ ~(&+l) + ~i+ld t

which may be solved for either ~ or fi+l:

(116)

(117)

Since the outer values RI = Oand &+l = co are known, (117) allowsone to iterate inwards from i = 1 and
. . i= n + 1 towards i = p, there-bye computing all of the & in terms of one or the other of the outer values.

Explicitly one obtains for the first few iterations
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%-I = e-2A’-’’-’ (An-I + An)(An + An+~)e2A”(d-1-d”) + (An_l - An)(Afl – An+l)

(An-l – &J(An+ An+l)e2A’(~-l-dJ + (An-l + &J(An - An+,)”
(118)

These stice to calculate the four& in the case of a singlelayerintroducedabove irrespectiveof the position
of z’ inside or outside the layer.

Once the ~ have been computed, one ia left with the task of computingthe individurdA and B;. This
is accomplished by writing the iirst of equations (114) or (115) in eitherof the two forms the form

.J

L.,!

(119)

The first equation is vacuous for i = 1 (where Al = El = O), and so produces nontrivial results only for
i ~ 2. The second equation is vacuous for i = n (where Bn+l = R~& = ()), ~d so produces nontfi~~
results only for i ~ n —1. These equations may then be iteratedto produce all of the ~, i ~ 2 and all of
the Bi, i < n if any single one of them is known. To iind one of them one must&MNymake use of equation
(115): the delta-function at z’ is the only thing that produces an equationthat does not involve only ratios
of amplitudes. The second of equationa (115) may be put in eitherof the two forma

1

[
= ~til e%%’

AMI -&e-’p+’z’l-’p* [pzpie-pz-’pz’l
1 Bp+l= A,+l ~ [%+

~exp+lz’_ &p+lz’

g P
] -~P[%eA@’ -@,”]. (120)

The iirst equation makes sense so long ae p ~ 2, i.e., so long as & does not lie above all the other di. The
second equation makes sense so long as p s n - 1, i.e., so long es z? does not lie below all the other ~.
Thus if p = 1 the second equation should be used, while if p = n the second equation should be used. In
all other cases either one may be used: All quantitieson the right hand sidesof both equations are known
therebye yielding A, and/or Bp. The remaining ~ ~d Bi now followhorn (119) together with the relation
Bi = -%/R or -4i = &Bi. R is *O OdY through (120) thatthe 2 dependenceof the amplitudes enters.

A.2 Explicit evaluations for three layer model

We now write out the solution for the single conducting layer bounded above and below by semi-iniinite
conducting half-spaces. Let the boundaries be located at dl = d and & = -d. Let 11,12and 13denote the
values of A in the upper half space, the conducting layer and the lowerhalf space, respectively. For z’ > d
we then have & = ~2 = 11,& =12, ~ = 13,dl =~, & = d, ~dd3 = -d. The & ~eth~ obt~ed bY
iterating backwards from & = co to obtain

ezlzd 12 +13Rs=—
12-13

(121)

Since z’> d it is appropriate to use the second En= of (119) and (120), which then yield

B2 e–211z’

K = e-211” + R2

B~ -2nd + B2
e(ll-l’)de

g= e-212d + &

1

z
= 11~ (R2e11z’ - e-l’”) ,+ ~le-hz’

.,

(122)
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and a relation for ~ is obtained fkom the M line of (119) (with i = 3)

(123)

The finalresultsfor the coefficientsarethen

Al =

B1 =

B2 =

Az =

Ba =

,. As =

ii
.!

-44=

B4=0

4a2+ (11+ 12)(12 -k) &(zf-d) “

[

1 lld- ~l,(z’-d) + (1I - 14(J2 + l~)e
%e (/1 + lz)(r~ + lJ@~~ + (1, - 1,)(1, - 13) 1
~efld (11- 12)(12+ 13)e4d2 + (11 + 12)(12 - 13) e_Il(zr_d)

2/1 (JI + Zz)(lz + l~)e4d~ + (1I - lz)(ZZ-’13) 7-

~e-llz’

211

(12- 13)

‘*2d(lI + 12)(12 + &Je4dJ~ + (1I - 12)(12 - 13)

e-ll(z’-d)

~31Zd (12 + 13) ~-k(z’-d)

(1I + 12)(12 + l~)e4d~ + (1I - 12)(Jz- 13)

2!2e211d#& e-ll(z’-d)
(1I + 12)(12 + l~)e4dZ + (JI - lz)(lz - 13)

(124)

:; Consider next -d <z] ~ d, where now Al = 11,A2= A3= 12,~ = 13,dl = d, & = Zf and d3 = -d. The
I

:.. ,
& are obtainedby iterating horn RI and & toward the center:

1.
R3

= e~=diz+13

8) 12 – !3

Rz=e
_~=dlz -11

~“ (125]

The iirstlinesof (119)and (120)thenyield

A2 @e-21=z’ + ~

x= ~-le-21,z’ + 1

A3 e(h -lg)d

x= ~-le-i,d + 1

( )(1 -112’ _ 12& e12z’A3 = 12 e12z’- ~e 1 e-12z’-—
A R2 )

Y

and a relation for B1 is obtained from the second line of (119) (with i = 1):

B2 1_ e-(ll+la)d
B1 e-212d + R2 “

The final results for the coefficients are then

,,...
e-lad 12-13 (12 - Zl)e[’(z’ ‘~+ (12+ Zl)e-la(z’-d)

B3=—
212 (ZI + 12)(12+ Z3)ez~d + (11 - 12)(12 - 13)

.

(126)

(127)

e12dZ2+ ~1 (12 + is)e~a(z’+~ + (/2 - Z3)e-12(.’+d)B2=—
212 (11+ 12)(1z+ ls)e21ad+ (11- 12)(12- 13)
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.1

&= ~lad (~2 - zl)ez2(z’-dl + (12 +. /Je-[2(z’-d)

(JI + 12)(12 + ls)ez~’d + (1I - lJ(lz - is)

Bl=e
Zld (/2 + Z3)e~2(z’+dl + (12 _ Z3)e-f2(Z’+d)

(1I + 12)(12 + 13)e2J2d + (11 – 12)(12 - 1s)”
(128)

The solutionsfor ~ < –d are most simply obtainedfrom those for 2> d by mirrorreflectingthe problem
in the W-plane. Thus one reversesthe sign of z, .d and d, aud hence the roles of ~ and Bi, and 11and 13
[notice the same type of symmetry between ~ and Bs.i embodied in (128)]. One obtains them

Al = B4=0
4d2+ (13 + 12)(J2 - m 19(%’+4

[
4 = *eJ’d e-1’(z’+4 + f ~ $]~ ~ $jd2 + ~1,_ 12)(12_ ~31e ]

4d2~+ (13 + 12)(J2 - M ek(z’+d)
-43=

~e,,d (13 - 14(12 + Zl)e

213 (1I + lz)(lz + lJe4dJ’ + (JI – 12)(1z– 13) ‘

B3 = &13z’

Z3

A2 = e12d
(12- 1,)

(1, + 12)(1z+ ls)e4d~ + (1, - 12)(1z- 1s)
eig(z’~d)

B= = es~’d
(12+ 1,)

(1I + 1.J(lz + ls)e4d1z + (1I - L.J(k - 13)

ela(z’+d)

B1 = e21ad+ld 212

(ZI + 12)[12 + i3)e4&z + (ZI – 12)(12 – 13)
ek(z’+d) (129)

A.3 Relation between electromagnetic fields and scalar Green function

One is actually interested in the EM field due to a set of source currentsdistributedthrough the medium.
The wave equation for the electric field takesthe form

V(V “E) - (V2 + m2)E= S(x, t) (130)

inwhichs= (47riuP/&)(j, + CV x M,) are the oscillatingcurrentand magnetizationsources in the trans-
mitter loop that generate the field. Under conditions where the cluuge density is static, so that V -js = O,
one will have V. S = O. By taking the divergenceof (130) one obtains then

V.(/c2E) =E. Vm2+h2V. E=0. (131)

One se& then that under conditions where E. Vfi2 = O,in which the electricfield lies parallelto eurfhceaof
constant n2, one haa V. E = O. In our case this requiresthat E be horizontaleverywhere,and we will show
below that this condition is satisfied if S is horizontal everywhere. Under this condition, the fist term in
(130) vanishesand each component of E satisiiesthe wave equation (109). One obtains then

E(x) =
/

d%g(x,d)s(x’), (132)

and the scalar Green function then sufficesto compute the field. Consider&t the case where source field
S ia purely azimuthal and has an axial spetryj ae in the case of an axially symmetric transmitter loop
lying horizontally at some distance over the conducting layers:

s(x) = s(7’,z)& (133)

where ~ = [- sin(~j, cos(~)] is the unit vector in the azimuthaldirection. It is easyto checkthat any function
of the form ~(r, z)@ has zero divergence. One obtains in this case

E(x) =
I

&z’g(x, X’)s(r’, 2’)4’
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which is then also axiallysymmetric and azimuthal. This verifiesselfconsistentlythat the requiredconditions
for the validity of (132) are indeed satiefied. In the particularcase of a single horizontal circdar loop of
radius r. at height Zo, carrying current l.; one has S(r, z) = (4tip10/&)6(r - ro)6(z’- Zo), and hence,

4@iwIoro . m
E(x) = ~ @~ qdqJl(qr)Jl(qro)iiz, zo;q). (135)

More generally, any horizontal current distribution may be constructed from a superposition of in-
fln.itesimalhorizontal current loops. This may be seen formally by rioting that one may always express
S = (47riup/c)V x M, with vertical M = Ma. Each volume elementdV then contains an oscillating vertical
dipole with strength M(x)dV. For a horizontallyatratifiedmedium,the electricfield will be purely azimuthal
about x. The total electric field is then a superpositionof the horizontalfields horn each infinitesimalloop,

!! and ia therefore horizontal as well.
The magnetic field is obtained from (8) w B = (ik)-lV x E. In the case that E is purely azimuthal B

,, has both radial and verticaI components according to

1 t3E6 ~
BT = -——

1 8(rE@)

iki3z Y ‘=~~”
(136)

The Besselfunction identity [11],

$[rVJv(qr)] = qrVJv_l(qr), (137)

implies that BZ ia obtained horn Ed simply by replacing J1(qr) by (q/ik)Jo(qr) in (135) or in the last line
of (134). The dependence on @(z, z’; q) itself remains as before. The computation of Br is slightly more
complicated as the z-derivative acts on & However,sincethe zdependence is purely exponential, from (113)
B. iS obtained horn E@ by making the siqple replacements~ + –(&/ik)~ ~d Bi A (Ai/ik)Bi.

B Real space fields for a loop lying on a homogeneous conducting
half-space

We consider here the generalization of the resultsof Sec. 2.4 to the case of a vertical dipole lying on top of
a semi-iniinitehomogeneous conducting half-space. The basic fiequen~ domain result may obtained from
(54) in the point dipole limit, r. + O, with magnetic moment ~ ~ mp&o/c remaining finite (the general
caee can be recovered as a superposition of dipoles at diflerentpoints). One obtains then,

.Zlj(r, z, f,d)= ik~(r, z, w) = 2ikmo
/ omRJ’@r) [’-XZ’(Z)+’XZ8(-Z)1

(138)

where ~ = ~A2 - 47rwc70/cY and Cois the subsuri%e conductivity. This maybe written in a more convenient
form using J~(z) = -J;(z), the standard representation

(139)

and deiining the two component vector q = [Acos(~), Asin(q$)]:

Ed(r) Z, w) = -%:/&q ‘i”’
q[l + ~~]

[@zW+’qz~o(-Z)]. (140
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We have defined here the two dimensional vector r = (s, g), and a convenientdifhsively scaled frequency
variable, Cl(q,w) = U/Dq2. The time domain response to a &function pulse is then obtained by inverting
the l?ouriertransform in u (we compute here the direct responsq the adjointresponseis obtained simply be
replacing t + -tat the end):

E,#(r,z, t) =
imD2 a

/-—% c12qq3eiqr-glzl
/

cl.fl fle-in”

xc %I+dm
~(z)+,(-z)e(=-llqz] (141)>

where s = I&t k a diffusively resczdedtime variable. The 0 integralsmay now be done by noting that
the quantity v~~ has a branch cut running from -i to -ico along the negative imaginary fl axis. The
integrand of (141) iaanalytic in Q everywhereawayfrom this cut. Fors <0 one may sat%lyclose the.contour
in the upper half plane, and the result is then zero, consistentwith causality.For s >0 one must close the
contour in the lower half plane, distorting it so that it envelopesthe branch cut. The C&integralin (141) is
then precisely equal to an integralup and down the branch cut. We obtain the fundamental identity

where K ~ -qz >0 is requiredfor convergence, and in the third line we have used the substitution u = V2
and used symmetry of the integrand to extend the integral to the whole real line. The final integral is now
eknentary, and we obtain

‘K2f48
F(fi, 9) = ~e-’~.

G
(143)

From this result we obtain more generally

Fn(ffi,L3)a
/
_’E(1- ~Q)d2e-in8-K~ = (-l)”fiF(&,s). (144)

Realizing that (1+ d~–1 = (–i!l)-l(#= - 1), the electricfield may finally be eqmessed in the
form,

a
= -w) Zti;;e ~ / [ (&~eiQ.Re-Q2 ~(z)e-~!z!+e(-z)e-z2/4 1 -i-QIZ]

)1
- ;Z2 ,

(145)

in which we have defined the diihxively scaled variables Q = Gq, R = r/~, and Z = z/fi. Note
that the field is explicitly continuous at Z = Oaa required. We finally makeuse of the identities [23]

(146)

.)

:-j
‘\
.)

r .,

I
,1

,?

. .

;
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The first follows from elementary integration using polar coordinates and in which X = (I&Z) = x/~
is the full three component scaled position vector. The second’followsfrom the first evaluated at Z + 0+,
the convolution theorem, and finally a careful integration~y parts to transfer the Laplacian operator to
the I/R’ fhctor (with the result V~R-l = l/R3). The e-R 14subtraction titeg the s@@~& ~ the
integration at R’ = O. More generally,one then has

(147)

The finalresultis then (fort> O):

E#(r,z, t) =
J

‘a &R’e-R’=l”.e(z)4@:b# m (pL- Rf~+ zq3/z

{
~ 2xe-q-q4N&& tM! ‘x’/4(l - 22/2) -121 J # (e-(lR-R’l’+z’)/4 _ e-x2/4) } .

The first term on the second line is proportional to the second derivativewith respect to Z of the dif?kion
kernel and ia then roughly the response of the conducting medium in the absence of boundary effects - see;“,i (48). The remaining terms account for the boundary by placiig a denai~ of imaginary diEusion sources,
with density proportional to R-3, on the bound~ The responsein the air appearsss that from a density of
vertical dipoles, with density proportional toe ‘R 14, on the surface. The response is instantaneousbecause
speed of light effects have been neglected. Using the fact that the dipolar fkctor in the &at line tends to. .
27r6(R- R’) as Z + O, one aga@ verifies continuity of the field across Z = O, and one obtains the closed
form result,

(149)

The magnetic field is obtained from the curl of the vector potential. Site the fields vanishat lavze times.,
we may write the relation E = -c-%A/& in the form -

/
~(r,z,t) = c ‘dfE@,z,&).

t

Fkom (148) one obtains then

A@(r, Z,t) = -o(z) ‘0
JI

a #@ m @-e-’’’l*D”
4@@~% ~ f5/2 Ur - rf12z+ 22]3/2

[/ ()

-$(-z) ‘0 a m ~e-’n/mt’ 1- &
4#/2~% t iY5/2

.121 / g~m *
(

e-(lr-r’12+z2)/4Dt’ _ e-zz/4Dt’

1]
.

The time integralsfollow from the identi~,

I

m d? _r,t 2

/

~
To(t, T) = t me ‘F o

due-vz =
[

;erf(fi),

(150)

(151)

(152)

in which the substitution V2 = T/t has been used, and erf(s) = (2/@ J: e-uadv is the error function or
. . probability integral. One then has more generally for any positive integern:

1

‘d&
Z’n(t,T) = — -./,’ = ~_g&t,r). .

~ &uE3/2 e (153)
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Z-’l(t, 7) = +$3rf(fi)- -+e-”lt

T2(t,T) = $&2rf(fi)- -e-’/t.

One obtains then

A@(r,.z, t) =
J

—~ #R’‘o(z) #:;~2 /jR L [@If(R’/z) -R’e-R’2’4](]R - R’;+ 22)3/2 Rf3

{

A fix2~jz2erf(Wz) + ‘2(~j42) + ‘e-x=/’_o(–Z) ~;;~2 i7R

[

(1~~R-R,’lz+zz
)-121 J ~ fiefi(lR_ R112+ 22)3/2

_ ~e~~)

_ exP[-(lR – R’12 + 22)/4] + exp(-x2/4)
IR - R’12 + % I}X2 “

(154)

(155)

The physical interpretation of of this result is discussedin Ref. [23]where it is shown that in the far field,
R >>1 or r >> m, the air response, z >0, is equivalentto that horn a diffusively propagating “smoke
ring” of image currentsbelow the surface. The actual subsurhce responseis, of course quite diflerent. This
is zma.logousto the result that the field above a conducting plane in responseto a charge placed above it
is equivalentto that from an equal but opposite signed image charge placed an equal distance below the
plane. In &t, the field beneath the plane vanishesidentically,and the actual charge distribution is coniked
strictly to the surface of the plane.

C Quadrature detection

Suppose that one has a (real valued) signal S(t) with Fourierrepresentation

(156)

with A(-u) = A* (u). Let us i%rthersuppose that S(t) consistsof a slowly varying envelope modulating a
comparatively rapid dominant oscillation at a ilequency Wo. The spectrum A(u) will then vanish outside
of two narrow frequency intervalsaround ho. The idea of quadraturedetection [1] is to isolate the slowly
-g ~~ope by remo~g the rapid os~tiom. Mathematicallythis involves constructing the complex
signal

(157)

which clearly contains Fourier components only in the neighborhood of zero frequency. Here P stands for
principal value integral, and the lsst line follows by substitutingA(u) = J dteiwtS(t) into the fist line of
(157), using a convergence factor e-~w with q -+0+ to do the u integral,and using the well known identity
(z – iq)-l = PZ-l + id(z). One then hss the obvious inverserelation

S(t) = Rea(t)e-tiO~, (158)

so that no information has been lost in this construction. If one has a record of S(t), a(t) maybe constructed
by numericalintegration. However, it is far more convenientto remove the rapid oscillationsfrom the data
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“on the fly,” i.e., by appropriate direct analog manipulationof the signalas it emergesfkom the receivercoil,
and record (the real and imaginary parts of) a(t) directly. This is the essenceof quadrature detection, and
is accompqhed as follows: the signal S(t) is split ~mtwo and mixed with two referencesignals, cos(uot) and
sin(uot) to obtain the two signals

(159)

The spectrumof thesetwo signahconsistsof threepeaksnearO= O,+2uo. The twohighfrequencypeaks
arenowlow-passfilteredusinga bandwidthmuchlargerthanthewidthof thepeaks,but muchsmaUerthan
Wo.The resultsare,to an excellentapproximation,

1 ‘dn
/[ ‘~~~A(uo+Q) + eiotA(–wo

5 _uo%Fe
- Q)]

;[ff(t) + a“(t)] = $Fm(t).

1 = dfl
/[ ‘iotA(uo + 0) - eiQtA(-wo

z -u. ~ e
- $-l)]

-&r(t) - a“(t)] = ;hnff(t). (160)

The two signalsrepresentthe realand imaginarypartsof the slowlyvarying envelopesignala(t) and therefore
accomplish the stated purpose. For applications to NMR one choosesW. to be the Larmor fiequen~, or, in
cases where gradients in the static,field axe present,an appropriateaverageLarmor fkequency. If S(t) is the
voltage response (67), a(t)isthen its envelope (68).
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